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The scope of the special issue is as follows. Nanomaterials
which provide one of the greatest potentials for improving
performance and extended capabilities of products in a
number of industrial sectors are a new class of materials,
having dimensions in the 1∼100 nm range. Nanostructures
can be divided into zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, and
two-dimensional based on their shapes. The recent emphasis
in the nanomaterials research is put on 1D nanostructures at
the expense of 0D and 2D ones, perhaps due to the intriguing possibility of using them in a majority of short-term
future applications. The most successful examples are seen
in the microelectronics, where “smaller” has always meant a
greater performance ever since the invention of transistors:
for example, higher density of integration, faster response,
lower cost, and less power consumption. In recent years,
applications of advanced nanomaterials on microelectronic
and photonic devices have been a highly developing field,
due to the flexibility and light weight for daily use, which has
the potential to be deployable. This special issue selects many
papers about advanced nanomaterials on microelectronic
and photonic devices topics. It enables interdisciplinary
collaboration between science and engineering technologists
in the academic and industrial fields.
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As a novel two-dimensional carbon material, graphene has fine potential applications in the fields of electron transfer agent and
supercapacitor material for its excellent electronic and optical property. However, the challenge is to synthesize graphene in a bulk
quantity. In this paper, graphite oxide was prepared from natural flake graphite by Hummers’ method through liquid oxidization,
and the reduced graphene oxide was obtained by chemical reduction of graphene oxide using NH3 ⋅H2 O aqueous solution and
hydrazine hydrate. The raw material graphite, graphite oxide, and reduced graphene oxide were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), attenuated total reflectance-infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR), and field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
results indicated that the distance spacing of graphite oxide was longer than that of graphite and the crystal structure of graphite
was changed. The flake graphite was oxidized to graphite oxide and lots of oxygen-containing groups were found in the graphite
oxide. In the morphologies of samples, fold structure was found on both the surface and the edge of reduced graphene oxide.

1. Introduction
Graphene is a novel 2-dimensional material which was first
separated from graphite by mechanical stripping method in
2004 [1]. As an allotrope of element carbon, it is a planar sheet
of carbon atoms arranged into hexagon [2]. The “thinnest”
known material graphene can be used for biosensors [3],
transparent electrodes [4], hydrogen storage, composites [5],
and high energy supercapacitors [6] for its high optical and
electron transparency and excellent mechanical properties
[7].
There are many ways to synthesize graphene [1, 8, 9],
such as exfoliation and cleavage, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), thermal decomposition, and electrochemical reduction. Among these preparation methods, solution-based
reduction of graphite oxide (GO) is attractive for its easy
operation in recent years. It includes three typical steps in
this method. They are graphite oxidation, GO aqueous dispersion, and GO reduction. The methods invented by Brodie,
Staudenmaier, and Hummers are widely used for graphite
oxidation [10]. And Hummers’ method is popular for the
following reasons. First, KClO3 was replaced by KMnO4 as
the oxidation agent. In this condition, the byproducts of toxic

gas were eliminated and the securities of experiments were
improved. Moreover, the oxidation time was shortened, and
last it was easy to exfoliate the resulted product in water.
In this paper, Hummers’ method was employed to prepare
GO and reduced GO (rGO) was obtained with the aid of
NH3 ⋅H2 O aqueous and hydrazine hydrate.

2. Experimental
2.1. Raw Materials. Flake graphite powder, 98 wt.% H2 SO4 ,
KMnO4 , NaNO3 , deionized water, NH3 ⋅H2 O aqueous, dilute
HCl aqueous, 30% H2 O2 aqueous, and 80% hydrazine
hydrate aqueous.
2.2. Graphene Preparation
2.2.1. GO Preparation. The mixture of flake graphite/NaNO3
was prepared in weight ratio of 2 : 1. The mixture was added
into a beaker with a certain amount of 98 wt.% H2 SO4 at
15∘ C and a suspension was obtained. Then, KMnO4 powder
which acted as an oxidation agent was gradually added into
the suspension with continuous stirring. The weight of the
KMnO4 powder is 3 times as much as the one of the mixture.
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cooperation, Germany), with the resolution of 4 cm−1 from
3700 to 500 cm−1 of spectral region, and functional groups of
GO and rGO can be observed.

3. Result and Discussion

Figure 1: Pattern of resulting suspension.

There were 3 steps for the following process. First of all,
it is the low temperature reaction. The temperature of the
mixture was controlled below 20∘ C for 2 hours; at the same
time, the suspension should be stirred continuously. The
second step is the mid temperature reaction. The temperature
of the mixture was maintained at 35∘ C for 30 minutes
after KMnO4 was totally dissolved. Finally, it is the high
temperature reaction. A certain amount of deionized water
was added into the mixture slowly; therefore a large amount
of heat was released when concentrated H2 SO4 was diluted.
15 minutes later, certain amounts of hot water and 30%
H2 O2 aqueous were added into the mixture, respectively, with
continuously stirring. As Figure 1 shows, the bright yellow
resulted suspension was filtered by the qualitative filter paper
when it was still hot, and the solid mixture was washed with
dilute HCl aqueous and distilled water and dried in vacuum
oven at 70∘ C for 24 h.

3.1. X-Ray Diffraction. As shown in Figure 2(a). Flake
graphite exhibits a basal diffraction peak (002) at 2𝜃 = 26.5∘
(𝑑 spacing = 0.33630 nm), which is very sharp. There is also
a very weak diffraction peak (004) at 2𝜃 = 54.8∘ (𝑑 spacing
= 0.16738 nm). The diffraction peak (004) is the second
diffraction [11] of the diffraction peak (002) according to layer
spatial arrangement rules of microcrystals; thus diffraction
peak (004) intensity is much weaker than that of diffraction
peak (002). The diffraction peak at about 2𝜃 = 9.8∘ is very
typical for GO; no apparent diffraction peak could be found
for rGO in its XRD pattern. This result is similar to that
of Tapas Kuila [2], who had already described the structure
of GO and rGO by XRD. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the
enlarged XRD patterns of GO and rGO. Diffraction peak
becomes broader in the enlarged pattern of GO at 2𝜃 = 9.8∘ (𝑑
spacing = 0.88160) and the significant increase in 𝑑 spacing
is believed due to the following reason: oxygen functional
groups intercalate in the interlayer of graphite. There is a very
weak diffraction peak at 2𝜃 = 42.3∘ , which is believed due to
the incomplete oxidation. As is shown in Figure 2(c), a very
weak and broad diffraction peak can be observed in the XRD
pattern of rGO at 2𝜃 = 25–30∘ ; the diffraction peak of rGO
is so weak that it cannot be visible when drawn together in
the XRD pattern with graphite and GO (Figure 2(a)). There
is also a weak diffraction peak at 2𝜃 = 42.3∘ .

2.2.2. rGO Preparation. 400 mg GO was dispersed in 400 mL
water by means of 30 minutes’ ultrasonic treatment. As a
result, a homogeneous brown GO aqueous suspension was
obtained. The pH of the suspension was adjusted to 10 by
dropping NH3 ⋅H2 O. A mount of hydrazine hydrate was
added into suspension and heated at 80∘ C for 24 hours, and
the weight ratio of hydrazine hydrate and GO was controlled
at 10 : 7. A kind of black flocculent substance was gradually
precipitated out of the solution. The product was obtained by
filtered with the qualitative filter paper. Finally, the resulting
black product was washed with methanol and water and dried
at 80∘ C for 24 h.

3.2. FTIR-ATR. FTIR-ATR spectra of GO and rGO are shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Some carbon-oxygen functional groups
of GO are observed in Figure 3, such as O–H, C=O, C–OH,
and C–O. Characteristic peak (∼3464 cm−1 ) [12] is believed
to be attributed to O–H stretching of hydroxyl and carboxyl
groups, and characteristic peaks of C=O (∼1639 cm−1 ), C–
OH (∼1288 cm−1 ), and C–O (∼1003 cm−1 ) are also believed to
be attributed to carboxylic acid and carbonyl groups [13]. And
the characteristic peak at 1493 cm−1 is corresponding to the
C=C skeletal vibration of unoxidized graphitic domain. These
oxygen functional groups indicate that the flake graphite
powder has been oxidized to GO. As shown in Figure 4,
no obvious peak could be observed, which means that full
reduction of GO was made. While carbon-oxygen functional
groups all existed, their characteristic peaks are just very
weak.

2.3. Characterization of Materials. Crystal features of flake
graphite, GO, and rGO were obtained by XRD [10] (AXS
cooperation, Germany), with a scan speed of 4∘ /min from 5
to 60∘ of 2𝜃 angles. The layer spacing (𝑑 spacing) could be
calculated with the aid of Bragg equation, and the change of
diffraction peak could also be observed. The micromorphology of rGO was observed by SEM (JSM-6700F, Japan), with
the acceleration voltage from 0.5 to 30 KV. Spectra of dried
GO and rGO were obtained by Tensor 27 FTIR-ATR (Bruker

3.3. Scanning Electron Microscope. Figure 5 shows SEM morphologies of rGO which was dried at 80∘ C for 1 day. As is
shown in Figure 5, 2-dimensional material can be observed.
Fold structure can be found on both the surface and the edge
of rGO powder. They are the typical morphologies of fewlayer rGo [14]. The thickness of rGO may be 10 nm and it is
obviously that rGO layers have fairly large dimension (much
larger than 100 nm), and rGO retacked together. The reason
of the reagglomerate may be the long-time high temperature
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction patterns. (a) graphite, GO, and rGO; (b) enlarged view of GO; (c) enlarged view of rGO.
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Figure 5: SEM morphology of rGO.

treatment. The morphology of graphite (fold structure) can
also be found in Figure 5.
Reaction mechanism of solution-based reduction of
graphite oxide will be discussed, to begin with the mechanism
of Hummers, though KMnO4 is used as a kind of oxidizing
agent. Dreyer et al. [15] believed that the active species was
Mn2 O7 . The following equation gives the reaction between
KMnO4 and H2 SO4 :
KMnO4 + 3H2 SO4 → K+ + MnO+3 +H3 O+ + 3HSO−4
MnO+3 + MnO−4 → Mn2 O7

(1)

In low temperature reaction, the edge of graphite was oxidized and intercalated with the aid of oxidizing agent. −OH
was formed during this process. In mid temperature reaction,
with the increasing of temperature, the oxidation ability
improves furthermore. More oxygen functional groups are
formed in this process, and the oxidizing agent penetrates
into the internal of graphite layer; therefore this process
results in the increasing of 𝑑 spacing. In the high temperature
reaction, concentrated H2 SO4 releases large amount of heat
during the process of watering. Force between layers is

destroyed and finally the GO could be fully exfoliated to
single layers. Secondly, the fully exfoliated GO will be reduced
to rGO with the help of NH3 ⋅H2 O aqueous and hydrazine
hydrate.
The mechanism of solution-based reduction of GO
is quite different with that of the traditional CVD ones.
The formation of graphene on bulk metal through CVD
includes three steps [1, 16, 17]. First, a hydrocarbon could
be dissociated through dehydrogenation; second, the carbon
species diffuse and dissolve into the bulk metal at the
growth temperature; the reason why transition metals could
serve as an electron acceptor is because of the empty dshell; third, carbon species precipitate out of the bulk metal
onto the metal surface upon the rapid quenching, start the
segregation process, and build up honeycomb lattice because
the solubility decreases during the cooling process.

4. Conclusion
GO was prepared by Hummers’ method and rGO was
prepared with the aid of NH3 ⋅H2 O aqueous and hydrazine
hydrate successfully. The characterization results indicate that

Journal of Nanomaterials
the layer spacing of graphite oxide was longer than that
of graphite. The crystal structure of graphite was changed.
Graphite was oxidized to GO and lots of oxygen-containing
groups were found in the GO. The typical fold morphologies
were found on both the surface and the edge of rGO.
Compared with the traditional CVD method, Hummers’
method can synthesize GO in large scale, then rGO can be
prepared with the help of reduced agent, and this process
costs a little. Meanwhile, the prepared GO is dispersed easily
in solution. In this case, the modification of the GO is easy
and it is suitable for GO application in composites and energy
storage devices.
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The lighting performances and phosphor degradation in field emission lamps (FELs) with two different kinds of cathode materials—
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and carbon nanocoils (CNCs)—were compared. The MWCNTs and CNCs were
selectively synthesized on 304 stainless steel wire substrates dip-coated with nanosized Pd catalysts by controlling the growth
temperature in thermal chemical vapor deposition, and the film uniformity can be optimized by adjusting the growth time. FELs
were successfully fabricated by assembling these cathode filaments with a glass bulb-type anode. The FEL with the CNC cathode
showed much higher lighting uniformity and light-spot density and a lower current at the same voltage than that with the MWCNT
cathode filament, and its best luminous efficiency was as high as 75 lm/W at 8 kV. We also found that, for P22, the phosphor
degradation can be effectively suppressed by replacing MWCNTs with CNCs in the cathode, due to the much larger total bright
spot area and hence much lower current density loading on the anode.

1. Introduction
The phenomenon of field emission (FE) was proposed by
Fowler and Nordheim in 1928 [1]. This phenomenon has been
used in a variety of applications such as display panels [2–
5], backlight in flat panel displays [6, 7], field emission lamps
(FELs) [8–11], and X-ray tubes [12]. FEL devices have numerous advantages such as short switching times, low power
consumption, high brightness, and low heat generation. In
addition, they are also free of mercury. Compared with lightemitting diodes and cold cathode fluorescent lamps, FELs
have an edge as a new-generation environment-friendly light
source [13].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been widely used as the
cathode material in most FELs that were recently developed
because they are characterized by a high aspect ratio and a
low turn-on electric field [14]. Hence, the voltage required

for operating these FELs is lower than those of conventional
cathode materials. In 2001, Bonard et al. fabricated a prototype of cold illumination device with CNTs as the cathode
material [15]. They directly grew CNTs on metal wires using
thermal chemical vapor deposition (TCVD) and then used
the CNT-coated wires as the cathode emitter set in the middle
of a vacuum tube. The inner side of the vacuum tube was
coated with an ITO film and phosphor and served as the
anode of the tubular FEL, which has brightness higher than
1 × 104 cd/m2 under an applied voltage of 5.4 kV. Huang et
al. also successfully fabricated an FEL device in 2008 using
a CNT wire cathode, which was also prepared by TCVD
growth of CNTs on a stainless steel wire with a diameter of
0.7 mm and a length of 30 mm, and an anode coated with blue
and green phosphors [16]. Fu et al. blended multiwalled CNTs
(MWCNTs) and silver glue and then applied the mixture on a
stainless ball with a diameter of 2 mm to fabricate a spherical
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FE light bulb in 2008 [17]. The bulb they made can achieve
an emission current density as high as 300 mA/cm2 and a
luminous efficiency of 26.4 lm/W.
However, compared to those commonly used lamps such
as CCFLs, these CNT-FELs have not shown significantly
higher luminous efficiency or brightness. To achieve high
luminous efficiency or brightness, the characteristics of the
cathode material are crucial. The choice of cathode material
not only directly affects lighting uniformity and light-spot
density, but also is very important for the anode performance
and phosphor lifetime in FELs. This is because ZnS-based
types of phosphors, P22, which have become the primary
fluorescent material in FELs currently, suffer from many
unsolved problems, including Coulombic damage (aging),
charge accumulation, and thermal quenching, despite their
high efficiency and brightness in high-voltage or high current
operation [18].
In particular, in high current density operation with
intense electron bombardment, the phenomenon of Columbic damage and charge accumulation were quite severe since
for the P22 phosphors the maximum Columbic loading per
stimulated phosphor area (C/cm2 ) is limited to ∼200 [19–21].
The luminescent brightness increases with the current density
at low current density for a short term, but the lifetime of the
phosphor rapidly decreases at high current density. Therefore,
increasing the voltage (hence the kinetic energy of electrons)
to improve the brightness of FELs is considered more suitable
than increasing the current.
In addition, even at a moderate current level, poor lighting uniformity and low light-spot density, which are common
in FEL devices, will result in excessive concentration of
current density at local phosphor particles, easily causing
phosphor degradation and brightness declination. Generally,
to control the lighting uniformity and light-spot density is
difficult because electron emission only occurs at the tip of
CNTs. Many researchers have synthesized vertically aligned
CNT arrays to enhance the uniformity of electron emission
using various different methods, but they usually require
complicated or expensive processes.
Carbon nanocoils (CNCs) were first synthesized by
Motojima and coworkers [22] using TCVD. Pan et al. pointed
out that CNCs can be a better candidate for an effective FEL
material. Because of the special helical morphology of CNCs,
they have sharp edges (graphene edge) all over the surface,
which offer numerous electron emission sites on one single
CNC [23], and this will significantly increase the light spots
on the phosphor. In previous studies [24, 25], it has been
demonstrated that the FELs with CNC cathodes exhibited
much better light-spot density and uniformity than those
with CNT counterparts. The emission from a carbon nanocoil
occurs not only at its tip, but also on its top surface, where the
electric field is concentrated [25]. These results indicated that
CNCs are a great potential material for FEL cathodes.
In this study, we grew CNTs and CNCs separately on
304 stainless steel (304-SS) wires utilizing a poly(styrene-coNIPAAm)/Pd catalyst (reported in our previous study [26,
27]) as the FEL cathode and compare their FE characteristics.
Higher lighting uniformity and light-spot density at lower
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current density, as well as greater luminescence efficiency and
a longer anode phosphor life, were observed in the FEL with
a CNC cathode.

2. Experimental
The substrates used for the FEL cathodes were 304-SS
wires with a length of 6 cm and a diameter of 1 mm. The
substrate was first cleaned with acetone and ultrasonicated
for 30 min. The substrate surface was then roughened by sand
blasting with 220-grit sands. Before TCVD, Pd catalyst was
deposited on the wire substrates by dipping the wires into a
poly(styrene-co-NIPAAm)/Pd solution (see [26, 27] for the
details of preparation) and then drying at 80∘ C in air. Figure 1
shows a schematic of cathode preparation. The wires were
placed at the center of a quartz tube, which was heated by
a furnace and equipped with a gas-flow controlling system.
Subsequently, 5 sccm of acetylene, 100 sccm of argon, and
20 sccm of hydrogen were introduced into the furnace as the
carbon source, carrier gas, and reductive gas, respectively.
To fabricate separately the two different types of electron
emitters, two process temperatures—600 and 800∘ C—were
used. A heating ramp lasting for 30–40 min was used to
reach the desired process temperature, and acetylene was
introduced into the reaction tube for 0–30 min. After cooling
the reaction system to room temperature, CNC or MWCNT
cathode filaments were obtained. The morphologies of the
cathodes were examined using a field emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM) (model: JEOL JSM-7600F)
and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (model: FEI
Tecnai F30).
The bulb-type FE anode adopted in this study is shown
in Figure 1. The diameter of the glass bulb was 6 cm, and the
lower hemisphere of the inner surface was coated with an
aluminum film. 10 g of P22 phosphor, 9.8 g of butyl acetate,
and 0.25 g of ethyl cellulose (EC) were mixed together to form
the phosphor slurry, which was then coated on the aluminum
film to act as the anode. Then the anode with the phosphor
slurry was baked at 500∘ C to remove the butyl acetate and
EC.
A cathode filament was fused with the glass bulb-type
anode and pumped to a 3 × 10−6 Torr vacuum to form an
FEL bulb. The FEL bulb was tested in a vacuum chamber
at high voltages (0–8 kV). The characteristics for the FELs
with two different cathode materials, including their current
density versus applied voltage and emission uniformity, were
investigated. Also, the performances of anode phosphor for
the FELs with the two different cathode materials were also
evaluated.

3. Results and Discussion
Figures 2 and 3 show the SEM images with various magnifications for the two distinct types of carbonaceous materials
synthesized on Pd-nanoparticle-containing substrate wires
at the two process temperatures. MWCNTs and CNCs were
synthesized in the samples processed at 800 and 600∘ C,
respectively. Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the MWCNTs grown
on 304-SS for various growth times: 5, 8, and 10 min.
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Figure 1: Schematic depicting the experimental process for FEL cathode preparation and device fabrication: dip coating of Pd catalysts;
TCVD growth of MWCNTs and CNCs; the assembly of a bulb FEL and the FE measurements.
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Figure 2: SEM images of MWCNT cathode filaments grown for various periods of time: (a) 5, (b) 8, and (c) 10 min and CNC cathode filaments
grown for various periods of time: (d) 10, (e) 20, and (f) 30 min.

Figures 2(d), 2(e), and 2(f) show the CNCs grown on 304SS for 10, 20, and 30 min, respectively. The reason we grew
CNTs and CNCs with different periods is that the growth
rates of CNTs and CNCs are quite different. Proper lengths
of CNTs or CNCs are needed to achieve good field emission
efficiency, so the ranges for their synthesis time for a better
field emission effect are different. For example, as shown in
Figures 2(a) and 2(c), an uneven CNT film was obtained
for growth times of 5 and 10 min. The optimum growth
time for MWCNTs was about 8 min at 800∘ C. In contrast,
the optimum growth time for the CNCs prepared at 600∘ C
was about 20 min, as revealed in Figures 2(d)–2(f). So, for
the subsequent research including the FE measurements and
material analysis, the growth times of MWCNT and CNC
cathode filaments were fixed at 8 and 20 min, respectively.

According to Baker’s hypothesis [28], the decomposition
of the carbon source and the diffusion of carbon atoms in the
catalyst involve thermally activated reactions that obey the
Arrhenius equation, so they are very sensitive to the reaction
temperature. In Figures 3(a) and 3(c), acetylene decomposed
quickly at 800∘ C and the fast diffusion and high deposition
rate of these carbon atoms resulted in the formation of MWCNTs. The reason is that, at higher diffusion rates, the diffusion
of carbon atoms became increasingly isotropic, and their
precipitation rates on various catalyst planes were almost
identical, leading to the uniform growth of CNTs. In contrast,
at 600∘ C acetylene decomposed slowly and the diffusion of
carbon atoms was not only slow but also anisotropic, resulting
in the formation of a coiled or helical structure in Figures 3(b)
and 3(d). In our previous work [29], carbonaceous materials
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Figure 3: SEM images of carbon nanomaterials grown at different temperatures in low magnification, (a) 800∘ C and (b) 600∘ C, and in high
magnification, (c) 800∘ C and (d) 600∘ C.
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Figure 4: TEM images of the (a) MWCNTs and (b) CNCs.

synthesized on Pd-nanoparticle-containing substrate wires
at various temperatures (500–800∘ C) have been studied.
The results showed that CNCs and MWCNTs were the
major synthesized carbonaceous products at 600 and 800∘ C,
respectively, using our Pd catalysts. Similar carbon products
were synthesized using Pd catalysts by Nitze et al. [30] and
Segura et al. [31]. These observations indicated that the
growth temperature determines the morphology of carbon
nanostructures. So the growth temperatures of MWCNT
and CNC cathode filaments were fixed at 800∘ C and 600∘ C,
respectively, in this research.

The TEM images of the MWCNTs and CNCs synthesized
in this study are shown in Figure 4. The MWCNTs grown at
800∘ C had a hollow structure and smaller diameters of 20–
50 nm as shown in Figure 4(a). By contrast, in Figure 4(b)
the CNCs grown at 600∘ C showed a solid amorphous helical
structure and had considerably larger diameters of 80–
150 nm.
Figure 5 shows the I-V curves for the FELs with (a)
MWCNT and (b) CNC cathode filaments. The FE I-V curves
were measured in a vacuum chamber using a bulb-type anode
and a CNC or MWCNT filament cathode. The FE currents
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Figure 5: I-V curves for the FELs with (a) MWCNT and (b) CNC
cathodes.

at a voltage of 8 kV with MWCNT and CNC cathodes were
3.2 and 1.7 mA, respectively. The current emitted from the
MWCNT cathode filament was considerably higher than
that from the CNC counterpart. This is reasonable because
MWCNTs have a higher aspect ratio and hence a lower turnon electric field than CNCs.
Furthermore, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the photos of
FELs in operation (operated at dc 8 kV) using the same (a)
MWCNT and (b) CNC cathode filaments in Figure 5 ((a)
and (b)), respectively. It reveals that the MWCNT cathode
FEL had much poorer lighting uniformity (see Figure 6(a))
despite its higher FE current. In contrast, Figure 6(b) shows
that the CNC cathode FEL was brighter and had excellent
bright spot density and uniformity, which can be attributed
to the numerous emission sites on a single CNC, as opposed
to the only emission site at the tip of a MWCNT.
In addition, Pan et al. [23] have pointed out that 5ring or 7-ring carbon bond defects in the nanocoil-structure
can serve as the FE sites (electrons are emitted from these
points). Compared with a CNT of the same length, a CNC
has considerably more FE sites and efficiency [24, 32]. In
accordance with Pan’s study, our study showed that the CNC
cathode FEL was brighter than the CNT one and had excellent
lighting-spot density and uniformity, which can be attributed
to the numerous emission sites on the single CNC, as opposed
to the only one emission site at the tip of a MWCNT.
According to the measurements with an integrating sphere,
the best luminous efficiency from our CNC cathode filament
was as high as 75 lm/W.
For P22, a higher electron kinetic energy and hence a
higher working voltage are needed to achieve a high CL
efficiency, but this will be detrimental for exceedingly high
emission current density. In high current density operation with intense electron bombardment, the phenomenon
of Columbic damage and charge accumulation were quite
severe since for the P22 phosphors the maximum Columbic
loading per stimulated phosphor area (C/cm2 ) is limited to

∼200 C/cm2 [19–21]. Thus if we raise the current to improve
the brightness, the phosphor would be damaged more quickly
and so the number of bright spots and the luminous efficiency
would decay faster.
Moreover, after 1 h of operation the FEL with the
MWCNT cathode showed evident yellowing of the phosphor
(Figure 6(c)) due to the much higher FE current. To make
the situation even worse, this higher current converged on
the much smaller area of the sparse bright spots on the
phosphor, as shown in Figure 6(a). The high-density electric
bombardment on the anode caused fast degradation of the
P22 phosphor, which was evidenced by the yellowing. The
CNC cathode FEL, in contrast, showed no clear sign of
phosphor degradation (Figure 6(d)).
Because the MWCNTs have lower turn-on and threshold
voltages than our CNCs, MWCNTs tend to emit higher
current density than CNCs at the same operation voltage.
In addition, the total bright spot areas on the anode for the
CNC FEL were much larger due to the numerous emission
sites per CNC. Therefore the Coulombic loading (C/cm2 ) on
the phosphor can be significantly lower in the CNC FEL. To
quantitatively estimate this effect, the actual loading current
density on the anode versus the applied voltage (J-V curve)
was calculated by dividing the current by the total bright spot
area, and the result is shown in Figure 7. The total bright
spot areas calculated by the software ImageJ were 49.6 and
93.7% of the anode area for Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.
Evidently, the loading current density can be significantly
reduced—from 0.23 to 0.03 mA/cm2 at 8 kV—by replacing
the MWCNTs with CNCs. In this work, for P22, the phosphor
life estimated from the current density can reach about 810 h
for the CNC cathode FEL, while for the MWCNT cathode
FEL it is only about 115 h. Therefore, an operation regime
at low emission current density, rather than high emission
current density, is preferred because it leads to higher lighting
efficiency and longer life of the anode phosphors.
To reveal the damage on the phosphors, the SEM morphologies of the phosphor for the FELs with (a) the MWCNT
cathode (high current density) and (b) the CNC cathode
(low current density) after 1 h of operation were displayed in
Figure 8. The phosphor particle in Figure 8(a) (the MWCNT
cathode FEL) had a severely roughened surface morphology
due to the numerous eroded defects. In comparison, the
phosphor in Figure 8(b) (the CNC cathode FEL) showed no
sign of morphological changes. We think the eroded defects
came from the electron bombardment at high current density.
High-energy electron bombardment can produce changes
in the surface chemical composition on the ZnS phosphors
[18, 33] and may also create a nonluminescent layer on the
surface of the phosphor.
The changes in the surface chemical composition on the
ZnS phosphors can be analyzed with electron spectroscopy
for chemical analysis (ESCA). Figure 9 shows the S2p3/2
(Figure 9(a)) and Zn2p3/2 (Figure 9(b)) photoelectron spectra
for the FELs with (A) the MWCNT cathode (high current
density) and (B) the CNC cathode (low current density) after
1 h of FE operation. After the high current density electron
bombardment (curve (A)), the sulfur signals (at about 152 eV)
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Figure 6: Top: FELs with (a) MWCNT and (b) CNC cathodes in operation. Bottom: phosphor on the anodes after 1 h of FE measurement
for FELs with (c) MWCNT and (d) CNC cathodes.
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Figure 7: J-V curves for FELs with (a) MWCNT and (b) CNC cathodes, where 𝐽 is the averaged loading current density on the anode.
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Figure 8: SEM morphologies of phosphor for the FELs with (a) MWCNT and (b) CNC cathodes after 1 h of FE operation.
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Figure 9: ESCA S2p3/2 (a) and Zn2p3/2 (b) photoelectron spectra of P22 phosphor for FELs with (A) MWCNT and (B) CNC cathodes after
1 h of FE operation.

decreased very obviously. The work in [21] and [33] indicated
that sulfur was severely depleted from ZnS on the phosphor
surface. The phenomenon is not observed in the low current
density CNC cathode FEL. It suggests that using CNC as
the cathode can effectively decelerate the degradation of P22
phosphors.

cathode FEL, as opposed to 115 h for the MWCNT cathode
counterpart. Our results showed that using CNC as the FE
cathode material can effectively decelerate the degradation of
P22 phosphors.

4. Conclusions

The authors declare that there is no conflict of interests
regarding the publication of this paper.

In this paper, MWCNTs and CNCs were separately synthesized by TCVD at growth temperatures of 800 and 600∘ C,
respectively, using nanosized Pd catalysts. The film uniformity can be optimized by adjusting the growth time. We
successfully fabricated high-uniformity bulb-type FELs using
CNCs on a 304-SS wire as field emitters. The P22 phosphor
prefers high-voltage and low current density operation. Our
results showed that the best luminous efficiency from our
FEL with the CNC cathode can reach 75 lm/W at an applied
DC voltage of 8 kV and low loading current density (on the
anode) of 0.03 mA/cm2 . For P22, the phosphor life estimated
from the current density can reach about 810 h for the CNC
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The antimony-telluride (Sb2 Te3 ) thermoelectric thin films were prepared on SiO2 /Si substrates by thermal evaporation method.
The substrate temperature that ranged from room temperature to 150∘ C was adopted to deposit the Sb2 Te3 thin films. The effects of
substrate temperature on the microstructures and thermoelectric properties of the Sb2 Te3 thin films were investigated. The crystal
structure and surface morphology of the Sb2 Te3 thin films were characterized by X-ray diffraction analyses and field emission
scanning electron microscope observation. The RT-deposited Sb2 Te3 thin films showed the amorphous phase. Te and Sb2 Te3 phases
were coexisted in the Sb2 Te3 -based thin films as the substrate temperature was higher than room temperature. The average grain
sizes of the Sb2 Te3 -based thin films were 39 nm, 45 nm, 62 nm, 84 nm, and 108 nm, as the substrate temperatures were 50∘ C, 75∘ C,
100∘ C, 125∘ C, and 150∘ C, respectively. The Seebeck coefficients, electrical conductivity, and power factor were measured at room
temperature; we had found that they were critically dependent on the substrate temperature.

1. Introduction
Facing the impact of the energy shortage and global warming
problem, much attention to the issues of energy saving
and reduction of carbon emission has been paid. The
green technology is getting more and more attention, of
which thermoelectric (TE) effect is one of the simplest
technologies to convert energy by temperature difference
and has recently attracted much attention. Thermoelectric
materials can directly convert electricity from heat and vice
versa. Hence, the application of thermoelectric materials is
very promising for power generator and cooler [1, 2]. The
energy conversion efficiency of the thermoelectric materials
is judged by the figure of merit ZT, ZT = (𝑆2 𝜎/𝜅)𝑇, where 𝑇
is defined as absolute temperature and 𝑆, 𝜎, and 𝜅 are defined
as Seebeck coefficient (Δ𝑉/Δ𝑇), electrical conductivity, and
thermal conductivity, respectively [3, 4]. For that, the characteristics of TE materials depend on their 𝑆, 𝜎, and 𝜅, and
the 𝑆2 𝜎 is defined as the power factor (PF). According to the

formula, the enhancement of thermoelectric figure of merit
ZT can be obtained by raising the 𝑆2 𝜎 and the decrease of
the thermal conductivity. Till now, the bismuth telluride- (BiTe-) and antimony-telluride- (Sb-Te-) based compounds are
known to be the state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials for
the applications near room temperature region. Furthermore,
the Bi-Te- and Sb-Te-based thermoelectric materials show the
highest figure of merit ZT and can be extensively utilized
for the commercially available thermoelectric generators and
coolers. For that, the Sb2 Te3 alloy was used as the compound
to investigate its thermoelectric characteristics.
Currently, the thermoelectric devices are manufactured
by sintering blocks of the materials. So far, the thermoelectric materials used in applications have all been in bulk
(3D), thin film (2D), and nanowire (1D) forms. However,
the figure of merit (ZT) is low for the bulk materials. In
order to improve the thermoelectric performance, the lowdimensional thermoelectric materials have been researched.
Hicks and Dresselhaus had pointed out that low-dimensional
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materials have better efficiency than bulk ones due to
low-dimensional effects on both charge carriers and lattice
waves [5]. Through the low-dimensional nanostructure, the
thermoelectric materials can increase their density of states
of Fermi level and enhance the phonon scattering of the
materials [5]. However, it is difficult to miniaturize the
thermoelectric devices by sintering blocks. Therefore, various
deposition techniques have been proposed to obtain the
thermoelectric thin films, such as flash evaporation [6, 7],
ion-beam sputtering [8, 9], pulse laser deposition (PLD)
[10, 11], sputtering [12, 13], electrochemical deposition [14,
15], metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
[16, 17], and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [18, 19]. The
electrochemical deposition was also a useful method to
deposit thermoelectric materials in different morphologies,
including thin films and nanowires [20, 21]. However, some
processes need long time and expensive facilities to prepare
the materials. In this paper, the thermal evaporation method
is adopted to prepare Sb2 Te3 thin films, because it is an
attractive technology and offers some advantages, such as
lower fabricating expenses and short processing time. In
this work, the influence of substrate temperature on the
microstructures and thermoelectric properties of the thermal
evaporated thin films on silicon substrates was investigated.
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accelerating voltage of 10 kV. The crystalline structures of the
thermoelectric thin films were determined by means of Xray diffraction (XRD) (Cu-K𝛼, Bruker D8). The diffraction
angles (2𝜃) of thermoelectric Sb2 Te3 thin films were revealed
by scanning between 20∘ and 60∘ at the speed of 0.05∘ per
second. For the investigation of thermoelectric properties,
Seebeck coefficient (𝑆) and electrical conductivity (𝜎) were
measured at the room temperature. The Seebeck coefficient
could be obtained by measuring the resulted Seebeck voltage
as applying a temperature gradient across the sample, in
which, the data was acquired by a Keithley 2700 system.
As measured temperature was changed in a small range,
for example, approximately 5∘ C, the Seebeck coefficient of
the device under test (DUT) could be considered as a fixed
value. Because the output voltage was not a steady value
within the measuring time, the calculated Seebeck coefficient
comprising the measured temperature gradient and output
voltage could nearly be the constant values. During the measurement process, we used 10 seconds as the measurement
time and ten Seebeck coefficient values could be obtained.
Then, the average value of the ten data was taken as Seebeck
coefficient value. The electrical conductivity of the specimens
was measured by a conventional four-point probe method at
room temperature. From 𝑆 and 𝜎, the thermoelectric power
factor (𝑆2 𝜎) was obtained.

2. Experimental
The p-type (1 0 0) silicon (Si) substrates were cleaned with
standard RCA cleaning processes to remove the native oxide
and particles. After that, a 400 nm thermally grown silicon
dioxide (SiO2 ) layer was deposited on the Si substrate by
atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD)
method. Then, the thermoelectric thin films were deposited
on SiO2 /Si substrates by the thermal evaporation method.
The high-purity (99.99%) Sb2 Te3 powder was used as evaporation source and evaporated from a tungsten boat. The
size of the powders was in the range of 1 mm–10 mm, which
was obtained by smashing the Sb2 Te3 ingot. During the
deposition process, a 60 A current was applied to the tungsten
boat to evaporate the Sb2 Te3 powder. The deposition rate of
the Sb2 Te3 thin films was estimated to be 16 Å/s. In this study,
the thermoelectric thin films were prepared at the substrate
temperature that ranged from room temperature to 150∘ C
with chamber pressure of about 3.75 × 10−5 torr. As we know,
the substrate temperature is the most important factor to
affect the characteristics of the Sb2 Te3 thin films, including
thickness, crystalline structure, grain size, and pore ratio. For
that, the substrate temperature will be the most important
factor to affect the electrical characteristics of the Sb2 Te3 thin
films. As the substrate temperature was higher than 150∘ C, the
Sb2 Te3 thin films were hard to deposit on the Si substrates,
for the fact that the substrate temperature was ranged from
room temperature to 150∘ C. The thickness of the Sb2 Te3 thin
films was approximately 0.4 𝜇m, independent of the substrate
temperature.
The surface morphologies, deposition rate, and the thickness of thermoelectric thin films were observed by scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM6700) with an

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the standard
Sb2 Te3 alloy from the JCPD card and the raw Sb2 Te3 alloy
powder. The XRD diffraction peaks of the raw alloy powder were coincided with those of JCPDS card for Sb2 Te3
alloy. This result indicates that the used alloy material for
evaporation was single phase Sb2 Te3 compound. For the
raw Sb2 Te3 alloy powder, four major diffraction peaks of
28.24∘ , 38.29∘ , 42.35∘ , and 44.58∘ , which are corresponding to
(0 1 5), (1 0 10), (1 1 0), and (0 0 15) diffraction planes,
were observed in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the raw Sb2 Te3 alloy
powder shows a preferred orientation corresponding to the
(0 1 5) diffraction plane.
Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the
Sb2 Te3 thin films deposited at various substrate temperatures.
The crystalline properties of the Sb2 Te3 thin films are apparently affected by the substrate temperature. The diffraction
peaks in Figure 2 show that as the substrate temperature was
changed; different alloy compounds were deposited during
the evaporation process. As room temperature (RT) was
used to deposit thin films, only the amorphous phase was
observed. The reason is that the atoms did not have enough
energy to proliferate and cluster on the substrate at room
temperature. As the substrate temperature was higher than
RT, the Te ((1 0 1) and (0 1 2)) and Sb2 Te3 ((0 1 5),
(1 0 10), (1 1 0), and (0 0 15)) phases were really observed
in the XRD patterns. As the substrate temperature was
increased from 50∘ C to 100∘ C, the diffraction intensities of the
Te and Sb2 Te3 phases increased with substrate temperature,
showing that the crystallinity of the thin films was improved.
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Figure 1: XRD patterns of (a) JCPDS card for Sb2 Te3 material and
(b) raw Sb2 Te3 alloy powder.
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of the Sb2 Te3 thin films deposited on
SiO2 /Si substrates at various substrate temperatures: (a) JCPDS card,
(b) room temperature, (c) 50∘ C, (d) 75∘ C, (e) 100∘ C, (f) 125∘ C, and
(g) 150∘ C, respectively.

As 125∘ C was used as substrate temperature, the diffraction intensity of Te phase critically decreased and (0 1 5)
plane of Sb2 Te3 phase showed a splitting peak; as 150∘ C was
used as substrate temperature, the diffraction intensity of
(0 1 5) plane of Sb2 Te3 phase critically increased and the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of (0 1 5) plane
decreased and a preferred orientation of (0 1 5) existed. The
FWHM values of (0 1 5) plane were 0.525∘ , 0.512∘ , 0.478∘ ,
0.385∘ , and 0.298∘ as the substrate temperatures were 50∘ C,
75∘ C, 100∘ C, 125∘ C, and 150∘ C, respectively. However, as the
substrate temperature was higher than 150∘ C, the raw Sb2 Te3
material was hard to deposit on the SiO2 /Si substrates. In
this study, the optimum Sb2 Te3 (0 1 5) plane of thin films
was obtained at the substrate temperature of 150∘ C. The XRD

patterns shown in Figure 2 also suggest that the substrate
temperature had large effect on the characteristics of the
deposited Sb2 Te3 thin films.
The SEM top-viewed images of the Sb2 Te3 thin films
deposited at various substrate temperatures are shown in
Figure 3. As R.T. was used as substrate temperature, a
continuous and smooth surface morphology was obtained;
the deposited thin films with amorphous phase are the
reason to cause this result. The figure also shows that as the
substrate temperature was raised, the grain sizes increased
with increasing substrate temperature. The average grain sizes
were 39 nm, 45 nm, 62 nm, 84 nm, and 108 nm, as the substrate temperature was 50∘ C, 75∘ C, 100∘ C, 125∘ C, and 150∘ C,
respectively. Those results prove that the polycrystalline
structure, as XRD patterns in Figure 2 show, was obtained as
the substrate temperature was equal to and higher than 50∘ C.
Figure 4 shows the SEM cross-sectional microstructures of
the deposited Sb2 Te3 thin films under various substrate
temperatures. As the substrate temperature was changed
from R.T. to 100∘ C, the cross-sections of the deposited Sb2 Te3
thin films showed a flat morphology and their thickness
was around 400 nm; as the substrate temperature was higher
than 100∘ C, the thickness was decreased and the size of
pores increased with increasing substrate temperature. The
increase in the size of pores is caused by the fact that the
large grains grow at the expense of small ones, which result
in the formation of new and larger voids where the small
grains are originally located. As Figure 4 shows, the pores
mainly grow in the vertical direction of the Sb2 Te3 thin films
as higher substrate temperature is used. As we know, the main
composition of pores is air, which has very low conductivity.
For that, even the electrical conductivity characteristic is
mainly determined by the lateral structure of the Sb2 Te3 thin
films, the decrease in the conductivity of the Sb2 Te3 thin films
with increasing in the size of pores is expectable.
Figure 5 shows the variations of the electrical conductivity with various substrate temperatures. As the substrate
temperature increased, the electrical conductivity of the
deposited Sb2 Te3 thin films first increased, reached a maximum at 100∘ C, and then decreased. The lower electrical conductivity of the RT-deposited thin films could be attributed
to the poor crystallization, as confirmed by XRD analysis
in Figure 2 and SEM surface observation in Figure 3. The
electrical conductivity increased from 2.14 × 102 S/cm to
6.81 × 102 S/cm as the substrate temperature increased from
R.T. to 100∘ C. With an increased substrate temperature from
100∘ C to 150∘ C, the electrical conductivity decreased from
6.81 × 102 to 3.11 × 102 S/cm. The electrical conductivity
of the Sb2 Te3 thin films was enhanced as the substrate
temperature is higher than RT. The improvement in the
crystallization, as proven by XRD analysis in Figure 2 and
SEM surface observation in Figure 3, is believed as the reason.
As the substrate temperature is higher than 100∘ C, the pores
increased with increasing temperature. Also, this is the reason
to cause the decrease in conductivity.
Figure 6 shows the variation of the Seebeck coefficient
with different substrate temperature. The results show that all
samples have a positive Seebeck coefficient, which means that
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Figure 3: FE-SEM top-viewed morphologies of the Sb2 Te3 thin films deposited under various substrate temperatures: (a) room temperature,
(b) 50∘ C, (c) 75∘ C, (d) 100∘ C, (e) 125∘ C, and (f) 150∘ C, respectively.
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Figure 4: FE-SEM cross-sectional morphologies of the Sb2 Te3 thin films deposited under various substrate temperatures: (a) room
temperature, (b) 50∘ C, (c) 75∘ C, (d) 100∘ C, (e) 125∘ C, and (f) 150∘ C, respectively.
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Figure 6: Variations of Seebeck coefficient for Sb2 Te3 thin films
deposited at various substrate temperatures.

the Sb2 Te3 thin films are p-type semiconductors. According
to the results, the samples deposited at R.T. show a large
Seebeck coefficient (∼129.3 𝜇V/K). The Seebeck coefficient
decreased from 129.3 𝜇V/K to 37.3 𝜇V/K as the substrate
temperature varied from R.T. to 50∘ C. After that, the Seebeck coefficient was enhanced as the substrate temperature
increased from 50 to 150∘ C. The sample deposited at 150∘ C
exhibited the large Seebeck coefficient of 112.4 𝜇V/K. It is well
known that the Seebeck coefficient is closely related to the
carrier concentration. In the case of p-type semiconductor
crystals obeying Boltzmann statistics, the Seebeck coefficient
(𝑆) is given by the following equation [22]:
3/2

𝑆=±

2 (2𝜋𝑚∗ < 𝑘𝐵 𝑇)
𝑘𝐵
((𝛾 + 2) + ln
𝑒
ℎ3 𝑛
𝜎 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇,

),

(1)
(2)

where 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑒 is the electron charge,
𝑟 is the scattering factor, 𝑚∗ is effective mass, ℎ is Planck’s

constant, 𝑛 is the carrier concentration, and 𝜇 is the carrier
mobility, respectively. From (1), the Seebeck coefficient was
found to be inversely proportional to the logarithmic scale
of the carrier concentration. From (2) the conductivity is
proportional to the carrier concentration, which may be
caused by decreasing the number of defects. For that, the
Seebeck coefficient of the thermoelectric thin films might be
enhanced owing to the reduction of the conductivity. The
results in Figures 5 and 6 prove that the Seebeck coefficient
is inversely proportional to the electrical conductivity.
According to the results of Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity, the power factor can be calculated. The
power factor is a significant thermoelectric parameter, which
determines the performance of the thermoelectric converter.
Figure 7 shows the power factors obtained for the Sb2 Te3 thin
films deposited at various substrate temperatures. Figure 7
shows that the power factor first drastically decreased as the
substrate temperature increased from R.T. to 50∘ C; then it
increased as the substrate temperature was further increased
from 50∘ C to 150∘ C. The thermoelectric properties for Sb2 Te3
thin films deposited at various substrate temperatures are
summarized in Table 1. Table 1 shows an important result
that we can use the cheap evaporation equipment to deposit
the Sb2 Te3 thin films with high Seebeck coefficient and
acceptable power factor. It also shows that the optimized
Seebeck coefficient and power factor of the Sb2 Te3 p-type thin
films were found to be about 112.4 𝜇V/K and 3.94 𝜇W/cm⋅K2
at the substrate temperature of 150∘ C, respectively.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a thermal evaporation method was successfully
utilized for the deposition of the Sb2 Te3 -based thermoelectric
thin films from R.T. to 150∘ C on SiO2 /Si substrates with lowcost. We found that as the substrate temperature was higher
than 150∘ C, the raw Sb2 Te3 material was hard to deposit on
the SiO2 /Si substrates. The electrical conductivity increased
from 2.14 × 102 S/cm to 6.81 × 102 S/cm as the substrate
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Table 1: Thermoelectric properties of the Sb2 Te3 thin films
deposited at various substrate temperatures.
Substrate
temperature
(∘ C)
R.T.
50
75
100
125
150

Seebeck
coefficient
(𝜇W/K)

Conductivity
(S⋅cm−1 )

Power factor
(𝜇W/cm⋅K2 )

129.3
37.3
42.5
44.2
73.7
112.4

214.75
587.30
611.80
681.57
508.20
311.99

3.57
0.80
1.10
1.33
2.76
3.94

temperature increased from R.T. to 100∘ C. With an increased
substrate temperature from 100∘ C to 150∘ C, the electrical
conductivity decreased from 6.81 × 102 to 3.11 × 102 S/cm. The
Seebeck coefficient decreased from 129.3 𝜇V/K to 37.3 𝜇V/K
as the substrate temperature varied from R.T. to 50∘ C. After
that, the Seebeck coefficient was enhanced as the substrate
temperature increased from 50 to 150∘ C. As the substrate
temperature increased to 150∘ C, the Seebeck coefficient and
power factor of p-type Sb2 Te3 -based thin films were found to
be about 112.4 𝜇V/K and 3.94 𝜇W/cm⋅K2 , respectively.
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Along with the development of organic electronics, conductive polymer of PEDOT:PSS has been attracting more and more attention
because they possess various novel electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, which render them useful in modern organic
optoelectronic devices. Due to its organic nature, it is lightweight and can be fabricated into flexible devices. For better device
processing and integrating, it is essential to tune their surface morphologies, and photolithography is the best choice at present.
In this paper, current PEDOT:PSS patterning approaches using photolithography are reviewed, and some of our works are also
briefly introduced. Appropriate photolithographic patterning process for PEDOT:PSS will enable its application in future organic
electronics.

1. Introduction
Organic electronics is a fast developing branch of modern
science and technology. It has received enormous attention as
a technology platform that enables lightweight, inexpensive,
mechanically flexible and large-scale devices by exploiting
the unique properties of organic materials. Devices such as
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1], organic thin film
transistors (OTFTs) [2, 3], organic solar cell [4, 5], and sensors
[6, 7] have been demonstrated, and tremendous progress in
the performance was realized through the past two decades.
Along with the development of organic electronics,
commercially available poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is emerging as a promising material for its electrical, optical, and mechanical
property [8]. PEDOT:PSS is a flexible, transparent, and
intrinsically conductive polymer which can reach a high
conductivity above 1000 S/cm and has a high transmission
above 90% in visible spectrum [9, 10]. It is also biocompatible
and has high chemical stability. As the commonly used
indium tin oxide (ITO) is brittle and will lose its conductivity
during bending, PEDOT:PSS is much suitable for flexible
applications. Compared with other materials like carbon

nanotubes, graphene, silver nanowires, PEDOT:PSS is lowcost and can be easily deposited onto various substrates via
spin-coating or printing. Moreover, PEDOT:PSS has a high
work function of about 5.2 eV, which is beneficial for charge
injection [1]. Due to its property, PEDOT:PSS found various
applications and exhibited good performance in organic
electronics including OLEDs [1, 11, 12], OTFT [2, 3], OPV [4],
batteries and bioelectronics [6, 7], and so forth.
For practical applications, it is essential to develop general patterning procedures for integrating PEDOT:PSS into
microscale devices. However, micropatterning and processing of organic materials for electronic and optoelectronic
systems remain a challenging issue to be addressed. Organic
materials, including small molecular and polymer that can be
dissolved in water or organic solvents, are usually mechanically soft and chemically sensitive. Their surface morphology
and electrical property will be adversely influenced during
the patterning processes. Thus, it has stimulated numerous
attempts and approaches in different micro- and nanopatterning techniques for making patterned structures with fine
features. Ink-jet printing involves a modified inkjet or bubble
jet printer that delivers small droplets of PEDOT:PSS to
selected places on the substrate [13]. It is a directly writing
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approach without any mask, and its material utilization is
very high. However, it has certain resolution limitations (10–
20 𝜇m) as well as problems with resulting film uniformity.
For imprint technique [14], it can achieve extremely high
resolution possibilities (∼10 nm) using a nanostructured
mold. However, due to its complexity, imprint technique still
remains on the research laboratory scale level. Furthermore,
for the two aforementioned methods, fabrication of multilayer devices is exceptionally challenging, and they require
the use of new equipment. Photolithography, in contrast,
remains the most attractive thin film patterning technique
for the patterning of inorganic electronic materials to date
in modern silicon-based semiconductor industry. It uses UV
radiation to change the solubility of light-sensitive imaging
materials in certain solutions, and the patterned imaging
materials are used as a contact mask to pattern the electronic
materials. However, the techniques used in the mature
and entrenched industry of silicon processing have made
little impact in patterning of PEDOT:PSS which is mainly
due to a lack of chemical compatibility. Overcoming these
incompatibilities promises a breakthrough in the application
of PEDOT:PSS since it would provide for massively parallel
output along with process knowledge and equipment already
available from a very successful silicon industry.
In this paper, photolithographic patterning approaches
of PEDOT:PSS are reviewed, and our relevant works are
also briefly introduced. Using appropriate materials and
processes, fine PEDOT:PSS patterns are achieved by photolithography and are applied into various organic electronics
devices. These results indicate the promising applications of
PEDOT:PSS in future organic electronics devices.

2. Traditional Photolithography for
PEDOT:PSS Patterning
Photolithography has many advantages, including ultrahigh
resolution ability, straightforward scaling to large area substrates, availability of a broad basis of equipment and expertise, and the high throughput associated with its inherently
parallel nature. As photolithography is widely used, it will
be favorable to still use materials and facilities of traditional
photolithography to pattern organic material of PEDOT:PSS,
especially for cost concern from industry. In spite of its
technical advantages, conventional photolithography has not
been recognized as a suitable technique for patterning
PEDOT:PSS. It is presently hindered by concerns of chemical
deterioration upon exposure to process materials for photolithography. Specifically, PEDOT:PSS films are damaged
during the photoresist deposition, development, and removal
steps due to interaction with aggressive chemical reagents,
especially the aqueous alkaline solutions, which are standard
developers in conventional photolithography. Moreover, due
to the acidity of PEDOT:PSS films, the cross-linking of
traditional acid-sensitive photoresists is adversely affected.
For positive-tone photoresist, acidic PEDOT:PSS films cause
uncontrolled decomposition. For negative-tone photoresist,
the resist films are cross-linked without UV radiation, and
residuals are left on the surface. Accordingly, various practical
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photolithographic approaches have been demonstrated to
minimize or eliminate damage by careful choice of processes
and relevant materials. These efforts include the utilization of
physical lift-off processes and the employment of protective
interlayers between PEDOT:PSS and photoresist films during
etching.
In lift-off processes, shown in Figures 1(a)–1(e), photoresist is first spin-coated and patterned on a substrate,
and PEDOT:PSS to be patterned are subsequently deposited
on it. Appropriate solvents are used to dissolve parts of
photoresist, removing PEDOT:PSS film that was deposited on
it. By coating PEDOT:PSS on patterned photoresist and then
performing lift-off, exposure of UV radiation and alkaline
developer was prohibited, and there was also less contamination on the surface, which will be very important for ensuring
good performance of electronics devices. Chan et al. used
positive photoresist to performance this processes [15] and
achieved micrometer-scale patterns. As positive photoresist
is usually acidic sensitive and PEDOT:PSS is acidic, there is a
risk that photoresist is decomposed by PEDOT:PSS solution
during its spin coating. Processes like hard baking of the resist
patterns may be utilized to prevent the decomposition.
Leem et al. and Huang et al. used negative photoresist
SU8 [16, 17], as shown in Figure 2. PEDOT:PSS can be spincoated either before or after UV exposure, corresponding to
route 1 and route 2 in Figure 2. Using developer of propylene
glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA), unexposed parts
were removed, leaving PEDOT:PSS patterns. As it is very hard
to remove UV exposed SU8, cross-linked resists were left
beneath PEDOT:PSS. For devices with complex structures,
this will be inconvenient.
For aforementioned processes, solvents were used to
remove parts of photoresist, and this may impact PEDOT:PSS
films. Therefore, Takamatsu et al. and Defranco et al. performed a dry lift-off process with parylene [18, 19], as
shown in Figure 3. PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated on patterned
parylene, and parylene films were mechanically delaminated,
avoiding the contact of solvents with PEDOT:PSS. Parylene is
a chemical vapor deposited (CVD) polymer and nearly inert
(resist solvents, strong acids and bases), which is useful as a
barrier layer in electronic devices. It is deposited near room
temperature and can be applied on chemically sensitive materials without damaging them. Most importantly, parylene has
conformal and pinhole-free coating, and it shows relatively
weak adhesion to substrate, which makes it easily peeled
off.
For lift-off of inorganic materials, the undercut profile at
the edges of patterned photoresist will ensure a discontinuous
film, which results in successful lift-off, as shown in Figures
4(a) and 4(b). For a spin-coated PEDOT:PSS, however, the
film is generally continuous across the edges of the patterned
photoresist, shown in Figure 4(c), and this will make a rough
edge of PEDOT:PSS film after peeling-off. Moreover, there
may be sharp peaks at the edge, shown in Figure 4(d), which
may greatly influence the device performance.
In traditional etching processes for inorganic materials,
photoresist is spin-coated on the film to be patterned. After
exposure and developing, photoresist patterns are formed
and used as a contact mask for later etching. Finally,
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PEDOT:PSS
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Figure 1: Lift-off processes of photolithographic patterning of PEDOT:PSS. Photoresist was first spin-coated (a) and patterned (b), (c) on a
substrate. Then, PEDOT:PSS was subsequently deposited (d). After lift-off of left resist, PEDOT:PSS patterns are left on the substrate (e).

Route 1

Route 2

Substrate
PEDOT:PSS
SU8

UV exposed SU8
Mask

Figure 2: Photolithographic patterning of PEDOT:PSS using SU8. Here are two routes, in which PEDOT:PSS can be deposited either before
or after UV exposure. After developing in PGMEA, PEDOT:PSS patterns are left on cross-linked SU8.

the photoresist is stripped off. For acidic PEDOT:PSS,
the solvents used during the processes (especially the alkaline developer) usually have detrimental effect. Khodagholy
et al. and Defranco et al. used a parylene film to protect PEDOT:PSS films [6, 19], as shown in Figure 5, and
1 𝜇m PEDOT:PSS lines were demonstrated. Parylene shows
relatively weak adhesion to PEDOT:PSS, which makes it
easily peeled off after etching. Although the conductivity of
PEDOT:PSS films was proved to be unchanged during the
processes, there is a risk for the surface of PEDOT:PSS to get
damaged while peeling off.
As published by Xia et al., the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS
can be enhanced using strong acid [10]. It is concluded that
acidic PEDOT:PSS possesses strong stability in acid solution.
Thus, we proposed an approach using acid as processing

solvent [20]. Silver thin films were used as protective layer,
and traditional photolithographic etching of PEDOT:PSS can
be achieved. Shown in Figure 6, resist was first formed on
silver. Using acidic silver etchant, silver interlayer was etched,
followed by oxygen plasma etching of PEDOT:PSS. After
resist striping and silver removal, PEDOT:PSS patterns were
formed on substrate. Commonly used silver and traditional
photoresist can be utilized, and this process was proved to
have no obvious influence towards PEDOT:PSS.
Using processes in Figure 6, patterns down to several
micrometers were achieved on a 4-inch PET substrate
(Figure 7(a)), and notably the resolution limit here is the
photo mask and exposure system. With the patterned conductive PEDOT:PSS as electrode, OLEDs showed comparable performance as those with ITO anode (Figure 7(b)).
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Figure 3: Lift-off processes with parylene. Resist was spin-coated (a), UV exposed (b), and developed (c) on parylene. With etching (d),
patterns were transferred to parylene (e). PEDOT:PSS was deposited on patterned parylene (f), and after mechanical peel-off, PEDOT:PSS
patterns were left on substrate (g).

(a)

Substrate
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Photoresist
PEDOT:PSS
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Photoresist
PEDOT:PSS
(d)

Figure 4: Lift-off processes of inorganic material and PEDOT:PSS. (a) Inorganic materials on photoresist, (b) inorganic material patterns on
substrate after photoresist removal, (c) PEDOT:PSS on photoresist, and (d) PEDOT:PSS patterns on substrate.

3. Orthogonal Solvents and Specially
Tailored Photo Imaging Materials for
PEDOT:PSS Patterning
For photolithography in inorganic semiconductor industry,
the concept of chemical orthogonality has long been practiced, and it is necessary to deposit and remove a layer of photoresist without damaging the underlying layers. However,
deterioration of PEDOT:PSS occurs during the photoresist
deposition and removal stages due to aggressive organic

solvents, especially in the pattern development steps by
aqueous base solutions. It is a major challenge in chemical
processing of PEDOT:PSS films to find orthogonal solvents,
that is, solvents that do not dissolve or adversely damage
PEDOT:PSS. Here, two kinds of such solvents are introduced,
supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2 ) and fluorous solvents.
ScCO2 is a kind of fluid which exists above the critical
temperature and pressure of CO2 (𝑇c = 31.1∘ C; 𝑃c =
73.8 bar). This scCO2 fluid is a poor solvent for most
ionic, high molecular weight and low vapor pressure organic
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Figure 5: Etching process with parylene for PEDOT:PSS. (a) Spin-coating of PEDOT:PSS, parylene and resist, (b) UV exposure, (c) resist
developing, (d) dry etching, and (e) parylene peeling-off.
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Figure 6: Photolithography with silver interlayer for PEDOT:PSS patterning. (a) Deposition of PEDOT:PSS, silver film and parylene. (b) UV
exposure, (c) developing of resist. (d) Silver etching with silver etchant. (e) Oxygen plasma etching of PEDOT:PSS, (f) removal of resist and
silver.
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Figure 7: Photolithographic patterning of PEDOT:PSS using silver
as protective interlayer. (a) Small patterns down to micrometer scale
were fabricated on flexible substrate. (b) OLEDs using the patterned
conductive PEDOT:PSS anodes had comparable performance as
those using ITO anode.

compounds, which makes it an extremely promising nondestructive developing medium for vast majority of materials
utilized in organic electronics. Another very important aspect
is that scCO2 is a nontoxic, nonflammable, environmentally
friendly fluid, which is proposed as a key driver in the new
field of “green” chemistry. In recent years, scCO2 is being
considered as a low-cost substitute solvent in microelectronics processing such as wafer cleaning, spin coating, etching,
and resist stripping, based on its physical and chemical
advantages. Utilizing dry scCO2 media as a developing
solvent to dissolve resists in photolithography, Hwang et al.
and Lee et al. introduced a chemically benign dry photolithographic approach without interfering with the active
material, and appropriate copolymers with high fluorine
content were developed (shown in Figure 8) as effective
negative photoresists for development with scCO2 [21, 22].
Patterned PEDOT:PSS is demonstrated with fine features as
small as 1.3 𝜇m. No delamination, distortion, or cracking of
the PEDOT:PSS patterns was observed over larger scale.

Fluorous solvents are perfluorinated or very highly fluorinated liquids, which are typically immiscible with organic
solvents and water. They are poor solvents for nonfluorinated
organic materials and benign to a wide variety of organic
electronic materials, and only materials with higher F content
dissolve well in fluorous solvents. Therefore, they naturally
extend options for solvent orthogonality. Since hydrofluoroethers (HFEs) are well known to be highly environmentally
friendly, “green” solvents, they were chosen out of the variety
of other available fluorous solvents. HFEs are nonflammable,
have zero ozone-depletion potential, low global warming
potential, and show very low toxicity to humans. Typical
commercially available HFEs are HFE 7100 (Figure 9(a))
and HFE 7500 (Figure 9(b)). Based on the HFEs solvents
combined and specifically tailored, highly fluorinated photoresist (Figures 9(c) and 9(d)), Ober et al. demonstrated
facile photolithographic patterning for organic electronics
[23–25]. Highly fluorinated chemicals are used, including
the specifically designed resist material, the resist developer solvent, and the resist stripper solvent. Any possible
damage to the organic semiconductor film associated with
processing the photoresist is minimized. It should be emphasized that the photosensitive resist was carefully selected
to enable nonchemically amplified patterning: an imaging
mechanism that does not rely on acid-catalyzed deprotection
reactions. The advantages of this pathway are substantial
for the patterning of acidic PEDOT:PSS films. No residual
layers of decomposed resist were found, as with chemically
amplified resists. The PEDOT:PSS interface is left clean and
unaffected following resist removal. After photolithography
processing, PEDOT:PSS films showed essentially the same
resistance as the reference devices, which indicates that the
photoresist has no detrimental effects on device performance.
Optical and atomic force microscopy on PEDOT:PSS were
also performed, before and after immersion in boiling HFE
7100. No significant change of morphology and no pinhole formation, cracking, or delamination were observed,
confirming the orthogonality of HFEs even under extreme
conditions. Submicrometer patterning of PEDOT:PSS was
also demonstrated.
Using fluorinated provided by Orthogonal Inc., we systematically studied the influence of the patterning processes
towards PEDOT:SS [26]. Both the conductivity and surface
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Figure 9: Different fluorinated materials. (a) HFE7100, (b) HFE7500. (c), (d) Specially designed photoresist for HFEs solvents.
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Figure 10: (a) PEDOT:PSS patterns by photolithography using fluorinated materials. (b) OLEDs array using patterned PEDOT:PSS strips.

property of PEDOT:PSS remained the same after patterning using fluorinated materials. Micrometer patterns were
realized, shown in Figure 10(a), and the resolution here was
limited by photo mask and exposure system. Based on the
patterned conductive PEDOT:PSS strips, efficient OLEDs
array were demonstrated, shown in Figure 10(b).

4. Direct Cross-Linking of PEDOT:PSS
Direct patterning by cross-linking of PEDOT:PSS has the
added benefit of convenience. Through extending the well
known bisfluorinated(phenyl azide) (bisFPA) methodology to an ionic bisFPA process, photocross-linking of

PEDOT:PSS is realized. This method is based on the photoinduced formation of singlet nitrenes from FPAs and their
insertion into unactivated C–H or other bonds, causing
bonding of adjacent polymer chains, which is thus general
and not dependent on the presence of specific chemical
functional groups. However, the nitrene can also react with
oxygen, which may lead to a decrease in the photosensitivity
when exposed in air. The nonilluminated parts are removed
using demineralized water or methanol, thus yielding a negative process. The photoinitiator should be compatible with
the strongly acidic PEDOT:PSS (PH of about 1). Well-suited
photoinitiators are bisazides, polyazides, or polydiazonium
salts. Khong et al. demonstrated this approach and used
patterned PEDOT:PSS in OLED and transistors [27–30].
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They used water-soluble ionic photoinitiators of 4,4 -diazido2,2 -disulfonic acid benzalacetone disodium salt (DAB) and
bis(fluorinated phenyl azide) (AAATf), shown in Figures
11(a) and 11(b). The minimum feature size of PEDOT:PSS
patterns realized comprises 2.5 𝜇m wide lines separated by
1 𝜇m spacing. Atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the
cross-linked PEDOT:PSS films showed no significant difference in surface roughness compared to the non-cross-linked
films. However, their thickness is reduced, corresponding to
a retention factor of 0.7-0.8. Conductivity enhancement was
also observed after PEDOT:PSS cross-linking which could be
due to the chemical doping. The cross-linking was also found
to cause a work function deviation (about 0.1 eV to 0.2 eV)
from the original PEDOT:PSS films, and the mechanism
is still not fully understood. This approach is promising,
and to improve the performance of this direct cross-linking
approach of PEDOT:PSS, there needs to be more research
involving both materials and processes.

6. Conclusion

5. Discussion
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The (100)-oriented aluminum nitride (AlN) thin films were well deposited onto p-type Si substrate by radio frequency (RF)
magnetron sputtering method. The optimal deposition parameters were the RF power of 350 W, chamber pressure of 9 mTorr, and
nitrogen concentration of 50%. Regarding the physical properties, the microstructure of as-deposited (002)- and (100)-oriented
AlN thin films were obtained and compared by XRD patterns and TEM images. For electrical properties analysis, we found that
the memory windows of (100)-oriented AlN thin films are better than those of (002)-oriented thin films. Besides, the interface and
interaction between the silicon and (100)-oriented AlN thin films was serious important problem. Finally, the current transport
models of the as-deposited and annealed (100)-oriented AlN thin films were also discussed. From the results, we suggested and
investigated that large memory window of the annealed (100)-oriented AlN thin films was induced by many dipoles and large
electric field applied.

1. Instructions
Recently, the various functional thin films were widely
focused on the applications in nonvolatile random access
memory (NvRAM), such as smart cards and portable electrical devices, utilizing excellent memory characteristics, high
storage capacity, long retention cycles, low electric consumption, nonvolatility, and high speed readout. Additionally, the
various nonvolatile random access memory devices such
as ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM), magnetron memory (MRAM), resistance random access memory
(RRAM), and flash memory were widely discussed and
investigated [1–9]. However, the high volatile pollution elements and high fabrication cost of the complex composition
material were serious difficult problems for applications in
integrated circuit semiconductor processing. For this reason,
the simple binary metal oxide materials such as ZnO, Al2 O3 ,
TiO2 , and Ta2 O5 were widely considered and investigated
for the various functional electronic product applications in
resistance of random access memory devices [10–12].

The AlN thin film was promising piezoelectric materials
for GHz-band surface acoustic wave SAW devices because
of its high ultrasonic velocity, piezoelectricity, and thermal
stability. In addition, AlN thin films exhibited (002)-, (100)-,
and (103)-oriented hexagonal wurtzite structure and wide
band gap in the range 5.9–6.2 eV [13]. For the ultrasonic
velocity properties, the coupling coefficient was an important
parameter and was chosen for the SAW devices. According to
previous study, the coupling coefficient of the (100)-oriented
AlN thin films is larger than the (002)-oriented thin films.
However, it was difficult to prepare the (100)-oriented AlN
thin films by PVD method [14, 15].
In this report, the subject of this work was to study
the possible application of (100)-oriented AlN thin films
deposited onto p-type silicon substrate using the RF magnetron sputtering. In addition, the physical and electrical characteristics of (100)-oriented AlN thin films were
well developed and investigated in the metal-insulatorsemiconductor (MIS) structure. The leakage current density,
current transport mechanism, and the memory window of
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Al

(100)-oriented AlN thin films

85 mm
75 mm
65 mm
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Al

Figure 1: Metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) structure using asdeposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films.

(100)-oriented AlN thin films will be characterized. We will
show that (100)-oriented AlN thin film is a candidate for
fabrication of the memory devices.

2. Experimental Details
Metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) device, schematically
shown in Figure 1, was fabricated over a polished p-Si wafer of
nominal resistively ∼1.0 ohm-cm. To overcome the existence
of native-oxide on p-type silicon wafer, the particle and metal
ion on p-type silicon wafer were removed during RCA clean
process. The Al target was placed near 9.5 cm away from
the substrate. The AlN thin films were deposited on a ptype Si substrate by RF magnetron sputtering method. The
thin films were deposited on silicon substrate at 200∘ C under
the optimal deposition parameters such as the RF power of
350 W, chamber pressure of 9 mTorr, and nitrogen concentration of 50%. The XRD patterns of the AlN thin films were
recorded to find the crystallographic structure of thin film in
the 2𝜃-degree range of 20∘ ∼60∘ using SIEMENS D5000. To
complete the MIS structure, an array of circular top contacts
with a diameter of 0.1 cm was formed by depositing an Al film
with thickness of 500 nm through a metal mask by thermal
evaporation in a vacuum system operating at 1 × 10−5 Torr.
The capacitance and leakage of current characteristics of
AlN thin films were measured by a gain phase analyzer (HP
4194A) and a semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP 4156).

3. Results and Discussion
To determine and investigated the difference preferred phase
on AlN thin films in this study, the XRD pattern of the (100)and (002)-oriented AlN thin films was studied and discussed.
According to a few reports; the (100) and (001) preferential
orientation of AlN thin films were controlled and prepared,
because electromechanical coupling coefficient of the (100)oriented thin films was suitable for that of the (001)-oriented
thin films. However, it was difficult to prepare the (100)oriented AlN thin films by sputtering and other technologies
[14, 15]. Ishihara et al. already reported that the (100) and
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Figure 2: The XRD patterns of as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin
films for different sputtering distance.

(001) preferential orientation of AlN films were prepared and
controlled by the reactive sputtering method. A long distance
between the Al target and substrate and the high sputtering
pressures prepared and deposited for (100)-oriented AlN thin
films were also found and discussed [13].
Figure 2 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of (100)oriented AlN thin films for different distance between the
Al target and substrate on a p-type silicon substrate. From
the XRD pattern, we found that the AlN thin films exhibited
polycrystalline structure. All of AlN thin films exhibited
well 𝑎-axis orientation. According to Joint Committee for
Powder Diffraction Studies (JCPDS) card of AlN material
(number 25-1133), the (100), (002), and (101) peaks were
observed in the XRD pattern. For the distance of 95 mm,
the AlN thin films exhibited the preferred (100) orientation.
At the distance of 95 mm, the intensity of the AlN (002)
and (101) peak disappeared and the peaks of the AlN (100)
appear. We found and suggested that (100)-oriented AlN thin
films were prepare by making the suitable distance from the
experimental results. The optimal deposition conditions such
as the RF power of 350 W, chamber pressure of 9 mTorr, and
nitrogen concentration of 50%. In addition, the 2𝜃 diffraction
peak of (101)- and (002)-oriented AlN thin film were 37.925∘
and 36.039∘ , respectively. In addition, 𝑑101 and 𝑑002 lattice
constant of the AlN thin films were 0.2371 and 0.249 nm.
The high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) image shows the (100)-oriented structure in the
AlN thin films, as shown in Figure 3. The thickness of (100)oriented AlN thin films was about 1 𝜇m in Figure 3(a). The
𝑑100 lattice constant of the (100)-oriented AlN thin films was
calculated and it was about 0.27 nm using the following Bragg
diffraction equation:
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 ⋅ sin 𝜃,

(1)

where 𝑛 is the diffraction time. The 𝜆 is the wavelength
of the X-ray diffraction. The 𝜃 is injection angle of the Xray diffraction. The 𝑑 is the spacing of lattice. Therefore,
these results proved that the AlN thin films exhibited (100)oriented structure in Figure 3(b).
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Figure 3: The (a) cross-sectional images and (b) 𝑑100 lattice distance of as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films.
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Figure 4: The normalization capacitance versus applied voltage
curves of as-deposited (002)- and (100)-oriented AlN thin films.

Figure 4 shows the normalization capacitance versus the
applied voltage (𝐶-𝑉) curves of the (100)- and (002)-oriented
AlN thin films in MIS structure measured at 1 MHz. The
applied voltages, which were first changed from −20 V to 20 V
and then returned to −20 V, were used to measure the capacitance voltage characteristics (𝐶-𝑉) curves. We found that the
normalization capacitances of (002)- and (100)-oriented AlN
thin films were 1.61 and 1.67 pF, respectively. However, the
(100)-oriented AlN thin films exhibited high normalization
capacitance than those of (002)-oriented AlN thin films. As
shown in Figure 4, the normalization capacitances of the
(100)-oriented AlN thin films appear to increase due to its
𝑎-axis orientation structure. From the experimental results
obtained, the oxide trap charges (𝑄ot ) number was calculated
and found using the following:
𝑄ot =

Δ𝑉FB ⋅ 𝐶
,
𝑞⋅𝐴

(2)

where the 𝐶 and 𝐴 value are capacitance and area of the AlN
capacitor, respectively. The elementary charge 𝑞 = 1.60218 ×
10−19 C. The Δ𝑉FB is the flat-band voltage. The 𝑄ot is the oxide
trap charges numbers.
As shown in Figure 4, the 𝑄ot number for the asdeposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films was 1×103 . Additionally, the threshold voltage of (002)- and (100)-oriented AlN
thin films was 10 V and 13 V, respectively. We suggested that
the high threshold voltage of AlN thin films for (100)-oriented
structure caused by many defects and vacancies in 𝐶-𝑉
curves. In a previous study, the threshold voltage of dielectric
thin films was attributed by defects and vacancies [9]. These
𝐶-𝑉 experimental results were proved and discussed from
the 𝐽𝐸 properties of AlN thin films. In addition, the memory
window of the (002)- and (100)-oriented AlN thin films
was observed and found. They were about 10 V and 13 V,
respectively. The memory window of (100)-oriented AlN thin
films was larger than those (002)-oriented thin films. In
addition, the memory window of (100)-oriented AlN thin
films was changed by the sweeping speed in Figure 5. The
threshold voltage of (100)-oriented AlN thin films in MIS
structure decreases as the sweeping speed increases. That
was influenced by the mobile ions and charge injection
between as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films and
metal electrode as the sweeping speed increased [9].
For MIS structure, the interface and interaction between
the silicon and dielectric films was serious important problem. From the leakage current density versus electrical field
(𝐽𝐸) curves, the conduction mechanism of as-deposited
(002)- and (100)-oriented AlN thin films also proved the
defect and vacancy results. Figure 6 shows the 𝐽𝐸 characteristics of as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films for the
different deposited time. The leakage current density of the
as-deposited AlN thin films for 1 hr deposited time was lower
than those of other thin films. The few defects and vacancies
were also proved and found from the 𝑄ot charges number of
the as-deposited AlN thin films for 1 hr time in 𝐶-𝑉 curves. To
discuss the oxide charge 𝑄ot effect, the leakage current versus
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Figure 7 shows the 𝐽𝐸 characteristics for the as-deposited
AlN thin films in terms of log 𝐼 as vertical axis and log 𝑉
as horizontal axis. The fitting curves were straight and had
different slope in this figure and 𝐽𝐸 curve of AlN thin films
was the SCLC theory [16].
The child’s law equation of space charge limit conduction
is as follows:
𝑉2
9
𝐽child = 𝜀𝜇𝑛 3 ,
8
𝑑𝑠
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Figure 6: The leakage current versus applied voltage characteristics
of as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films for the different
deposited time.

electrical field curves of the as-deposited AlN thin films
were fitted to Schottky emission, Poole-Frankel, and space
charge limit conduction (SCLC) transport models. As shown
in insert of Figure 6, the schematic energy band diagrams
under positive and negative bias conditions were discussed
and found, respectively. For positive bias, the electrons were
attracted from the p-type Si substrate to the as-deposited
(100)-oriented AlN thin films and captured by deep traps
of the AlN thin films (Figure 6(a)). For negative bias, the
trapped electrons of as-deposited AlN thin films emit from
the traps to the p-type Si substrate, corresponding to the
left shift of the 𝐶-𝑉 curve (Figure 6(b)). The large memory
window of the as-deposited AlN thin films might be caused
by defects and vacancies.

(3)

where the 𝜀, 𝜇𝑛 , and 𝑑𝑠 value of the AlN capacitor are dielectric constant, electronic mobility, and thickness, respectively.
For the slope = 1, the as-deposited AlN thin films exhibited
the ohmic conduction in low applied voltage, and it was from
0.7 V to 3 V. For the slope = 2, the as-deposited AlN thin
films exhibited child’s law in high applied voltage and it was
trap center region. The results were proved and caused by
the carrier filling the trap and defect of the as-deposited AlN
thin films. However, the as-deposited AlN thin films for 2 hr
time did not exhibited the child’s law in high applied voltage
applied. The high leakage current was also attributed to the
vacancies and defects of as-deposited thin films.
Figure 8 shows the same 𝐽𝐸 characteristics in terms of
2
𝐽/𝑇 as vertical axis and applied electrical filed 𝐸1/2 as
horizontal axis. The fitting curves were straight in this figure,
and the 𝐽𝐸 curves obey the Schottky emission model [17–
19]. For as-deposited thin films, the 𝐽𝐸 current of AlN thin
films was fitted well by straight lines in low applied electrical
filed. According to fitting curves in 𝐽𝐸 current, we found
and suggested that the as-deposited AlN thin films exhibited
the Schottky emission model in high applied electrical filed.
Additionally, we found that the as-deposited AlN thin films
for 2 hr deposited time only exhibited the Schottky emission
model. In this study, the as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin
films exhibited excellent memory and electrical properties
were found.
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Figure 8: The (𝐽/𝑇2 ) versus 𝐸1/2 curves of as-deposited (100)oriented AlN thin films for the different deposited time.

4. Conclusion
In summary, the (100)-oriented AlN thin films were prepared
by RF magnetron sputtering technology. From the XRD
patterns, all oriented AlN thin films on p-type substrate
crystallized well. The 𝑑100 lattice constant of the (100)oriented AlN thin films was calculated and it was about
0.27 nm using the Bragg diffraction equation. From the 𝐶𝑉 curves, the 𝑄ot charge number of the as-deposited (100)oriented AlN thin films was 1 × 103 . The memory window
effect, electrical properties, and depletion delay of the MIS
structure may be caused by oxide charge of the as-deposited
AlN thin films in 𝐶-𝑉 curves. The conduction mechanism of
as-deposited (100)-oriented AlN thin films also proved these
results in 𝐽𝐸 curves.
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Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) film was deposited on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrate by electrophoretic deposition
method (EPD). TiO2 films were prepared with different I2 dosages, electric field intensities and deposition time (D.T.), electrophotic
deposition times. By different I2 dosages, electric field intensities, deposition time, electrophotic deposition times fabricated TiO2
films and compared photoelectric characteristics of TiO2 films to find optimal parameters which were the highest photovoltaic
conversion efficiency. And use electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to measure the Nyquist plots under different
conditions and analyze the impendence of dye-sensitized solar cells at the internal heterojunction. According to the experimental
results, the I2 dosage was 0.025 g which obtained the optimal characteristic parameters. Thickness of TiO2 film was 10.6 𝜇m, the
open-circuit voltage (𝑉oc ) was 0.77 V, the short-circuit current density (𝐽sc ) was 7.20 mA/cm2 , the fill factor (F.F.) was 53.41%, and
photovoltaic conversion efficiency (𝜂) was 2.96%.

1. Introduction
Solar energy has been considered as a renewable energy of
the next generation since fossil fuel was getting less and less.
And dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), which was developed
by O’Regan and Graetzel in 1991 [1], is highly potential in the
solar energy. Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) had several advantages
such as easily tunable bandgap and great absorption dye
ability, so it has been a widely used material in many fields,
such as photocatalysis, gas sensor, sunscreen, dye-sensitized
solar cell, and other applications [2]. Titanium dioxide exists
naturally in three nanocrystallines, namely, rutile (tetragonal,
E𝑔 = 3.05 eV), anatase (tetragonal, E𝑔 = 3.23 eV), and
brookite (orthorhombic, E𝑔 = 3.26 eV).
There are several methods to manufacture titanium
dioxide films, such as sputtering [3], hydrothermal method
[4], doctor-blade [5], spin coating [6], chemical bath [7],
electrophoretic deposition [8], and screen printing [9].

Electrophoretic deposition method has several advantages, such as high deposition rate, simple apparatus, and no
binder required. And it also allows us to prepare any kind of
conductive substrate shape. In addition, the electrophoretic
deposition does not limit to the deposition temperature
during processing of depositing TiO2 film [10].
In this study, TiO2 films were prepared by electrophoretic deposition method. Electrophoretic deposition
was an attractive technique for the fabrication of films [11, 12].
Electrophoretic deposition was achieved via electrophoretic
motion of charged particles in a suspension toward an electrode which depended on the particle charge and formation
under the influence of an applied electric field [3].
Recently, for improving the photovoltaic conversion efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cell, the structure of TiO2
has been developed in several forms such as nanosheet [8],
nanowire [5], and nanopores [9].
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2.1. Material. Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) powder (P25) which
was purchased from Degussa, Germany, contained 80% of
anatase and 20% of rutile. The ruthenium-535 (N3) was
purchased from UniRegion Bio-Tech, USA. The absolute
ethanol was purchased from Katayama Chemical, Japan. The
Acetylacetone (AcAc) was purchased from Acros Organics,
Belgium. The lithium iodide (LiI) and 4-tert-butylpyridine
(TBP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. The iodine
(I2 ) was purchased from Riedel-deHaen, USA. The 1-propyl2,3-dimethylimidazolium iodide (DMPII) was purchased
from Tokyo Chemical, Japan. And fluorine-doped tin oxide
(FTO) glass substrate was purchased from C. P. Solar, Co.,
Ltd., Taiwan.

5.5

2.2. Preparation of TiO2 Suspension and Electrophoretic Deposition. In this experiment, fluorine-doped tin oxide glass
substrate was used as the cathode electrode, and platinum
(Pt) was used as the anode electrode. The TiO2 suspension
consists of 0.25 g TiO2 powder and 0.02 g I2 in 25 mL
of Acetylacetone. Before the cathode deposition, the TiO2
suspension was placed in an ultrasonic vibrator to vibrate
for 30 minutes. The distance between the cathode and the
anode was fixed at 1 cm and 2 cm. After depositing the
TiO2 on FTO glass substrate, TiO2 films were annealed
at 450∘ C for 30 minutes. The purpose of annealing is to
improve the connection between TiO2 film and substrate. The
postannealed electrodes were immediately immersed in an
absolute ethanol solution of 3 × 10−4 M N3 dye for 24 h at
room temperature.
2.3. Fabrication of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell. The Pt film
was fabricated on FTO glass substrate by R.F. sputtering for
90 sec as the counterelectrode. The working electrode and
counterelectrode were filled with the liquid electrolyte which
consisted of 0.6 M DMPII, 0.5 M LiI, 0.05 M I2 , and 0.5 M
TBP in 15 mL MPN. Finally, DSSC was sealed as the sandwich
structure of DSSC device. The active area of the solar cell was
0.8 cm × 0.8 cm.
2.4. Measurement. Surface morphology of TiO2 film was
measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
short-circuit current density (𝐽sc ), the open-circuit voltage
(𝑉oc ), the fill factor (F.F.), and the photovoltaic conversion
efficiency (𝜂) of DSSC were measured by Keithley 2400
digital source meter under one sun illumination (AM 1.5 G,
100 mW/cm2 ).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Electrophoretic Kinetics. According to the Hamaker equation [16, 17], the relation between the deposited weight (𝑤)
and the electric field intensity (𝐸) is
𝑡

Mass = ∫ 𝐴𝐶𝜇𝐸 𝑑𝑡,
0

(1)

Applied voltage (V)

2. Experimental Details

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

Film thickness (𝜇m)
1 cm
2 cm

Figure 1: The TiO2 films fabricated by different applied voltages and
electrode distances.

where 𝜇 is the electrophoretic mobility, 𝐴 is the surface area
of the electrode, 𝐶 is the concentration of the suspension, and
𝑡 is the time.
The TiO2 films were fabricated with different voltages.
The larger applied voltage was applied, which could increase
TiO2 film thickness. The experimental results were as shown
in Figure 1. The TiO2 film thickness was a function of increasing applied voltage. Increasing the voltage could provide
larger dragging force, so TiO2 nanoparticles could obtain
faster deposition rate. And we also increased the distance
between two electrodes from 1 cm to 2 cm; the TiO2 film
thicknesses were thinner with increasing distance between
two electrodes, which could lead the higher possibility for
TiO2 nanoparticles to collide each other that led to the
deceleration and decreased deposition rate. In addition, the
larger voltage generated faster deposition rate and formed the
thicker TiO2 film thickness, but it also led to the bigger crack
on TiO2 film, as shown in Figures 2(a)–2(f).
The numbers of crack seemed to depend on deposition
electric field intensity. In the microstructure of TiO2 film
which deposited at 4.0 V/cm for 1 min, TiO2 particles seemed
to be separated, as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The microstructure of TiO2 film which deposited at
4.50 V/cm for 1 min became more concentrated, as shown
in Figures 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. And the TiO2 film
which was prepared at 5.0 V/cm has larger crack as shown in
Figures 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. The main reason of crack
was that the inorganic solvent rapidly was evaporated from
the film surface during the drying process. The presence of
nanopores on the film could be a great advantage of absorbing
dye.
3.2. 𝐽-𝑉 Characterization of DSSC. There were few factors
that could influence TiO2 films in the preparing process,
such as (a) the limitation of distance between two electrodes
[16], (b) the decreasing of the suspension concentration [18],
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(c) the increasing of deposition resistance [19], and (d) the
mobility of TiO2 nanoparticles in the electrophoretic solution
[20]. In this experiment, the TiO2 films were fabricated by
different deposition time, as shown in Figure 3. We found
optimal properties of DSSC in deposition time at 60 s.
Moreover, the more I2 dosages at the same deposition time
could lead TiO2 nanoparticle (TNP) to carry more electric
charges on the TiO2 nanoparticle surface. So the mobility
of TiO2 nanoparticle could increase by increasing electric
charge at TiO2 nanoparticle surface [19]; the deposition rate
and the thickness of TiO2 film were increased by increasing
I2 dosages. The experimental results were shown as listed in
Table 1.
Figure 4 showed 𝐽-𝑉 curves of DSSCs, which were
prepared with different weights dosages of iodine (I2 ). The
optimal I2 dosage was 0.025 g and the thickness was 10.6 𝜇m.
In comparison with TiO2 films which have been prepared
with different I2 dosages, both the short-circuit current
density and TiO2 film thickness were proportional. The
thicker thickness of TiO2 film could increase the amount of

Current density (mA/cm2 )

Figure 2: The SEM images of (a) TiO2 film and (b) cross-section deposited at 4.0 V/m. (c) TiO2 film and (d) cross-section deposited at
4.50 V/cm, (e) TiO2 film, and (f) cross-section deposited at 5.0 V/m.
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Figure 3: The TiO2 films fabricated by different deposition time.
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Figure 5: The effect of electrophoretic deposition times on properties of DSSC.

Table 1: The thicknesses and deposition rates with different I2
dosages.
I2 dosage (g)
0.025
0.015
0.005

Deposition rate (𝜇m/sec)
0.177
0.150
0.125

Thickness (𝜇m)
10.6
9.0
7.5

dye absorption which could generate more photoelectrons.
Zhang et al. [21, 22] reported that the thicker thickness of
TiO2 film could increase dye desorption and the current
density value was dependent on the light absorption which
is strongly related to the amount of dye molecules being
adsorbed. And, the TiO2 nanoparticles deposited on the
conductive substrate were due to an electrostatic attraction
force between nanoparticles and FTO glass surface. Nanoparticles were formed by the electrostatic force with the cathode
surface, because TiO2 nanoparticles were accumulated with
H+ ions [23, 24].
Table 2 showed the comparison of DSSCs parameters
with other references [3, 13–15]; we found that the suspension amount could affect the thickness of TiO2 film; larger
suspension amount had longer distance effect, so the TiO2
film thickness could be thinner.
The increasing TiO2 film thickness could increase dye
loading of DSSC to generate more photoexcited electrons
under the sun irradiation 100 mW/cm2 , so the current density
was increased by 18% (from 6.09 mA to 7.02 mA) [13].
The photovoltaic conversion efficiency could influence
not only the thickness of TiO2 layer but also the structure
of TiO2 layer. In this study, the structure of photoelectrode
was nanopores which were stacked by TiO2 nanoparticles.
In the other hand, there were many studies about the
structure of TiO2 layer in the photoelectrode which was
TiO2 nanotube (TNT). Since the structure of TiO2 nanotube
had greater specific surface area than nanoparticles, and

effectively enhance the absorption amount of dye and the
photoelectric conversion efficiency can be further enhanced
[25, 26]. The nanotube structure fabricated by anodizing
method is best arrayed, simple, and easy for fabrication and
has low equipment cost. Through parameters, the fabricated
nanoporous structure can be adjusted to achieve neatly
arrayed nanoporous structure with pores in appropriate size.
The photovoltaic conversion efficiency (2.96%) of DSSC
thickness 10.6 𝜇m was higher than the DSSC (2.60%) thickness 10.0 𝜇m in [3]. The electrical field intensity during the
deposited TiO2 films caused nonuniform film, so it has lower
absorption amount of dye and the photovoltaic conversion
efficiency.
For the same structure of photoelectrode [14, 15], the
thickness of TiO2 film could be observed as an important
relationship between short current density and photovoltaic
conversion efficiency. If the thickness was 6.0 𝜇m, the TNTTNP mixed structure of photoelectrode had performance
higher than TNT or TNP, because the TNT-TNP mixed
structure had enlarged specific surface area at the same active
area with better current density and photovoltaic conversion
efficiency of DSSC.
From Figure 5, the 𝐽sc and 𝜂 were decreased with increasing electrophoretic deposition times. But, the 𝑉oc was not
significantly change with increasing electrophoretic deposition times. The results explained that effect of electrophoretic
deposition times on photovoltaic properties was dramatic,
which resulted from suspension concentration which was
changed, compared with initial suspension concentration,
which led to nonuniform TiO2 charge quantity in TiO2
suspension in repeated process of electrophoretic deposition.
3.3. Analysis of the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an electrochemical measurement method which inputs sinusoidal
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Table 2: The comparison of DSSCs parameters with other references [3, 13–15].

Sample structure
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP
TNT
TNT-TNP
TNT-TNP
TNP
TNP
TNP

𝑉oc (V)
0.80
0.71
0.72
0.77
0.77
0.74
0.75
0.69
0.70
0.75
0.75
0.30
2.20
0.75

Thickness (𝜇m)
6.6
7.5
7.9
9.0
10.6
12.9
15.9
10.0
22.0
6.0
15.5
1.5
4.2
6.0

𝐽sc (mA/cm2 )
5.17
4.31
3.30
6.09
7.20
4.44
6.31
5.70
13.90
11.50
19.50
0.49
0.74
7.95

R1 + (C1 //R2 ) + (C2 //R3 )

C1

F.F. (%)
55.5
62.0
62.1
58.9
53.4
46.8
53.4
66.00
47.7
53.3
49.6
50.0
53.0
74.0

𝜂 (%)
2.30
1.89
1.49
2.76
2.96
1.55
2.54
2.60
5.43
4.89
7.40
0.07
0.87
4.37

Reference

In this study

[3]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[14]
[14]
[15]

9

C2

8

R1

R2

R3

Figure 6: The equivalent circuit model of DSSC.

−Im (Z) (Ω)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

wave alternating current and the equivalent circuit model.
The equivalent circuit model can describe the junction
impedance, and the EIS measurement system can compute
the value of junction impedance by Ohm’s law. In the electrochemical system, the dye-sensitized solar cell consists of the
anode electrode, the cathode electrode, and the electrolyte.
Figure 6 showed the equivalent circuit model in the study.
Table 3 described the physical meaning of each symbol in
equivalent circuit model. Figure 7 showed the Nyquist plots
of DSSCs which were prepared with different I2 dosages.
The Nyquist plots were formed by real part impedance
(Re(𝑍)/Ohm) and imaginary impedance (− Im(𝑍)/Ohm).
And Table 4 showed the resistance and capacitance values
which were measured by EIS. The experimental results
showed increasing 𝑅3 value with increasing I2 dosage. The
larger 𝑅3 value led to the fact that the electrons were more
difficult to transmit at TiO2 /dye and electrolyte interface.
However, the amount of absorbed dye increased with increasing the TiO2 thickness [26]. And the photovoltaic conversion
efficiency had been improved.

4. Conclusions
Nanocrystalline TiO2 films were deposited on FTO substrates
by the electrophoretic deposition method. The film thickness
and crevices numbers of TiO2 film were increased with
the deposition electric field intensity. And the thickness of

0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
Re (Z) (Ω)
0.005 g
0.015 g
0.025 g

Figure 7: The Nyquist plots of DSSCs prepared with different I2
dosages.

Table 3: The physical meaning of resistances and capacitances
symbols.
Symbol
𝑅1
𝐶1 //𝑅2
𝐶2 //𝑅3

Physical meaning
Serial resistance of FTO glass/wire.
Impedance at Pt/electrolyte interface.
Impedance at TiO2 /dye/electrolyte interface.

TiO2 film increased with increasing deposition time and I2
dosage. By controlling the I2 dosages which could increase the
surface electric charge of TiO2 particles, so the photovoltaic
efficiency of DSSC was improved. The amount of absorbed
dye was found to increase TiO2 thickness so as to improve
the photovoltaic conversion efficiency of DSSC. However,
the thicker TiO2 films could obtain the larger impedance
at TiO2 layer. The experimental results showed that the
TiO2 film deposited for 60 sec which had the optimal TiO2
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Table 4: The resistances and capacitances values of TiO2 films prepared at 60 sec with different I2 dosages.

I2 dosage (g)
0.005
0.015
0.025

𝑅1 (Ω)
33
24
27

𝐶1 (mF)
16.00
25.00
1.67

film thickness of 10.6 𝜇m, the open-circuit voltage (𝑉oc ) was
0.77 V, short-circuit current density (𝐽sc ) was 7.20 mA/cm2 ,
fill factor (F.F.) was 53.41%, and photovoltaic conversion
efficiency (𝜂) was 2.96%.
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𝑅2 (Ω)
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41
8
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6
7
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This paper demonstrated the fabrication and optoelectronic characteristics of ZnO ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors fabricated on
Si substrates with oxidized nano-porous-Si (ONPS) buffer layers. ONPS layers were prepared on the surfaces of Si substrates by
use of an electrochemical anodization technique following a rapid-thermal-oxidation process. Experimental results indicated that
application of ONPS buffer layers not only improved the crystallinty of the deposited ZnO thin films but also greatly restricted
the visible-to-infrared photoresponse that was generated from the light absorption of Si substrates. The developed ZnO-on-ONPS
photodiodes achieved high photoresponsivity for the incident UV light of 300 ∼ 400 nm and got a large photo-to-dark current
ratio up to 104 at wavelength of 375 nm under a bias of 5 V. Therefore, ZnO on ONPS provides a highly potential approach for the
development of low-cost visible-blind UV photodetectors.

1. Introduction
Ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors are important devices due to
their various applications including ozone layer monitoring,
solar astronomy, missile plume detection, space communications, fire alarm, and combustion monitoring [1, 2]. Of
particular value are visible-blind and solar-blind UV detectors, whose low sensitivity for visible and infrared (IR) light
can ensure accurate measurement in the UV with minimal
background. At present, commercial solid-state UV photodetectors still mostly use Si-based optical devices. Nevertheless,
these devices are sensitive to visible and infrared radiation
and have small responsivity in UV regions because of the
low bandgap energy of Si. Current researches on visible-blind
UV photodetectors mainly concentrated on the III-nitride
materials [3, 4]. However, epitaxial processing of III-nitride
thin films is quite difficult and is not compatible with the Si
integrated circuit process. Therefore, it is not easy to reduce
the cost of related products for commercial applications.
As a wide- and direct-bandgap semiconductor material,
zinc oxide (ZnO) has been considered a promising candidate
for UV detecting applications [5, 6]. But, it is difficult

to obtain high-quality ZnO films directly growing on Si
substrates due to the large differences in the lattice constant
and the thermal expansion coefficient between ZnO and Si.
Hence, the applications of ZnO-on-Si devices were limited.
In recent year, owing to the low price and ready availability of Si substrates as well as the compatibility with Si
integrated-circuit fabrication process, hetero growth of ZnO
films on porous Si (PS) has become an important method
for the development of novel devices [7–10]. Many studies
pointed out that the special sponge-like structures of PS can
assist nucleation reaction and reduce the stress in the heteroepitaxial films. Some materials grown on PS got better film
crystallinity and film quality than those grown directly on
silicon substrates [11–13]. Furthermore, preparation process
of PS from Si wafers is quite simple by using an electrochemical anodization technique. Therefore, the combination
of ZnO and PS is very potential for development of low-cost
UV photodetectors [14, 15]. Unfortunately, ZnO-on-PS UV
photodetectors are still not visible-blind because PS materials
are sensitive to visible and IR radiation.
In this work, ZnO UV photodetectors with highly
restricted photoresponsivity to visible and IR light were
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Figure 1: Schematic device structure of the ZnO photodiode fabricated on a Si substrate with an oxidized nano-porous-Si (ONPS)
buffer layer.
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fabricated on Si substrates by introducing oxidized nanoporous-Si (ONPS) as the buffer layers.

2. Materials and Methods
+

Heavily doped (3∼5 mΩ-cm) p -type (100) Si wafers were
used as the starting substrates. After a standard RCA cleaning
process, nano-porous-Si (NPS) layers were prepared on Si
substrates by an electrochemically anodic etching technique.
The anodization was carried out in an etching solution with
concentration ratio of HF : ethanol : H2 O = 3 : 1 : 1, under
etching current density of 10 mA/cm2 . Then, NPS layers
were transformed into ONPS layers through a rapid-thermaloxidation (RTO) process. According to Lee et al. [16], the
photoconductance of an oxidized PS layer increased with
the oxidation time (𝑡ox ) or oxidation temperature (𝑇ox ) to a
maximum value and then reduced for higher 𝑡ox or 𝑇ox . To
obtain high photoresponsivity of devices, a 𝑡ox of 60 s and
a 𝑇ox of 800∘ C were employed in the RTO process based
on the empirical results of experiments. After the formation
of ONPS buffer layers, ZnO thin films were deposited on
the samples by sputtering under RF power of 100 W and
Ar pressure of 12.6 mTorr at room temperature. The samples
were then annealed under different temperatures in N2
ambient to improve the crystallinty of ZnO films. Finally,
aluminum (Al) interdigitated electrodes were deposited on
the top of the samples by an e-beam evaporator to complete
the device structure of a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)
photodiode, as shown in Figure 1. The structure of the developed ZnO UV photodiode contained, from top to bottom,
500 nm Al interdigitated electrodes, a 100 nm ZnO film, a
3.5 𝜇m ONPS layer, and a 300 mm p-Si substrate.
The morphology of ZnO films and ONPS layers was
observed by field-emission scanning electron microscopy
(FE-SEM). The crystallinity of ZnO thin films was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Analysis of optoelectronic

(b)

Figure 2: SEM images of the as-deposited ZnO thin films on the
ONPS layer. (a) The cross-sectional view and (b) the top view.

characteristics of photodiodes was carried out by a photoresponse measurement system with a TRIAX320 spectrometer.
The current-voltage characteristics of devices were measured
by an HP-4155A semiconductor parameter analyzer.

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 showed the SEM images of samples with the asdeposited ZnO thin films on ONPS buffer layers. From
Figure 2(a), the cross-sectional view of the sample, we can
observe that a ZnO thin film with thickness of about 100 nm
was deposited on a 3.5 𝜇m ONPS layer that was prepared on
a Si substrate. As shown in Figure 2(b), the top view of the
sample, the deposited ZnO film had a smooth surface and
contained uniformly distributed grains with average sizes of
about 20 nm∼30 nm.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the deposited ZnO
film on ONPS at different annealing temperatures were
shown in Figure 3. The obtained ZnO film had a polycrystalline structure with two obvious diffraction peaks at
34.395∘ and 62.78∘ , which are corresponding to ZnO (002)
and ZnO (103), respectively. The intensity of diffraction peak
increased with the annealing temperature, indicating that
the crystallinity of the ZnO films was improved at higher
annealing temperatures.
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Figure 3: X-ray diffraction patterns of ZnO films deposited on
ONPS layers of Si substrates for different annealing temperatures.
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Figure 4: Selected X-ray diffraction patterns of ZnO films deposited
on different substrates.

Figure 4 showed the selected X-ray diffraction patterns of
ZnO films deposited on different substrates for 2𝜃 = 33∘ ∼
35.5∘ . We can observe that the value of full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the main peak for the ZnO film
deposited on ONPS was approximately equal to that of the
ZnO on NPS, while it was lower than that of ZnO on Si.
This result confirmed that the film quality of ZnO deposited
on NPS or ONPS was better than that on a bare Si substrate
and indicated both NPS and ONPS buffer layers can help to
improve the film crystallinity of ZnO hetero growth on a Si
substrate.
Figure 5 illustrated the photoresponse spectra of ZnO
photodiodes fabricated on Si substrates with NPS or ONPS
buffer layers. It was found that ZnO-on-NPS devices had
high responsivity to the 300∼400 nm UV light, but they
also strongly respond to the 600∼1000 nm irradiation which

300

400

500
600
700
Wavelength (nm)

800

900

1000

Figure 5: Photoresponse spectra of ZnO photodiodes prepared on
Si substrates with NPS and ONPS buffer layers, respectively. For
comparison purpose, the photoresponse spectra of a bare NPS layer
on a Si substrate were also included in the figure.

corresponded to the visible-to-IR light. It is disadvantageous
to exhibit visible and IR response for a UV photodetector
for some special purposes. To clarify the origin of the nonUV photoresponse, the photoresponse spectra of a bare NPS
layer prepared on a Si substrate were also measured and also
shown in Figure 5. It was observed that the photoresponse
of NPS-on-Si mostly appeared within visible-to-IR regions.
In addition, the optical bandgap of the prepared NPS and
ZnO films that was measured from Tauc’s plots was 1.6 eV
and 3.2 eV, respectively. Thus, it can be inferred that the
visible-to-IR response of a ZnO-on-NPS device mainly came
from the light absorption of NPS layers. In order to restrict
the non-UV absorption, NPS layers were converted into
ONPS with a RTO process before the ZnO deposition. It
was found the ZnO-on-ONPS device achieved high 300∼
400 nm UV photoresponsivity as shown in Figure 5. Most
importantly, the visible-to-IR photoresponse above 500 nm
almost disappeared in these devices. Because the optical
bandgap of ONPS measured from Tauc’s plots was about
3.5 eV that corresponded to an absorption wavelength of
350 nm, an ONPS layer was only sensitive to UV light.
That is, the ONPS buffer layer not only contributed UV
response to devices but also largely suppressed the visibleto-IR response originating from the light absorption of Si
substrates. Therefore, UV-to-visible/IR rejection ratio of the
developed ZnO photodiode fabricated on a Si substrate can
be greatly enhanced by introduction of an ONPS buffer layer.
Current-voltage characteristics of the ZnO-on-ONPS
photodiode with and without UV illumination were shown in
Figure 6. The photocurrent was measured under irradiating
light with wavelength of 375 nm and power of 0.08 mW/cm2 .
At a 5-V bias, the measured photocurrent was 4.74 mA/cm2
and the dark current was 4.56 × 10−2 mA/cm2 . The photo-todark current ratio (PDCR) was calculated up to about 104,
indicating that the developed device was highly sensitive to
UV light.
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Figure 6: Current-voltage characteristics of the ZnO photodiode
fabricated on a Si substrate with an ONPS buffer layer.

4. Conclusions
ZnO thin films with smooth surfaces and uniformly distributed grains had been successfully deposited on Si substrates with NPS and ONPS buffer layers. XRD measurement
showed that the crystallinity of the deposited ZnO thin films
on both buffer layers was better than that deposited directly
on Si substrates. ZnO-on-NPS devices exhibited high UV and
visible-to-IR photoresponsivity. The undesirable visible-toIR response above 500 nm was almost eliminated in ZnO-onONPS devices. The developed ZnO-on-ONPS photodiodes
achieved high photocurrent and high PDCR, demonstrating
that ZnO on ONPS had high potential in the development of
low-cost UV photodetectors.
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We report the fabrication of AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors with multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer. Compared with
conventional HEMT devices with a low-temperature GaN buffer, smaller gate and source-drain leakage current could be achieved
with this new buffer design. Consequently, the electron mobility was larger for the proposed device due to the reduction of defect
density and the corresponding improvement of crystalline quality as result of using the multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer.

1. Introduction
GaN-based materials demonstrate an outstanding potential
for significantly advancing the solid-state electronic and
optoelectronic technologies. However, there are still no suitable substrates that are commercially available for homoepitaxial growth of GaN thin films. Instead, devices must be
grown heteroepitaxially on sapphire or other substrates with
an expense of high lattice mismatch. As of result, extremely
high threading dislocation (TD) densities are thus generated.
Very recently, it was found that GaN epitaxial layer prepared
on multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer exhibited a reduced TD density
and better crystalline quality. In addition, we have also
reported high performance Schottky barrier diodes or photodetectors on multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer [1]. In this paper, we
extend the applicability of this buffer scheme by fabricating
AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) on
multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer. Physical and electrical properties
of the fabricated HEMTs will also be discussed afterward.

2. Materials and Methods
All of the samples used in this study were grown on c-face
(0001) sapphire substrates by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) system. Al0.22 Ga0.78 N/GaN HEMTs structure

with a conventional low temperature GaN buffer layer (i.e.,
sample A) and a multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer (i.e., sample B)
were both prepared. Detailed growth procedures of these
HEMT structures can be found elsewhere [2]. Device fabrication started with mesa isolation using BCl3 etchants from the
reactive ion etching system. Ohmic contacts were formed by
thermal evaporation of Ti/Al/Ti/Au (13/80/13/60 nm) metals,
which were subsequently annealed at 800∘ C for 8 min in N2
ambient. Finally, Ni and Au (40/100 nm) were used for gate
electrodes with a dimension of 1 × 50 𝜇m2 . The schematic
device structure can be found in Table 1. Device performance
was measured at room temperature by using an HP-4155B
semiconductor parameter analyzer for DC characteristics,
an HP-4284A LCR meter for capacitance-voltage (𝐶-𝑉)
measurements.

3. Results and Discussion
Electron mobility (𝜇) of sample A and sample B was measured at temperatures from 120 K to 500 K using Hall-effect
measurement technique with van der Pauw configuration. As
shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), the theoretical 𝜇 is limited
by the various scattering mechanisms, such as piezoelectric, acoustic-mode deformation potential, and polar optical
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Figure 1: Temperature-dependent mobility of (a) sample A and (b) sample B.

Table 1: The schematic device structures of samples A and B.
Sample A
20 nm 𝑛-Al0.22 Ga0.78 N (1 ×
1017 cm−3 )
2.2 𝜇m un-GaN
LT-GaN buffer
Sapphire

Sample B
20 nm 𝑛-Al0.22 Ga0.78 N (1 ×
1017 cm−3 )
2.2 𝜇m un-GaN
multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer
Sapphire

phonon, assuming that Matthiessen’s rule [3] is applied. A
good fit is obtainable at low temperature, while a large
deviation occurs at high temperature. Therefore, besides the
aforementioned scattering mechanisms, scattering due to
extended crystalline defects such as TDs and planar defects
may also be significant and must be taken into account in
order to achieve a good fit especially at high temperature. The
strain associated with and the charge collected at these defects
may introduce a potential that tends to scatter electrons. In
our work, the empirical limit of crystal defect function with
the form of 𝐶/𝑇1.5 at high temperature has to be included.
It was found that the fitting parameter 𝐶 is equal to 2.11
× 107 and 3.65 × 107 for samples A and B, respectively.
It was also found that 𝜇 below the room temperature was
higher in sample B compared to that of sample A. The larger
magnitudes of 𝐶 and 𝜇 observed from sample B suggest
smaller defect density and better crystalline quality. On the
other hand, the reason for observing sample A with lower 𝜇
at higher temperature remains unclear. One possible cause
could be due to the fields being induced by the domain
boundaries or a change of strain as a result of incorporating
the multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was also used to characterize these two samples. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show AFM
images (5 × 5 𝜇m2 ) of samples A and B, respectively. As
shown in Figure 2(a), dark pits can be clearly observed from
sample A. These pits generally originate from the surface

termination of TDs and are thought to be one of the leakage
current sources in GaN-based devices [4]. In contrast, a
more flat surface with invisible dark pits is observed from
sample B. Therefore, one suggests that the multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN
buffer could significantly improve the crystalline quality and
thereby reduce the TD-related leakage paths. This agrees
well with the aforementioned results obtained by Hall-effect
measurement.
HEMT was fabricated as follows: mesa etching was
performed by a reactive ion etcher for device isolation.
Ti/Al/Ti/Au (13 nm/80 nm/13 nm/60 nm) was subsequently
deposited on the samples as the source and drain contact
electrodes, followed by 800∘ C furnace annealing in N2 ambient for 8 min. Finally, 1 𝜇m × 50 𝜇m Ni/Au (40 nm/100 nm)
gate metal was deposited on the samples. HEMT device performances were measured using an HP 4155 semiconductor
parameter analyzer. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the drainsource current (𝐼DS ) as a function of the drain-source voltage
(𝑉DS ) when the gate-source voltage (𝑉GS ) was varied from 1
to −5 V with a step of −0.5 V for sample A and sample B,
respectively. As shown in Figure 3(b), sample B is completely
pinched off at 𝑉GS of −1 V. On the other hand, the sourcedrain (S-D) leakage current of sample A was relatively large.
For example, with 𝑉DS = 10 V and 𝑉GS = −5 V applied, the
resultant S-D leakage current was as high as 6.9 mA/mm
for sample A, as shown in Figure 3(a). In other words, the
transistor corresponding to sample A could not be turned off
completely, even with a large negative gate bias applied. It has
been reported that nonisolated channel or poor Schottky gate
contact could result in a large S-D leakage current in HEMT
devices [5]. However, since the same processing condition
was implemented on both samples, we believe that the large
S-D leakage current was originated instead from the 2.2 𝜇m
thick unintentionally doped GaN layer. It was found that
GaN epitaxial layer prepared on multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer
exhibited higher carrier mobility and lower background
concentration, which lead to lower S-D leakage current and
better pinch-off characteristic.
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Figure 2: AFM images of (a) sample A and (b) sample B.
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The 𝐼DS and the transconductance (𝑔𝑚 ) as a function of
𝑉GS at 𝑉DS = 10 V are shown in Figure 4. It was found that
the maximum extrinsic 𝑔𝑚 values were 106 and 116 mS/mm
for samples A and B, respectively. The enhancement of gm
could be attributed to the higher carrier mobility and better
pinch-off characteristic obtained from sample B with multiMg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer. The inset of Figure 4 shows pinch-off
characteristics at 𝑉DS = 10 V of both samples, including subthreshold 𝐼D -𝑉GS and gate leakage current (𝐼G )-𝑉GS curves.
Sample B demonstrated a larger subthreshold slope compared
to that of sample A. Furthermore, sample B also showed larger
𝐼on /𝐼off ratio compared to that of sample A. These results
were attributed to the lower pinch-off current associated with
sample B. In addition, we also found that 𝐼G of sample B
was one order of magnitude lower than that of sample A.
Lower gate and S-D leakage currents thus obtained both
suggest that the pinch-off characteristics of HEMT could
be substantially improved through the incorporation of the
multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer.

4. Conclusions
In summary, AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with conventional low
temperature GaN buffer and with multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer
were both fabricated. It was found that the gate and S-D
leakage current of the HEMTs could be substantially reduced
by using multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer. The improvements in
transfer and pinch-off characteristics of the HEMTs were also
realized by the adoption of the multi-Mg𝑥 N𝑦 /GaN buffer
scheme.
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We investigated a two-step method to deposit the ZnO-based nanostructure films, including nanorods and nanoflowers. In the first
step, sputtering method was used to deposit the ZnO films on SiO2 /Si substrates as the seed layer. In the second step, Zn(NO3 )2 –
6H2 O and C6 H12 N4 were used as precursors and hydrothermal process was used as the method to synthesize the ZnO films. After
that, the ZnO films were measured by an X-ray diffraction pattern and a FESEM to analyze their crystallization and morphology.
We had found that the ZnO films had three different morphologies synthesized on ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates, including irregularplate structure films, nanorod films, and beautiful chrysanthemum-like clusters (nanoflower films). We would prove that the face
direction of ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates in the hydrothermal bottle and deposition time were two important factors to influence the
synthesized results of the ZnO films.

1. Introduction
Transparent conducting oxide (TCO) films based on zinc
oxide (ZnO) are promising candidates for applications in
various optoelectronic devices. However, ZnO-based films
present a lot of advantages such as higher transparency
in infrared region and high chemical stability under the
hydrogen plasma as compared to tin-doped indium oxide
(ITO). For that, transparent conducting ZnO-based films
have already been extensively used in solar cells, lightemitting diodes, and liquid crystal displays as a substitute
for ITO [1]. ZnO nanorods have attracted much attention of
researchers due to their various applications such as solar cells
[2], light-emitting diodes [3], and super hydrophobic surfaces
[4]. ZnO nanorods are also considered as a promising
material of gas sensors because of its high electrochemical
stability, nontoxicity, suitability to doping, and low material
cost [5]. The sensing characteristics of a sensor depend on
the shape and dimensionality of the sensing material a lot, so
that multiplicate ZnO nanostructures have been synthesized

and studied in the past decade. Those researches have shown
that one-dimensional (1D) ZnO nanostructures possess a
large surface-to-volume ratio, which can absorb more tested
molecules on the surface and have high gas-sensing efficiency
[5–7].
Up to now, 1D ZnO-based nanotubes, nanowires,
nanorods, and nanotetrapods have been synthesized by
various physical and chemical methods and used to fabricate
gas sensors. Synthesis of the ZnO nanorods based on vapor
phase deposition, such as metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition, vapor-liquid-solid reaction, vapor-solid reaction,
chemical vapor deposition, and pulsed laser deposition are
expensive methods because of the sophisticated equipment
or high temperature required [8]. In contrast to the above
growth techniques, the aqueous solution growth method
can be a simple and cost-effective technique because it has
no drawbacks of expensive apparatus, rigorous condition,
complex process, low yield, and high temperature needed.
Recently, a hydrothermal method has also been developed
to fabricate 1D ZnO nanostructures. Jiaqiang et al. had

2
prepared ZnO nanorods by a hydrothermal process with
cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide and zinc powder at
182∘ C [9]; Li et al. had synthesized ultralong ZnO nanowires
by a hydrothermal reaction of Zn foil and aqueous Na2 C2 O4
solution at 140∘ C [6]; Kim and Yong had synthesized ZnO
nanorod-bundle powders by a hydrothermal reaction
using zinc chloride and ammonium hydroxide solution at
150∘ C [7]. Those results prove that the hydrothermal method
provides a convenient and low cost route for the construction
of rod- or wire-typed ZnO nanostructures. Herein, we used
SiO2 /Si as substrates and investigated a two-step method to
find a simple process for growing ZnO-based nanorods. In
the first step, the ZnO seed layer was deposited using sputter
method. In the second step, we used Zn(NO3 )2 –6H2 O and
C6 H12 N4 (Hexamethylenetetramine, HMTA) as precursors
to develop a low-temperature hydrothermal route (at 100∘ C)
for synthesizing the nanorod-typed ZnO nanostructures. We
would show that faces’ direction of ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates
in the hydrothermal bottle and deposition time were two
important factors to grow the ZnO nanorods.
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Figure 1: Structure for growing nanostructure ZnO films.

measured using X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns with Cu K𝛼
radiation (𝜆 = 1.5418 Å).

3. Results and Discussion
2. Experimental
ZnO powder was mixed with polyvinylalcohol (PVA) as
binder, and then the mixed powder was uniaxially pressed
into pellets of 5 mm thickness and 54 mm diameter using a
steel die. After debindering, the ZnO pellets were sintered
at 1200∘ C for 2 h. SiO2 /Si substrates with an area of 2 ×
2 cm2 were cleaned ultrasonically with isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) and deionized (DI) water and then dried under a
blown nitrogen gas. Our growth procedure for ZnO-based
nanostructures consisted of two steps. At the first step, ZnO
targets were used to deposit ZnO films with a thickness
of ∼300 nm by sputtering deposition technique to form
the ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates. ZnO films were subsequently
used as seed layer for the growth of ZnO nanostructures.
The deposition parameters for seed layer were RF power
of 85 W, working pressure of 15 × 10−3 Torr in pure Ar
(99.99%) ambient, deposition at room temperature (RT), and
the deposition time of 30 min, respectively. In the second
step, ZnO nanostructures were grown on seed-deposition
ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates from an equimolar aqueous solution
of Zn(NO3 )2 –6H2 O (99.9% purity) and C6 H12 N4 (99.9%
purity, Hexamethylenetetramine, HMTA) in deionized water
[10–12]. In order to fabricate ZnO nanorods, Zn(NO3 )2 –
6H2 O and C6 H12 N4 were used as reagents, the diluted
solution with concentration of 0.1 M in DI water, and volume
of DI water was 20 g. After mixing at 65∘ C for 40 min
the diluted solution was put into a bottle and the ZnO
nanostructures were synthesized on the seed ZnO/SiO2 /Si
layer by using hydrothermal process at 100∘ C for 1 h, 3 h,
and 5 h, respectively. The sketch of the experimental set for
growing ZnO nanostructure films was shown in Figure 1,
two different directions were compared in this study, and
ZnO films were deposited on both up and down faces
of ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates. Surface morphology of ZnO
films was observed using a field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM), and their crystalline structures were

To investigate the general morphologies of hydrothermaldeposited ZnO nanostructures, the synthesized products are
first examined by FESEM and demonstrated in Figure 2
under lower magnifications. The hydrothermal process is
based on the formation of solid phase from a solution, which
involves two steps as nucleation and growth [12]. At first
in the nucleation process, the clusters of molecules formed
undergo rapid decomposition (Zn(NO3 )2 –6H2 O is used as
source) and particles combine to grow up on the substrate
surface of the ZnO seed layer by nonheterogeneous reactions.
Figure 2(a) shows the down-face morphology of the 1 h
deposited ZnO films; there are no nanorods or nanoflowers
that appeared on the ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates in the first
1 h growth and only irregular-plate structure films were
observed, which was identical to the up-face morphology. In
the past, Liu et al. explained that the different morphology
of the deposited ZnO films on different substrates should be
related to the lattice structure and defects on the substrates’
surfaces, which were key factors for chemical adsorption and
subsequent nucleation and growth [12]. However, we will
show that the deposition time and the face of substrates are
two important factors to synthesize the ZnO nanorods on
ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates.
From the obtained FESEM observations in Figure 2(b),
it is confirmed that as deposition time was 3 h, the synthesized products were only ZnO nanorods with a diameter
ranging from 65 to 200 nm, grown in very large quantity,
and the irregular-plate structure shown in Figure 2(a) was
not observed. As the ZnO nanorods are synthesized in
large quantity and densely populated, hence it is seen that
many nanorods are not joined with each other at each side
of the nanorods, which suggests that the ZnO nanorods
can have enough space to detect gas and act as a sensor.
When deposition time was increased to 5 h, as Figure 2(c)
shows, the synthesized products were not only nanorods, but
also beautiful chrysanthemum- (flower-) like clusters grown
above the nanorods in very large quantity. The flower-like
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microstructures also consist of nanorods with a diameter
ranging from 200 to 350 nm and length of 1.5–3 𝜇m, and
the flower-like architectures become dominant with substrate
coverage of about 50%. However, as the surface morphology
in up face was observed, as Figure 2(d) shows, the size of
the flower-like nanostructures was not uniform, while a
few of the large rods with different diameters and lengths
were also present. The flower-like and large-rod architectures
developed further and became dominant with substrate
coverage of about 80%. Those results suggest that the ZnO
deposition rate of up-face substrates is quicker than that of
down-face substrates and 3 h is the optimal time to grow the
ZnO nanorods as the gas sensors.
The XRD results in Figure 3 reveal that all the ZnOdeposited films were of hexagonal wurtzite structure, and the
three patterns of the ZnO-deposited films were in agreement
with but different from the diffraction data from standard
card (JCPDS 36-1451). The mainly crystalline peak of ZnO in
JCPDS 36-1451 is (101), which is located around 2𝜃∼36.25∘ . By
comparison, the stronger intensity of (002) diffraction peak
was found in Figure 3 for all deposited ZnO films, suggesting
that all the films exist in high c-axis orientation. Accordingly,
the tendency of c-orientation (200) peak was increased as the
deposition time increased from 1 h to 3 h. The increase of the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of (200) peak
indicates that the crystallization of ZnO films increases as the
synthesized time increases.
Results in Figure 3 indicate that 1 h deposited ZnO films
had a (002) peak and two weak (100) and (110) peaks; 3 h
deposited ZnO films only had a strong (002) peak; and 5 h

(002)

Figure 2: Surface morphologies of the deposited ZnO films synthesized at different faces and time and under different magnifications. Down
face (a) 1 h, (b) 3 h, and (c) 5 h; up face (d) 5 h, respectively.
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of the down-face ZnO films synthesized at
different deposition time.

deposited ZnO films had a strong (002) peak and two weak
(100) and (110) peaks. The (002), (100), and (110) peaks are
preferred orientation with the c-axis perpendicular to the
substrate. Those results illustrate that the diffraction data
on the surface match the morphology as well as crystal
orientation of the resultant films. An energy dispersive
spectroscopic (EDS) analysis of the ZnO films in Figure 4
(up-face and deposition time was 3 h) shows that the products
were composed mainly of Zn and O elements, consistent with
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Figure 4: EDS analysis of the up-face ZnO films synthesized at 3 h.
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Figure 5: Surface morphologies of the ZnO films synthesized at different faces and different magnifications; the deposition time was 3 h.
Up face with (a) lower magnification and (b) higher magnification; down face with (c) lower magnification and (d) higher magnification,
respectively.

the results of XRD in Figure 3. The results in Figures 3 and
4 illustrate that the different lattice mismatches and defects
affect the morphology as well as crystal orientation of the
deposited ZnO films.
To investigate the general morphologies of as-synthesized
ZnO nanorods and nanoflowers, the synthesized products
are examined by FESEM and demonstrated in lower and
higher magnification FESEM images, and the results are
shown in Figure 5. The SEM images in Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
clearly show that the up-face surfaces of the 3 h deposited

ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates had been coated with non-uniformsized ZnO nanorods, nanoflowers, and large hexagonal bars.
The SEM images in Figures 5(c) and 5(d) clearly show that
the down-face surfaces of the 3 h deposited ZnO/SiO2 /Si
substrates had been coated with uniform-sized and quasioriented ZnO nanorods. As we know, crystallization exists
in two different successive stages: nucleation and crystal
growth. The interaction between these two steps determines
the crystal characteristics, including size, distribution, and
morphology of the crystals. When the solutions are used to
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Figure 6: XRD patterns of the ZnO films synthesized at different
faces; the deposition time was 3 h.

synthesize or deposit films, there are two different nucleation
mechanisms in the solution: heterogeneous nucleation and
homogenous nucleation [13]. Homogenous nucleation takes
place when primary nucleation proceeds in a nucleation
free solution; this is when the solution contains no foreign
particles. Heterogeneous nucleation takes place if primary
nucleation proceeds when foreign particles are present in the
solution.
The reason for the different morphology of the synthesized ZnO films obtained on the two faces should be related
to the different nucleation mechanisms in the solution. In
our case, the growth of ZnO films on ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates
at different faces was controlled by the two nucleation
mechanisms. Li et al. have successfully grown large scale
arrays of ZnO nanorods on zinc foil without the assistance
of any template, oxidant, or coating of metal oxide layers,
simply by dipping the foil into a 25% aqueous solution of
ammonia (NH4 OH) and heating at a temperature 80∘ C in a
Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave [14]. They prepared four
different samples by varying the concentration of ammonia
in an 80 mL growth bath and the growth duration. They
found that the thickness, density, and morphology of the
ZnO nanorods are affected by the alkalinity of the solution
in the growth bath. However, in this study we prove that
with the addition of ZnO films as seed layer on SiO2 /Si
substrates we can synthesize the nanorods and nanoflowers
at 100∘ C. Those results also suggest that we can control the
number of the irregular-plate type ZnO, ZnO nanorods, and
ZnO nanoflowers on 2 × 2 cm2 sample by controlling the
deposition time and direction (down face or up face) of
ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates.
Figure 6 shows the XRD spectra of the 3 h deposited
ZnO films prepared at different faces. Results indicate that
down-face ZnO films only had a strong (002) peak and
up-face ZnO films had a strong (002) peak and two weak
(100) and (110) peaks preferred orientation with the c-axis
perpendicular to the substrate. All the (002) peaks in Figure 6

were found at 2𝜃∼34.45∘ , which was the same as the stoichiometric ZnO crystal (2𝜃∼34.45∘ ). These results imply that
the parameter of lattice constant 𝑐 is unchanged as different
faces of ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates are used in the synthesizing
process. The results for XRD patterns of the ZnO films in
Figures 4 and 6 can be described as a number of alternating
planes composed of tetrahedrally coordinated O2− and Zn2+
stacked alternately along the c-axis. Also, the ZnO films
exhibit a varied range of novel structures. These structures
can be grown by tuning the growth rates along different
fast growing directions. As those results in SEM images
and XRD patterns, changing the face of the ZnO/SiO2 /Si
substrates will change the nucleation mechanisms and then
change the synthesizing results of the ZnO films, because
homogenous nucleation produces undesired ZnO particles
and heterogeneous nucleation produces nanorods. As the
ZnO seed layer is grown on the SiO2 /Si substrates, we
think the irregular-plate type ZnO is grown under the
heterogeneous nucleation, which is much more common
than homogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation is
typically much faster than homogeneous nucleation because
the nucleation barrier (Δ𝐺∗ ) is much lower at a surface. For
that, the irregular-plate type ZnO is grown first. However,
ZnO nanorods are limited by homogenous nucleation of
ZnO particles that align the c-axis and ZnO nanoflowers are
homogenous nucleation in a different crystalline direction as
the nanorods are grown too long.

4. Conclusions
As the synthesized time was 1 h, 3 h, and 5 h, the downface morphologies of ZnO films on ZnO/SiO2 /Si substrates
were irregular-plate structure films, ZnO nanorods with
a diameter ranging from 65 to 200 nm, and beautiful
chrysanthemum- (flower-) like clusters grown above the
nanorods in very large quantity, respectively. As the synthesized time was 1 h, 3 h, and 5 h, the pure ZnO nanorods
could not be obtained in up-face ZnO films. XRD patterns
indicated that 1 h and 5 h deposited ZnO films had a (002)
peak and two weak (100) and (110) peaks and 3 h deposited
ZnO films only had a strong (002) peak. The reason for
different morphologies of the ZnO films obtained on the two
faces should be related to the two nucleation mechanisms,
heterogeneous nucleation and homogenous nucleation, in
the solution. As deposition time was 3 h, the down-face
morphology of ZnO films was only ZnO nanorods with
a diameter ranging from 65 to 200 nm and in very large
quantity, which could be investigated as gas sensors.
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Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 is an excellent absorber material for solar cells. This study obtained Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders through solid state
reaction by the ball milling and sintering processes from elemental Cu, Zn, Sn, S, and Se without using either polluting chemicals or
expensive vacuum facilities. Ratios of S/S + Se in CuSnZnSSe were controlled from 0 to 1. The results showed that the 2-step sintering
process (400∘ C for 12 hrs and then 700∘ C for 1 hr) was able to stabilize the composition and structure of the CuSnZnSSe powders.
The crystallized intensity of the CuSnZnS matrix decreased with increasing the Se content. Raising the Se content restrained the
SnS phase and reduced the resistance of the absorber layer. In addition, Raman data confirmed that Se caused a Raman shift in
the CuSnZnSSe matrix and enhanced the optical properties of the CuSnZnSSe powders. For the interface of CuSnZnSSe film and
Mo substrate, Mo could diffuse into CuSnZnSSe matrix after 200∘ C annealing. The interface thermal diffusion of CuSnZnSSe/ZnS
improved the effects of stack to enhance the stability of structure.

1. Introduction
The development of CZTS (Cu2 Zn1 Sn1 S4 ) has been a subject
of focus in recent years [1, 2]. Due to the lower cost of
Zn and Sn element compared with In and Ga in the CIGS
system, CZTS is considered a potential substitute for CIGS in
the future. In the literature [3–5], CZTS thin film has been
formed in many ways such as cosputtering [3], electroplated
deposition [4], and pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [5]. But the
cost of manufacturing is high, so the development is slow.
In this research, we used mechanical milling on the solid
powders to synthesize CZTSSe powders and it was lowcost with a stable structure. Cu, Zn, Sn, and S have been
used to form CZTS powders, but the low boiling point of
S [6] makes it hard to control the composition of CZTS
when the S vaporizes at higher temperatures. The boiling
point of Se is higher than that of S, and Se can stabilize
the CZTS powders. Therefore, this research controlled the
Cu, Zn, and Sn = 2 : 1 : 1 at.%, and then mixed S and Se in
different ratios to combine with Cu, Zn, and Sn precursor
to form the Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders. During mixing,

a 2-step sintering process was performed (400∘ C for 12 hrs
controlled the concentrations of S and Sn; 700∘ C for 1 hr
controlled the concentration of Se) to adjust the ratios of
𝑥 = S/S + Se. The 2-step sintering process is not only a
continuous method, but also the metallurgical efficiency [7, 8]
which helps to homogenize the compound powders. This
study used the 2-step sintering process without using either
polluting chemicals or expensive vacuum facilities to investigate the metallurgical mechanism of the CZTSSe powders. In
addition, the morphology, crystalline structure, and optical
properties of the CZTSSe powders were measured to examine
the effect of Se addition. The effect of 200∘ C annealing in
the interface diffusion of ZnS/CZTSSe/Mo structure was also
explored in CZTSSe system.

2. Experimental Procedure
The Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders were synthesized using
pure Cu, Zn, Sn, S, and Se powders. The atomic ratio of
Cu : Zn : Sn : (S + Se) was 2 : 1 : 1 : 4. The atomic ratio of
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Figure 1: Interface I and interface II of ZnS/CZTSSe/Mo structure.

Cu : Zn : Sn was fixed. Five atomic ratios containing pure S,
S : Se = 3 : 1, S : Se = 1 : 1, S : Se = 1 : 3, and pure Se were mixed to
obtain 5 types of Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders. The ratio value
was defined as 𝑥 = S/(S + Se).
The powders were milled for 1 hr in molecular ratio inside
a crucible and then sintered in a stove at 400∘ C for 12 hours
(1st-step sintering). During this 400∘ C sintering, S, Se, and Sn
turned to liquid state and combined with Cu and Zn to form
compounds. After this, the Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders were
sintered at 700∘ C for 1 hour (2nd-step sintering). The residual
S and Se were vaporized from Cu2 SnZn(S + Se)4 powders.
Finally, the powders were cooled to room temperature and
the measurement of crystallization and optical properties was
performed.
The morphology and crystalline structure of the powders were observed using SEM (Hitachi SU8000), TEM
(JEOL JEM-1400), and XRD (Bruker AXS Gmbh, Karlsruhe,
Germany). In addition, the compositions of the powders
were determined using ICP (HEWLETT PACKARD 4500,
JP) and EDS. Raman, reflection pattern and resistance of
CZTSSe powders were measured to understand the contributions of S and Se ratios [6, 9]. Each analysis datum is the
average of 4 test results.
In addition, the powder of S : Se = 1 : 1 was deposited
by thermal evaporation and combined ZnS film (ZnS film
was obtained from aqueous solution method) and Mo substrate to form CZTSSe/Mo specimen and CZTSSe/ZnS/glass
specimen (Figure 1). The interface diffusion mechanisms of
ZnS/CZTSSe/Mo structure were detected by TEM (JEOL
JEM-1400) with EDS before and after 200∘ C annealing to
explore the interface characteristics.

3. Results and Discussion
The SEM morphologies of the five CZTSSe powders after the
2-step sintering process are shown in Figure 2. The powders
were particle-like and the agglomeration was not obvious

after mechanical milling. EDS analysis showed that the S/S
+ Se ratio of powders complied with the proportion and the
average particle size of the powders was 160∼220 nm. The
powders could be applied for coating of devices and their
morphologies were similar to the powders in the literature
[4]. In addition, the CZTSSe powders were examined by XRD
to identify the phase structure (Figure 3). It was found that
the diffraction peak angle of the CZTSSe powders reduced
slightly with increasing the content of Se. The main reason
is that the atomic radius of Se is larger than S [10]. Thus,
Se atoms replacing S would cause the lattice to expand.
According to diffraction theory, 𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃, we have good
grounds for thinking that the addition of Se increased the
value of d and then reduced the value of 𝜃 in the CZTS system.
Notably, the combination of S and Se in the Cu-Zn-Sn
matrix requires a stable sintering process. If the powders
are only given the 1st-step sintering (without the 2nd step),
the CZTS(S = 100%) will not only have the CZTS main
diffraction planes, but also have the SnS phase (Figure 4(a)).
We attempted to extend our observation in the CZTSSe (S =
50%, Se = 50%) system (only 1st-step sintering, Figure 4(b)).
XRD diffractions proved clearly that some pure Se phases
remained in the CZTSSe matrix, but no SnS phase was found.
It is clear that both the addition of Se and the 2-step sintering
process are able to improve the crystallization of the CZTSSe
system.
The CZTSSe powders with a 2-step sintering process were
compressed into the ingots and then their electrical resistance
was measured using a 4-point probe analyzer. Figure 5 shows
the electrical properties of the CZTSSe powders and the
CZTS (S = 100%) powder has the highest electrical resistance.
The electrical resistance of the CZTSSe (S : Se = 1 : 1, 𝑥 = 0.5)
powder and the CZTSe (Se = 100%) powder were similar.
Notably, the two CZTSSe powders with ratio S : Se = 3 : 1
(𝑥 = 0.75) and S : Se = 1 : 3 (𝑥 = 0.25) had the lowest electrical
resistance. These electrical properties were closely related to
the chemical composition and the phase structure. It is clear
that adding Se can reduce the electrical resistance of CZTSSe
powders. For the S : Se = 3 : 1 (𝑥 = 0.75) powder, an excess
of S combined with Sn to form SnS phase [10]. For the S : Se
= 1 : 3 (𝑥 = 0.25) powder, some residual Se could not enter
the matrix. For this reason, their electrical resistance was
lower than that of the other powders. Recent reports [11, 12]
claim that the electrical resistance of CZTS powder systems
has still not been explored. We have the experience in the
electrical measurements of powders [13] and can confirm that
SnS phase and Se in the CZTSSe powders are the main phases
to affect the electrical properties.
The CZTSSe powders were subjected to Raman spectrum
to observe their Raman shift characteristics. Figure 6 shows
that Se addition caused a Raman shift in the CZTSSe powders
(from 334.8 to 323.8 cm−1 ) and the shift frequency increased
with increasing Se content. Notably, a CZTSe (Se = 100%)
peak was not found at 323∼335 cm−1 , but a ZnSe peak was
found at 240.8 cm−1 . In a word, adding Se affected the
Raman results and the CZTSe (Se = 100%) powder revealed
a different Raman spectrum from the CZTSSe powders. The
two main reasons are as follows: (1) adding Se prevented Sn
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Figure 2: Morphology of CZTSSe powders. (a) CZTSe (Se: 100%, 𝑥 = 0), (b) CZTSSe (S: 25% + Se: 75%, 𝑥 = 0.25), (c) CZTSSe (S: 50% + Se:
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Figure 3: XRD of five CZTSSe powders.

from binding with S to form SnS phase to cause structural
defects and (2) some Se would inflate the lattice to cause a
Raman shift in the CZTSSe powders. In a word, the random
distribution of S and Se atoms in the lattice resulted in the
fluctuations in the masses and force constants in the neighborhood [14, 15]. Because the electrical and optical properties

of the CZTSSe (S : Se = 1 : 1) powders were improved, CZTSSe
(S : Se = 1 : 1) was selected for TEM analysis.
Figure 7 shows the TEM observations of the CZTSSe
(S : Se = 1 : 1) powder. The CZTSSe powder was agglomerated
and the single particle size was about 160∼220 nm. According
to EDS results and comparing with the literature [11, 12], the
ratio S : Se = 13 : 15 (Figure 7(a)) approached the atomic ratio
of 1 : 1. In addition, a bright field image (Figure 7(a)) and a
dark field image (Figure 7(b)) reveal that the overlapping of
powders and Se was uniform in the matrix. Figure 7(c) shows
that the CZTSSe powder had a tetragonal structure which
grew in the direction of C-axis.
Figure 8 shows the reflection percentage of the CZTSSe
powders. We can be fairly certain that the CZTS (S = 100%)
powder had the highest reflection percentage. As Se was
added, the reflection percentage decreased. Judging from the
above, for continuous wavelength light, the absorption of the
CZTSSe powder was better than that of the CZTS powder
with pure sulfur. From the present data and a previous
paper, it is clear that adding Se increases the absorption
edge (nm) in the S-Se mixed system and then raises the
reflection percentage. Therefore, when the wavelength is
higher than the absorption edge, the absorption of CZTSe
or CZTSSe is higher than CZTS powder with pure sulfur.
Figure 8 shows that the wavelength of the absorption edge
of the CZTS powder was about 300 nm; thus, the reflection
(𝑅%) decreased significantly below 300 nm in wavelength.
The CZTSSe (S : Se = 1 : 1) powders were deposited on
Mo substrate by thermal evaporation. Both as-deposed and
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Figure 5: Resistance of five CZTSSe powders.
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Se: 50%).

annealed CZTSSe/Mo structures were detected by TEM [16–
19]. According to Figure 1, the interface I was observed
in Figures 9 and 10. In fact, the Mo atom had diffused
into CZTSSe matrix due to thermal diffusion induced by
thermal evaporation and the concentration of Mo in the
surface of CZTSSe film was about 1.5 at.%. After annealing,
the concentration of Mo increased in the CZTSSe film and
the zone near Mo substrate that had formed a continuous
structure (EDS2∼EDS3) from network structure. No doubt
the CZTSSe film had the pollution of Mo atoms and it still
had a tetragonal structure (see the pattern of Figure 10). The
same observation applies to interface II of CZTSSe/ZnS/Glass
structure (Figure 1). In Figure 11, the CZTSSe film (S : Se
= 1 : 1) of thermal evaporation was deposited on ZnS
film. The CZTSSe film represented a stacking morphology,
which associated with the lower thermal conductivity of
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Figure 6: Raman of five CZTSSe powders.

ZnS/glass substrate. After annealing, the crystallization of
CZTSSe film was improved to enhance the structural stability
(Figure 12).
In the past, each laboratory had focused on the solar
cell design for power performance. In fact, the interface
of the structure is significant to affect the results of power
performance. Results of this study can provide the interfacial
properties of the solar cell design to assist in understanding the relationship between the power performance and
materials.
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Figure 9: Interface observation of CZTSSe/Mo structure before
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4. Conclusion

(c)

Figure 7: TEM observations of CZTSSe powders (S : Se = 13 : 17 at
atomic ratio). (a) Bright field image with EDS data, (b) dark field
image, and (c) SAED of CZTSSe powders.

Adding Se stabilized the CZTSSe phase structure. It not
only improved the electrical properties, but also caused
obvious shift peaks in the Raman spectrum. In addition, the
absorption of the CZTSSe powder was higher than the CZTS
powder.
The five-element CZTSSe powder matrix was a tetragonal
crystal. Both the addition of Se and the 2-step sintering process were able to improve the crystallization. After annealing,
the CZTSSe/Mo structure had an obvious thermal diffusion
of Mo atoms and the stacking of CZTSSe/ZnS structure was
improved. The effects can improve the design and application
of the solar cells.
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This work investigates the thermal effect on the structural, electrical, and optical properties of aluminum doped zinc oxide
(AZO) films. The AZO films deposited at different temperatures were measured using a thermal desorption system to obtain
their corresponding thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). In addition to obtaining information of thermal desorption, the
measurement of TDS also has the effect of vacuum annealing on the AZO films. The results of measuring TDS imply part of
the doped aluminum atoms do not stay at substituted zinc sites in AZO films. The (002) preferential direction of the AZO films
in X-ray diffraction spectra shifts to a lower angle after measurement of TDS. The grain size grows and surface becomes denser
for all AZO films after measurement of TDS. The carrier concentration, mobility, and average optical transmittance increase while
the electrical resistivity decreases for AZO films after measurement of TDS. These results indicate that the AZO films deposited at
200∘ C are appropriate selections if the AZO films are applied in device fabrication of heat-produced process.

1. Introduction
Zinc oxide is an old semiconductor material that dates
back to the beginning of the 20th century. It has been
applied in different areas like piezoelectric transducers, optical waveguides, acoustooptic media, gas sensors, varistors,
and transparent conductive (TC) electrode [1]. The recent
popular and hot application for zinc oxide is TC electrode.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) is regularly used in TC electrode of
light emitting diodes, flat panels, or solar cells industry [2].
Since indium is rare and toxic, there is a tendency to replace
ITO with aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) for cost and
safety concerns. These years, the AZO can compete with ITO
due to compatible electrical and optical properties [3, 4]. Inline sputtering method can be used to produce large-area and
high-throughput thin films. This work focuses on surveying
in-line sputtered instead of batch-type produced AZO films.
Anisotropic stress in thin films produced during in-line
sputtering process has been reported [5]. The properties of
AZO films produced by in-line sputtering may be different

when being compared with those produced by batch-type
sputtering.
Heat generation may occur after TC electrode is produced
in solar cells fabrication, such as plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition in growing amorphous silicon films as
absorption layer materials. The substrate temperature in the
above process is usually around 300∘ C [6]. The structural,
electrical, and optical properties of AZO films may change
after the heat generation process. Haug et al. have reported
AZO films’ property alternation after thermal treatment [7].
Variation in electrical and optical properties of AZO films has
to be considered if AZO films are used in heat production
process.
Thermal desorption spectroscopy was firstly used in studying metal or gas desorption behavior [8]. More applications
for TDS such as thermal stability [9], catalyst reaction [9],
and hydrogen storage [10, 11] were developed recently. Our
group has applied TDS to investigate the thermal effect on
fluorine doped zinc oxide (ZnO:F) films before [12]. The
results indicate ZnO:F films desorb corresponding to low

2

2. Experimental Procedure
The substrate that AZO films were to be deposited on was
the borosilicate glass. The 2.54 × 2.54 cm2 borosilicate glass
was ultrasonically cleaned with purified water and acetone in
sequence three times. After that, the glass was further cleaned
with purified water and dried with dry nitrogen. One inline DC magnetron sputtering tool was applied to deposit
AZO films. The ceramic AZO target was with ZnO/Al2 O3 =
98 : 2 wt% in composition and 95 × 20 cm2 in size. The sputtering power density was 1.58 W/cm2 . The process chamber
was pumped down to 5 × 10−3 Pa as base pressure. The
process pressure was kept at 3 × 10−1 Pa with feeding
pure argon. The substrate temperature during sputtering
process was at room temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C, respectively. The film thickness of produced AZO films was
500 nm. The TDS of prepared AZO films were measured.
The measurement system of TDS was pumped down to
10−5 Pa range or below. Then, the AZO films were linearly
heated by a proportional-integral-derivative controller at
a fixed 10∘ C per minute heating rate from RT to 500∘ C.
The heating of the measurement system was closed after
the AZO films reached 500∘ C. The temperature of the
TDS measurement system was naturally cooled down in
vacuum. Measuring TDS of the AZO films also plays the
role of vacuum annealing on the AZO films. Ion currents
corresponding to ion mass to charge ratio (m/e) 16, 27, 32,
and 65 were measured with a quadruple mass spectrometer
(QMS). The m/e of 16, 27, 32, and 65 corresponds to the
oxygen atom, aluminum atom, oxygen molecule, and zinc
atom, respectively. The TDS of the AZO films was obtained
by plotting ion currents of the above four elements versus the
corresponding temperature.
The crystalline structure and surface morphology of AZO
films before and after measuring TDS were probed with
an X-ray diffractometer (XRD) and a scanning electron
microscope (SEM), respectively. The carrier concentration,
mobility, and electrical resistivity of AZO films before and
after measuring TDS were obtained by a hall measurement
with Van-Der Pauw method. The optical transmittance of
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Figure 1: Thermal desorption spectroscopy of the AZO films
deposited at 200∘ C.

(002)
200∘ C

Intensity (a.u.)

bound strength under heat treatment of 100∘ C. Fluorine
is easily desorbed from ZnO:F films. Apparently, negative
effects influence the electrical and optical properties of
ZnO:F films during heating process. The electrical resistivity
increases whereas the average optical transmittance in visible
wavelength decreases for ZnO:F films after TDS measurement. The measurement of TDS is a heating process for
ZnO:F films. This finding further motivates us to study the
thermal effect on commonly used zinc oxide films: AZO
films. This work applied TDS to study the thermal effect on
the structural, electrical, and optical properties of AZO films
deposited at different substrate temperatures. We checked
whether there was any species desorbed from AZO films
during measuring TDS and then calculated and compared
the thermal desorption amount of AZO films. Structural,
electrical, and optical properties of AZO films before and
after TDS measurements were also explored.
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Figure 2: The X-ray diffraction spectra of the AZO films deposited
at room temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C before and after
measuring TDS.

AZO films before and after measuring TDS was probed by an
ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer. The percent variation
of electrical resistivity and average optical transmittance in
visible wavelength region for the AZO films before and
after measuring TDS were calculated. The AZO films with
low percent variation of electrical resistivity and optical
transmittance imply they demonstrate stable electrical and
optical properties when applied in heat production process.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermal Desorption. All AZO films deposited at different
substrate temperatures exhibit similar curve shape but different intensity in TDS. The increasing ion current regarding
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Figure 3: SEM micrographs of the AZO films deposited at room temperature (RT) (a) before and (b) after measuring TDS.

oxygen atom, aluminum atom, oxygen molecule, and zinc
atom, respectively, can be apparently observed during TDS
measurement. The TDS of the 200∘ C substrate produced
AZO films was shown in Figure 1. The impurity metal
element, aluminum atom, and the intrinsic metal element,
zinc atom, both exhibit higher thermal desorption intensity
than oxygen atom and oxygen molecule seen from Figure 1.
The apparent increase in thermal desorption intensity of
the four elements is between 60 and 200∘ C. High thermal
desorption intensity of the aluminum atom indicates that
aluminum is thermally instable in AZO films. Haug et al.
reported the thermal stability of extrinsic donors in zinc oxide
like aluminum is better than that of intrinsic donors [7].
The thermal instability of aluminum found in this work may
attribute that some aluminum atoms in AZO films do not
exist in substituted zinc sites. They stay in other positions
which make aluminum thermally unstable.
Thermal desorption amount of the elements in AZO films
is proportional to integrating thermal desorption intensity
with temperature derived from Polanyi-Wigner equation [8].
The ratio of desorption amount for the aluminum atom
was calculated to be 39 : 26 : 22, corresponding to AZO films
deposited at RT, 100∘ C, and 200∘ C substrate, respectively. This
phenomenon may attribute that when AZO films deposited
at high substrate temperature like 200∘ C, thermally unstable
atoms or molecules have been thermally desorbed during
sputtering. Therefore, the remaining materials on substrate
after sputtering possess good adhesion. Good adhesion of
the AZO films can reduce the possibility that the AZO constitutions diffuse to other layer(s) during device fabrication
in heat-produced process if AZO films are applied as TC
electrodes. The diffusion may deteriorate the device function.
3.2. Structural Property. All AZO films possess (002) preferential direction obtained from measuring X-ray diffraction.
The X-ray diffraction spectra for the AZO films deposited at
different substrate temperatures before and after measuring
TDS are shown in Figure 2. The corresponding (002) peak
location and full width at half maximum of X-ray diffraction
spectra are listed in Table 1. After TDS being measured,

Table 1: The (002) peak location and full width at half maximum
of X-ray diffraction spectra of the AZO films deposited at room
temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C before and after measuring
TDS.
Substrate temperature
RT
100∘ C
200∘ C

2𝜃
Before
34.70∘
34.54∘
34.56∘

After
34.25∘
34.20∘
34.20∘

FWMH
Before
After
∘
0.35
0.32∘
∘
0.40
0.44∘
∘
0.45
0.36∘

the (002) peak shifts to a lower angle for all AZO films. The
measurement of TDS has the effect of vacuum annealing on
the AZO films. It may cause the high proportion of metallic
interstitial defects in the lattice of the AZO films [13]. This
increases the lattice space which makes (002) peaks shift to
a lower angle for the AZO films after TDS measurement.
The full width at half maximum decreases for the AZO films
deposited at RT and 200∘ C after measuring TDS. However,
the full width at half maximum increases for the AZO
films deposited at 100∘ C after measuring TDS. The measured
results on the full width at half maximum of X-ray diffraction
spectra for the AZO films may be related to grain growth
and release of anisotropic stress. The measurement of TDS
provides thermal energy to make the grains of the AZO
films grow. However, it may also release the anisotropic stress
for the AZO films produced during in-line sputtering [14].
Incomplete release of the anisotropic stress may explain the
increment of the full width at half maximum for AZO films
deposited at 100∘ C.
Figure 3 shows SEM micrographs of the AZO films
deposited at RT before and after measuring TDS. The film
surface of the AZO films after measuring TDS becomes
relatively smooth as observed from Figure 3. Figure 4 shows
the SEM observation of the AZO films deposited at 100∘ C,
before and after measuring TDS. The grains are quite even for
samples deposited at 100∘ C compared with those deposited
at RT. Figure 5 shows the SEM observation of the AZO
films deposited at 200∘ C, before and after measuring TDS.
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs of the AZO films deposited at 100 C (a) before and (b) after measuring TDS.
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Figure 5: SEM micrographs of the AZO films deposited at 200 C (a) before and (b) after measuring TDS.

The surface morphology of the samples deposited at 200∘ C
demonstrates a pyramidal shape. The grain size grows and
surface becomes denser for all AZO films after measuring
TDS as observed from Figures 3 to 5. The provision of thermal
energy by TDS for grain growth of the AZO films is further
evidenced by the results of the SEM micrographs.
3.3. Electrical Property. The electrical properties carrier concentration, mobility, electrical resistivity, and percent variation of electrical resistivity for the AZO films deposited
at different temperatures before and after measuring TDS
were shown in Table 2. The carrier concentration and mobility increase whereas the electrical resistivity decreases for
the AZO films deposited at different temperatures after
measuring TDS. The measurement of TDS has vacuum
annealing effect on AZO films, and vacuum annealing effect
causes more aluminum atoms to substitute zinc sites [15] or
promotes desorption of oxygen from grain boundaries so
as to increase the carrier concentration [16]. It makes AZO
films increase oxygen defects, zinc interstitial atoms, and
grain size [17]. Increase in oxygen defects and zinc interstitial
atoms raises carrier concentration. The growth in grain size of

the AZO films results in less grain boundary scattering. The
mobility of the AZO films is therefore increased.
The AZO films deposited at 200∘ C exhibit the lowest
electrical resistivity before or after measuring TDS, as well as
the lowest percent variation among the AZO films deposited
at different temperatures seen from Table 2. These results
indicate the AZO films deposited at 200∘ C are suitable
selections applying in thermally treated process based on
electrical properties. Poor electrical properties such as low
carrier concentration and mobility and high percent variation
of electrical resistivity for the AZO films deposited at 100∘ C
before and after measuring TDS shown in Table 2 may be
related with anisotropic stress in AZO films produced during
in-line sputtering [14]. The stress resulted from skew incidence of sputtered ions or atoms’ flux on substrate along the
in-line moving direction when the substrate was entering or
leaving the process chamber during sputtering. The direction
perpendicular to the moving direction of substrate does not
have the abovementioned stress. The anisotropic stress was
trapped in AZO films when the films were deposited at RT.
The anisotropic stress started to be released but incompletely
when the films were deposited at 100∘ C. Poor crystalline
structure of the AZO films deposited at 100∘ C was evidenced
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Table 2: The electrical properties: carrier concentration, mobility, electrical resistivity, and percent variation of electrical resistivity of the
AZO films deposited at room temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C before and after measuring TDS.
Before
Substrate
temperature Carrier concentration Mobility
(cm2 /V-s)
(1020 cm−3 )
RT
100∘ C
200∘ C

3.7
0.6
6.0

6.4
6.6
6.4

After
Electrical
Carrier concentration
resistivity
(1020 cm−3 )
(10−4 Ω-cm)
27
160
16

Mobility
(cm2 /V-s)

4.1
1.3
6.9

Electrical resistivity’s
Electrical
resistivity percent variation (%)
(10−4 Ω-cm)

8.0
6.9
7.5

−30
−57
−25

19
69
12

Table 3: The average optical transmittance in visible wavelength region and the corresponding percent variation of the AZO films deposited
at room temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C before and after measuring TDS.

Before

After

70
71
90

82
75
92

in results of the X-ray diffraction spectra in Figure 2 and
Table 1. Poor crystalline structure destroys part of the carriers
and lowers the mobility for the AZO films deposited at
100∘ C.
3.4. Optical Property. Figure 6 presents the optical transmittance spectra for the AZO films deposited at different
temperatures before and after measuring TDS. Blue shift
behavior of the optical transmittance spectra for the AZO
films after measuring TDS was apparently observed in inset
of Figure 6. The blue shift behavior can be ascribed to
Burstein-Moss effect [18, 19]. The measurement of TDS which
has the effect of vacuum annealing causes the increase of
carrier concentration as shown in Table 2. The increment
of carrier concentration widens the optical band gap of
the AZO films. The average optical transmittance and the
corresponding percent variation of the AZO films before and
after measuring TDS deposited at RT, 100∘ C, and 200∘ C were
shown in Table 3. The AZO films deposited at 200∘ C exhibit
the highest average optical transmittance before or after
measuring TDS and lowest percent variation among those
deposited at different temperatures observed from Table 2.
The measurement of TDS which has the effect of vacuum
annealing reduces the materials defects of AZO films [20]; the
average optical transmittance therefore increases.

4. Conclusion
Thermal effect on the structural, electrical, and optical properties of AZO films was studied by measuring TDS. The
results of TDS imply part of the doped aluminum atoms
do not stay at the substituted zinc sites in AZO films. The
measurement of TDS has the effect of vacuum annealing on
the AZO films. The measurement of TDS provides thermal
energy to make the grains growth of the AZO films, and

Average optical transmittance’s percent variation (%)
17
5.6
2.2

100
80
Transmittance (%)

RT
100∘ C
200∘ C

Average optical transmittance (%)

Transmittance (%)

Substrate
temperature

60
40
20
0
300

400

50
40
30
20
10
0

320 330 340 350 360
Wavelength (nm)

500
600
Wavelength (nm)

RT before
RT before
100∘ C before

700

800

100∘ C after
200∘ C before
200∘ C after

Figure 6: The optical transmittance spectra of the AZO films
deposited at room temperature (RT), 100∘ C, and 200∘ C before and
after measuring TDS.

such finding is evidenced by the results of the SEM micrographs. The carrier concentration, mobility, and average
optical transmittance of the AZO films increase after measuring TDS. On the other hand, the electrical resistivity of
the AZO films decreases after measuring TDS. The AZO
films deposited at 200∘ C are appropriate selections if the
AZO films are applied in device fabrication of heat-produced
process. In short, the AZO films deposited at 200∘ C show low
electrical resistivity, high average optical transmittance, low
percent variation of electrical resistivity, and average optical
transmittance among all tested AZO films.
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This pa per proposes a self-excited single-stage high power factor LED lighting driving circuit. Being featured with power
factor correction capability without needing any control devices, the proposed circuit structure is with low cost and suitable for
commercial production. The power factor correction function is accomplished by using inductor in combination with a half-bridge
quasi resonant converter to achieve active switching and yield out voltage regulation according to load requirement. Furthermore,
the zero-voltage switching in the half-bridge converter can be attained to promote the overall performance efficiency of the proposed
circuit. Finally, the validity and production availability of the proposed circuit will be verified as well.

1. Introduction
Due to the recent breakthrough in fabricating process [1–3]
and progressive improvement of lighting efficiency, LED is
featured with ecofriendly, free-Mercury, and low power consumption, compactness, high efficiency, and so on, thus prevailing over other lighting devices in the lighting applications.
The LED (light emitting diode) lighting products are inclined
toward diversified growth and application penetration. The
global market scale of LED lighting products is predicted to
come up to several tens of billions USA dollars in the coming
year 2015. The demand of LED lighting equipment will be ever
increasing.
Vast switching circuits are inevitably used in energy
industry. The PFC (power factor correction) circuit is, therefore, studied and developed in the past two decades [4–6] to
meet the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
requirements in the harmonic current standard [7]. In consequence, it is indispensable feature for the power converter
to possess the power factor correction function. Power factor
correction circuits can be categorized into passive type [8–12]
and active type [13–15]. Passive type PFC circuit is basically
composed of inductor and capacitor. It possesses the feature
of low cost without needing extra control circuit. However,
though active type PFC circuit possesses better power factor,

it is costly due to needing extra control circuit. In commercial
applications, the cost consideration has led the extensive
usage to meet PFC standard.
The power switch driving method comprises two types:
self-excitation and external excitation ones. In a selfexcitation circuit, resonant current feedback signal is sampled
to generate driving signal without needing extra control
circuit. However, the circuit performance and output characteristics are drastically affected by the device parameters,
such as storage time and saturation point of transformer. The
operation frequency of resonant circuit plays the key role in
performance stability. The design and device selection involve
more disciplines and strict conditions. Hence, the circuit
parameters must be carefully envisaged. It is relatively difficult in design. Although external excitation control circuit is
complex, it is both flexible and rich in design. The operating
frequency of inverter and duty cycle of switch can be adjusted
at will. It could, therefore, easily carry out dimming function
and fault protection design. With the addition of the preceding functions, the circuit complexity inevitably increases and
control IC is indispensable. Consequently, the fabricating cost
will increase.
The commonly used two-stage high power factor circuit
not only possesses enormous device parts and does not
meet cost reduction, but also encompasses one stage to
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correct power factor and another converter stage to perform
voltage and current regulation. The switches therein are all
hard switching basically. Therefore, the switching losses are
drastically large, thus invoking heat dissipation problem.
The accompanied losses in both PFC stage and conversion
stage will result in poor overall efficiency [16, 17]. However,
single-stage high power factor circuit structure integrates
both stages into one by employing the same power switches
to handle both PFC and conversion processes to reduce
the power loss. Despite the fact that the switching modes
turn to be complicated in nature and the determination of
device parameters becomes strict [18, 19], the single-stage
high power factor circuit both reduces the number of devices
and avoids conversion loss between stages, thus enhancing
the overall efficiency.
The self-excitation circuit structure proposed in this
research utilizes resonant tank to resonate and drive the
power switches. With the absence of integrated circuit and
control IC, the cost can be greatly reduced. However, the
traditional self-excitation circuit is inherited with poor power
factor. A power correction circuit is required to promote the
power factor, while it may produce low frequency noise and
is bulky in size.
This research intended to design a self-excitation singlestage high power factor driving circuit for LED lighting to
overcome the proceeding drawbacks. Self-excitation technique is introduced to drive control signal and, therefore,
achieves the active power factor correction function. In
addition, dramatic cost and circuit complexity reductions are
fulfilled by the absence of integrated circuits. The usage of
half-bridge resonant technique can effectively increase the
operating frequency to avoid audible noise production along
with output voltage and current regulations. Furthermore,
the zero-voltage-switching function furnished by resonant
circuit can effectively reduce the high-frequency switching
loss and tackle the heat dissipation problem. Consequently,
the proposed self-excitation high power factor single-stage
driving circuit is featured with advantages such as simple
structure, size reduction, and low complexity.

2. Configuration
Figure 1 is the circuit configuration of a self-excitation singlestage high power factor driving circuit for LED lighting
proposed in this research. It is majorly constituted by a
PFC inductor 𝐿 PFC , resonant inductor 𝐿 𝑟 , and resonant
capacitor 𝐶𝑟 . Besides, the self-excitation circuit comprises
energy storage capacitor 𝐶bus , resistor 𝑅1 , capacitor 𝐶1 , and
silicon diode for alternating current (SIDAC). The selfexcitation mechanism is accomplished by switching halfbridge converter to store and release energy on PFC inductor
𝐿 PFC to complete high power factor performance. For lack of
control IC, the cost can be curtailed consequently. By utilizing
self-excitation along with half-bridge resonant switching
technique, the output voltage and current can meet the
LED lighting load requirement. The technique of resonant
converter will equip the power switch with zero-voltageswitching function and enhance the overall efficiency.
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Self-excitation electronic ballast has the advantage of
generating driving signal by itself without needing extra
control circuit, thus saving the budget. In this research, a
simple circuit using resistor 𝑅1 and capacitor 𝐶1 is applied
to accomplish the self-excitation purpose. Figure 2 shows the
current flow path of the first trigger operation.
As illustrated in the above figure, the half-bridge resonant
switch is left open due to lack of triggering signal. Therefore,
the current will pass through the intrinsic diode 𝐷1 inherited
on switch to pump the energy to storage capacitor 𝐶bus . Next,
the energy on 𝐶bus will charge energy storage capacitor 𝐶1
via resistor 𝑅1 until the voltage across 𝐶1 gets enough voltage
to turn on SIDAC. After breakdown, the SIDAC starts to
transfer energy to signal transformer 𝑇signal2 and half-bridge
switches begin to switch complimentarily. Through the above
operation mode, the triggering signal of half-bridge resonant
switching gets ready.
Figure 3 is the triangular inductor current 𝑖𝐿 PFC of power
factor corrector. The peak value of current is proportional to
the absolute value of switching-on instant of input sinusoidal
voltage; that is, the dashed line waveform of current peak
𝑖𝑝,peak (𝑡) is proportional to the absolute value |𝑉in |. This leads
to source current 𝑖in (𝑡) being proportional to source voltage
𝑉in (𝑡) and in-phase each other, thus bettering the power
factor.
In Figure 4, LED lighting set comprises a LED set and
a high frequency transformer. In other words, the LEDs are
powered by an isolated power source and the LED lighting
set is equivalent to a resistor 𝑅LED . A pair of power switches
are triggered complimentarily. The input high dc voltage will
turn into a high frequency sinusoidal signal after resonant
switching of the combination of half-bridge inverters, 𝐿 𝑟 and
𝐶𝑟 . Also, the operating characteristics are controlled in the
inductive region. The advantages of the preceding conversion include (1) DC high voltage being converted to high
frequency sinusoidal wave (it both meets load requirement
and reduces EMI due to its nearly sinusoidal form); (2) the
increased frequency encompasses extra merits of increased
lighting efficiency, reduced magnetic device low frequency
noise, declined lamp flickering, compacted and magnetic
device; (3) operating characteristics being controlled in the
inductive region (the resonant current will lag behind square
wave voltage). Before the conduction of resonant switch,
current passes through body diode of switch, thus yielding
zero-voltage stress on switch during switching action.

3. Circuit Operation
In this research, all power switches comprise MOSFET.
Figure 5 illustrates the waveforms of triggering signal and
voltage across and current through the passive devices.
Trigger signals 𝑉GS1 and 𝑉GS2 are applied to control halfbridge resonant switches. The current 𝑖𝐿 PFC passing through
power factor correction inductor can be controlled as well
to arrive at power factor correction. After cautious selection
of resonant inductor 𝐿 𝑟 and capacitor 𝐶𝑟 , resonant current
waveform 𝑖𝑟 is shown in Figure 5. The voltage across on
switches is controlled to zero before being turned on. Figure 5
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Figure 3: PFC inductor current waveform and input current
waveform.

demonstrates the current waveforms 𝑖𝑠1 and 𝑖𝑠2 . Zero-voltage
switching is apparently observed.
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in Figure 6(d). Merely resonant current 𝑖𝑟 keeps on flowing
through 𝑆1 till the next mode.

VGS1

Operation Mode V. According to sequence waveforms shown
in Figure 5, a dead time design is considered in the circuit
for avoiding simultaneous conduction of power switches
and possible damage. As displayed in Figure 6(e), both the
triggering signals are at low state. Thus, resonant current 𝑖𝑟
performs freewheeling through 𝐶bus and intrinsic diode 𝐷2
of power switch 𝑆2 .

VGS2
iLPFC
ir

Operation Mode VI. The triggering signal 𝑉GS2 is at the
high state in this stage as shown in Figure 6(f). Inductor
𝐿 PFC begins to store energy via resonant tank and energy
storage capacitor 𝐶bus . Resonant current 𝑖𝑟 continues to do
freewheeling through intrinsic diode 𝐷2 .

is1
is2
icbus

I II

III

IV

V VI

VII

Figure 5: Triggering signals and current waveforms.

To simplify the parameter design and analyze the operation models, the following assumptions must be proclaimed
in advance.
(1) All diodes and switching devices are ideal.
(2) Switching frequency is far greater than grid frequency.
(3) The voltage 𝑉bus on energy storage capacitor is looked
upon as ideal voltage source. Resonant tank current
𝑖𝑟 is viewed as ideal current source without ripple
components.
(4) Resonant quality factor is large enough to assume
resonant to be sinusoidal.
Operation Mode I. By inspecting the triggering sequence
and current waveforms in Figure 5, the triggering signals
𝑉GS1 and 𝑉GS2 are both under low state. Hence, the resonant
current 𝑖𝑟 does freewheeling through intrinsic diode 𝐷1
of switch 𝑆1 as demonstrated in Figure 6(a). Meanwhile,
inductor 𝐿 PFC releases energy via intrinsic diode and energy
storage capacitor 𝐶bus .

Operation Mode VII. In Figure 6(g), the resonant current 𝑖𝑟
commutates and power switch 𝑆2 turns on. Inductor 𝐿 PFC is
storing energy via 𝑆2 .
By utilizing the simple trigger signals to accomplish the
operation of half-bridge resonant converter, the presented
driving circuit also possesses the following advantages: (1)
reducing EMI; (2) lowering low frequency noise; (3) providing zero-voltage switching.

4. Circuit Analysis
Prior to the design of parameters, the specifications of circuit
and load must be specified in advance. It includes input
voltage 𝑉in , switching frequency 𝑓𝑠 , half-bridge resonant frequency 𝑓𝑟 , input real power 𝑃in , output real power 𝑃out , lamp
current 𝑖𝑟 , lamp resistance 𝑅, duty cycle 𝐷, and allowable
voltage ripple on energy storage capacitor. Afterwards, the
design of circuit device parameter can be embarked on.
The proposed AC/DC converter is connected to and
supplied by power grid. Thus, the source voltage can be
written as
𝑉in (𝑡) = 𝑉𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡) .

Because the switching frequency of half-bridge converter
far exceeds the grid frequency as shown in Figure 3, the high
frequency switching action will be accomplished within the
grid frequency envelope. Thus, 𝑖𝑝,peak (𝑡) can be expressed
by (2). By solving out the triangle area of (2), the obtained
result is described by 𝑖𝑝 (𝑡) as written in (3). Next, 𝑖𝑝,peak (𝑡)
is integrated over half period and the average value can be
achieved, as shown in (4), where 𝑇𝑠 is the switching period:

Operation Mode II. The triggering signal 𝑉GS1 is in the high
state. As shown in Figure 6(b), resonant current 𝑖𝑟 passes
through intrinsic diode 𝐷1 of switch 𝑆1 with freewheeling
mechanism. Inductor 𝐿 PFC keeps on releasing energy via
intrinsic diode and energy storage capacitor 𝐶bus .
Operation Mode III. As shown in Figure 6(c), the resonant
current 𝑖𝑟 commutates; switch 𝑆1 turns on. Inductor 𝐿 PFC
releases energy through resonant tank and capacitor 𝐶bus .
Operation Mode IV. After energy storage inductor 𝐿 PFC
releases energy completely, this mode starts as illustrated

(1)

𝑉𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡) 𝑇𝑠
,
2𝐿 PFC

(2)

1
× 𝑇𝑠 × 𝑖𝑝,peak (𝑡) ,
2

(3)

𝑉 𝑇
1 𝑇𝑠
∫ 𝑖 (𝑡) ⋅ 𝑑 (𝑡) = 𝑚 𝑠 sin (𝜔𝑡) .
𝑇𝑠 0 𝑝
4𝐿 PFC

(4)

𝑖𝑝,peak (𝑡) =
𝑖𝑝 (𝑡) ≅
𝑖in (𝑡) ≅

Based on input voltage 𝑉in (𝑡) of (1) and input current
𝑖in (𝑡) of (4), the average input power 𝑃in can be determined
according to (5). With circuit efficiency being taken into
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Figure 6: Current path of operation mode.

account, the output power 𝑃out of converter can be expressed
as in (6). By further mathematical calculation, the quantity of
PFC inductor 𝐿 PFC can be written as in (7):

𝑃in ≅

𝑉𝑚2
1 2𝜋
,
∫ Vin (𝑡) ⋅ 𝑖in (𝑡) 𝑑 (𝜔𝑡) =
2𝜋 0
8𝐿 PFC 𝑓𝑠

(5)

𝑃out = 𝜂 ⋅ 𝑃in =
𝐿 PFC =

𝜂 ⋅ 𝑃in
,
8𝐿 PFC 𝑓𝑠

𝜂 ⋅ 𝑉𝑚2
.
8𝐿 PFC 𝑓𝑠

(6)
(7)

Figure 7 shows the relationship of capacitor voltage with
respect to capacitor input power. It is clearly seen that
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Table 1: Circuit specification.
Input voltage 𝑉in
Switching frequency 𝑓𝑠
Output power 𝑃out
Lamp current 𝑖𝑟

Pin
dc (t)
Pout

110 V, 60 Hz
50 kHz
28 W
0.35 A

idc (t)

ZLC
0

𝜋
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Ztotal
Cr
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2𝜋

Figure 7: Capacitor voltage and electric energy relationship.

ir

capacitor voltage 𝑉bus lags capacitor input power with angle
𝜃. By integrating (8), capacitor input energy is derived as
expressed by (9):

𝑃out

𝑃𝐶in (𝑡) = 𝑉in (𝑡) × 𝑖in (𝑡) ,

(8)

1
1 2𝜋
=
∫ 𝑃 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 .
2𝜋 0 in
2

(9)

VAB

RLED

Figure 8: Equivalent circuit of resonant tank.

According to energy conservation law, the energy stored
on capacitor is identical to its output as expressed by (10). The
solutions of 𝜃 can obtain from (10). They are 𝜃 = 𝜋/4 and
3𝜋/4. Substitute 𝜃1 = 𝜋/4 and 𝜃2 = 3𝜋/4 into integration
form of (11) as lower and upper limit. The relationship among
Δ𝑊, 𝜔, and 𝑃 can satisfy (10). Equation (13) is another form
of Δ𝑊; (11) and (12) are equal. Also, (11) can be expressed by
(13), wherein 2Δ𝑉/𝑉bus is the ripple factor. The reactance of
energy storage capacitor is achieved and written as in (13):

to Ohm’s law as illustrated in (16). The relationship between
lamp resistance 𝑅 and reactance of resonant tank 𝑍𝐿𝐶 can be
expressed as in (17):

1
𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 sin2 (𝜃) = 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 ,
2

2
− 𝑅2 .
𝑍𝐿𝐶 = √𝑍total

𝜃2

1
Δ𝑊 = ∫ 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡) − 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 𝑑𝜔𝑡
2
𝜃1
=∫

3𝜋/4

𝜋/4

(10)

2

1
𝑃
𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡) − 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 𝑑𝜔𝑡 = ,
2
𝜔

(11)

2

1
2
2
Δ𝑊 = 𝐶 [(𝑉bus + Δ𝑉) − (𝑉bus − Δ𝑉) ] ,
2
2Δ𝑉
,
𝑉bus

(13)

𝑃
.
2 × ripple
𝜔 × 𝑉bus

(14)

2
Δ𝑊 = 𝐶 × 𝑉bus
×

𝐶=

(12)

Figure 8 illustrates that the equivalent resonant circuit
composed of resonant inductor 𝐿 𝑟 and resonant capacitor 𝐶𝑟 .
The associated parameters can be decided by using Ohm’s law.
Firstly, the stored energy in the form of DC voltage on
capacitor is converted to voltage 𝑉AB on lower arm switch
of half-bridge converter. The voltage across the lower arm
switch 𝑉AB can be calculated according to (15) by assigned
conduction time 𝑑 and dc bus voltage 𝑉bus . By using resonant
tank voltage of (15) and lamp current 𝑖𝑟 mentioned above,
the total load impedance 𝑍total can be achieved according

𝑉AB = 𝑉bus

√2
sin (𝜋𝑑) ,
𝜋

𝑍total =

𝑉AB
,
𝑖𝑟

(15)
(16)
(17)

By substituting the assigned switching frequency and resonant tank impedance 𝑍𝐿𝐶 determined by (17) into (18) and
circuit design resonant frequency into (19), the parameters
of resonant inductor 𝐿 𝑟 and resonant capacitor 𝐶𝑟 will be
obtained by solving the simultaneous equations (18) and (19):
𝑍𝐿𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑠 𝐿 𝑟 −
𝑓𝑟 =

1
,
2𝜋𝑓𝑠 𝐶𝑟

1
.
2𝜋√𝐿 𝑟 𝐶𝑟

(18)
(19)

5. Experimental Results
This research employs the above-derived circuit parameters
to implement a 28 W LED lighting driving circuit. The
corresponding circuit specification is listed in Table 1.
Figure 9 displays the waveforms of input voltage 𝑉in , input
current 𝑖in , and PFC inductor current 𝑖𝐿 PFC . By inspecting the
relationship between input voltage 𝑉in and input current, the
small phase angle difference implies that high power factor is
predictable. According to the measurement, the power factor
is over 0.97.
Figure 10 demonstrates waveforms of triggering signals
𝑉GS1 , 𝑉GS2 , and PFC inductor current 𝑖𝐿 PFC . It can be seen
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Figure 9: Input voltage, input current, and PFC inductor current
waveform.
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C2
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Figure 10: Switch triggering signal and PFC inductor current
waveforms.

ir

C3
VAB

VGS1: 5 V/div; VDS1: 100 A/div; time: 1 𝜇s/div

Figure 12: Zero-voltage-switching waveform.

inductive mode and furnishes the half-bridge resonant switch
with zero-voltage-switching feature. Zero-voltage switching
can effectively reduce the high frequency switching loss and,
thus, promote the overall circuit operating efficiency.
Figure 12 illustrates that power transistor is triggered by
𝑉GS1 and then turns on, with 𝑉DS1 falling down to zero. If
trigger signal 𝑉GS1 is high, the power switch is turned on
and 𝑉DS1 falls down to zero. In this way, the simultaneous
high states of 𝑉GS1 and 𝑉DS are avoided. The switching actions
are always completed when 𝑉DS1 is zero, that is, zero-voltage
switching (ZVS).

6. Conclusion
This paper realizes a self-excitation single-stage high power
factor driving circuit for LED lighting. Experimental results
validate the availability of this circuit configuration. The presented self-excitation single-stage high power factor driving
circuit can effectively avoid the IC cost, achieve high power
factor over 0.97, and promote power efficiency to over 85%.
In consequence, this paper has successfully realized a selfexcitation single-stage high power factor driving circuit for
LED lighting.
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Figure 11: Waveforms with square wave voltage leading to resonant
current.
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Massive utilization of petroleum and natural gas caused fossil fuel shortages. Consequently, a large amount of carbon dioxide and
other pollutants are produced and induced environmental impact. Hydrogen is considered a clean and alternative energy source.
It contains relatively high amount of energy compared with other fuels and by-product is water. In this study, the combination
of ultrasonic mechanical and biological effects is utilized to increase biohydrogen production from dark fermentation bacteria.
The hydrogen production is affected by many process conditions. For obtaining the optimal result, experimental design is planned
using the Taguchi Method. Four controlling factors, the ultrasonic frequency, energy, exposure time, and starch concentration,
are considered to calculate the highest hydrogen production by the Taguchi Method. Under the best operating conditions, the
biohydrogen production efficiency of dark fermentation increases by 19.11%. Results have shown that the combination of ultrasound
and biological reactors for dark fermentation hydrogen production outperforms the traditional biohydrogen production method.
The ultrasonic mechanical effects in this research always own different significances on biohydrogen production.

1. Introduction
Because hydrogen is clean and sustainable and has high
thermal energy, research on hydrogen energy has recently
been emphasized in academia and industry. Traditional
hydrogen production methods include the thermochemical
and electrochemical methods, which are highly energy intensive, resulting in expensive and polluting production. However, the biological method applies anaerobic microorganism
(primarily clostridium bacteria) to wastewater treatment,
simultaneously converting the organic matter in wastewater
into usable hydrogen. This method not only solves the
problem of environmental pollution but also develops clean
hydrogen energy and is an economic and competitive method
of hydrogen production.
Reviewing the previous development of destructive ultrasound biological effects, Coakley et al. [1] discovered the
cavitation of Amoebae under the ultrasonic effects with the
frequency 1 MHz and the intensity 515 W/cm2 in 1971, when
the number of cells obviously decreased after the irradiation. Coakley and Dunn [2], in the same year, discovered

the irrelative relationship between the extraction of DNA
with the irradiation of frequency 1 MHz and intensity 200–
288 W/cm2 and transient cavitation, but the molecular weight
of DNA reduced with the increasing transient cavitation
when the energy exceeded 500 W/cm2 . Coakley et al. [3]
studied the ultrasonic cavitation effects on the inactivation of
enzymes in 1973 and found out the less influence of cavitation
effects on catalase under the continuous irradiation of 20 kHz
ultrasound but the inactivation of alcohol dehydrogenase
and lysozyme with increasing exponential rate. Ahmed and
Russell [4] explored the death of microorganisms with
ultrasound and hydrogen peroxide in 1975. Dooley et al. [5]
irradiated mice’s thymocytes suspension with continuous and
pulsed ultrasound under the frequencies of 0.5 MHz and
1 MHz in 1983 and argued that the ultrasound transducer
used in medicine did not reveal absolute correlations with
the damage of suspension cells. Van [6] discussed the flow of
cysts and oocytes of protozoa by irradiating with ultraviolet
and ultrasound in 2002. Broda [7] reduced the bacillaceae
attached in the test tubes or on the resin by increasing the
temperature and adding high-acid disinfectants as well as

2
increasing the temperature and adding ultrasound irradiation
to study and observe the survival rate of the bacteria in
2007.
Regarding biohydrogen production, Lin [8] performed
hydrogen production on wastewater sludge and developed an
immobilized cell system for programming sludge in hydrogen
production and immobilizing cells with different materials and hydrogen production, thus identifying the optimal
method for producing repeated batches of immobilized cell
hydrogen. Chen [9] cultivated anaerobes using carbohydrate
and waste-water sludge via CSTR (the reaction volume 4l)
to generate hydrogen. Wang [10] combined mixed bacteria
with starch and starch hydrolysis as the carbon source to
design a dark fermentation hydrogen production system and
found starch hydrolysis to have a higher hydrogen production rate than starch. Hydrolyzing starch thus was the key
to biohydrogen production cost in developing hydrolyzing
amylase. Modigell et al. [11] designed a high-efficiency and
low-energy consumption biohydrogen production method
with membrane contact and nonporous polymer membranes
that not only could effectively absorb the byproduct, carbon
dioxide, but also could prevent high pressure and high fodder
in the polluted natural liquid under aseptic conditions during
hydrogen production and enable harmful materials, like
monoethanolamine (ethanolamine), being the carrier liquid
to pass the test of different membranes and be optimized and
commercially applied. Antonopoulou et al. [12] developed
sweet sorghum with glucose as the material under distinct
hydraulic retention time in which both glucose-fermentation
hydrogen production and fermented waste liquid were utilized to generate methane. The experiment proved that the
highest hydrogen production rate (2550 mLH2 /d) appeared
at the retention time of 6 hrs, while the highest amount
(10.4 LH2 /kg) appeared at the glucose retention time of 12 hrs.
To optimize methane generation, about 29l CH4 /kg glucose
was required during fermentation. The research outcomes
also demonstrated that using glucose for hydrogen production could efficiently generate methane. In this case, using
gas to replace fossil fuels became an ideal method. Kotay
and Das [13] also mentioned the important contribution of
biohydrogen production to renewable energy in the future,
which was particularly suitable for smaller scale and scattered systems. Additionally, the combination of agricultural
and industrial activities and waste treatment facilities for
biohydrogen production was essential in maintaining global
electricity supply, and it was considered a substitute for
fossil fuels and a fuel with multiple applications. Manish
and Banerjee [14] considered hydrogen a reliable energy
since various methods could be established to promote the
development of renewable energy. For instance, light and
dark fermentation, or a combination of the two, could provide
a feasible method of biohydrogen production and confirm
various related techniques and design parameters. The results
of using such biological methods for hydrogen production
and sugar cane juice for nutrient showed that byproducts
increased with biohydrogen production efficiency. In terms
of the biological experiment designed using the Taguchi
Method, Su [15] planned ultrasonic mechanical effect exposure and light source adjustment to hatch fairy shrimps
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Figure 1: Sketch map of biohydrogen production with biomechatronics.

and optimize the parameters. The outcomes identify optical
wavelength as the main influence on hatchability.
Research on the effects of ultrasound exposing bacillaceae has not been discussed. This study thus attempted to
develop a suitable medium composition and perform dark
fermentation hydrogen production with biological reactors
and ultrasonic mechanical effect shown on Figure 1, where
the Taguchi Method was combined to discuss the optimal
hydrogen production conditions in the process, and aimed
to further understand the effects of ultrasound on microorganisms.

2. Basic Theory
In response to depleting fossil fuel energy and to meet
pollution reduction targets, it is necessary to develop new
energy technologies that match modern demand. Among
all emerging energy sources, hydrogen appears to have
the fewest side effects and pose the least environmental
harm. Looking at traditional thermochemical methods and
electrochemical methods reveals that hydrogen production
exhibits strengths and weaknesses in stability, security, and
production; however, biohydrogen production represents a
natural and potential hydrogen production method. Generally, anaerobe (primarily bacillaceae-clostridium) can transform organic matter into usable hydrogen during wastewater
treatment via the biological method and also contributes to
reducing pollution. Biological dark fermentation hydrogen
production thus is considered a favorable choice as anaerobes
can decompose organic compounds to generate hydrogen
without a light source and are easily incorporated into
waste-water treatment so that a practical form of renewable
energy can be developed while processing environmental
pollution. When the Taguchi Method is applied to optimize
hydrogen production it becomes an economical hydrogen
production method. Focused on ultrasound, biological effect,
and the Taguchi Method, this chapter further discusses the
correlations in this study. Figure 2 plotted the flowchart of the
biohydrogen production experiment.
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Method

Preparation of
culture device

Ultrasonic experiment
set-up

torque, acoustic streaming effect, and cavitation. The basic
source of these effects is the peripheral pressure change
caused by ultrasound. The cavitation produces the largest
effect and thus can break the cell structure, collapse aerosol
cells, or tear solid physiological tissues. Rayleigh-Plesset
announced the mathematical movement model for the inner
cavitation vibration of incompressible liquid in 1949 [16].
Applying such a theory to calculate the appearance of
dark fermentation rod hydrogen producing bacteria and the
internal tissue could result in the natural frequency in the
physical activation so as to observe the activation effects by
setting different pulse intensity for the vibration. The radius
𝑅0 , surface tension 𝜎, heat capacity ratio 𝛾, density 𝜌, viscosity
coefficient 𝜂, and pressure 𝑃0 of the bacteria are substituted
for the following equation to calculate the natural frequency:
2

Optimal experimental
combination

Experiment confirmation

Figure 2: Flowchart of the biohydrogen production experiment.

2.1. Principles Underlying the Biological Application of Ultrasound. Ultrasound has been applied to real world applications in recent decades and has been utilized to improve
human life. Compared with certain animals, such as bats
and whales, people still learn from the biosphere to improve
production and life quality. Research on animal behavior
models could provide improvements in mechanical design
and logistic processing models. Consequently, it becomes
necessary to understand the effects of ultrasound on organisms. Ultrasound communicates in transmission media and
can generate a series of effects and influences, including
organism-related thermal and nonthermal effects. The latter
are further divided into mechanical effects and empty-hole
effects.
2.1.1. Thermal Effect. When transmitting through viscous
substances, ultrasonic energy is partially absorbed by friction
and relaxation among molecules or lattices. The energy
thus absorbed is transformed into heat and increases the
temperature of the substance involved. As seen for physiological tissues, heat effects can boost metabolism but harm
physiological tissues with these different effects depending
on ultrasonic intensity and exposure time on physiological
tissues. Thermal effect refers to micromassage causing tissues
to generate ultrasonic efficacy and thus produce different heat
energy and also refers to the increased heat production by
the body after eating owing to the metabolic energy cost of
digestion. It is considered diet-induced thermogenesis.
2.1.2. Nonthermal Effect. The nonthermal effects of ultrasound include radiation pressure, radiation force, acoustic

(𝜔𝑟 ) =

2

2𝜂
1
2𝜎
2𝜎
[3𝛾 (𝑃0 +
)−
] − ( 2) .
2
𝑅0
𝑅0
𝜌𝑅0
𝜌𝑅0

(1)

Collapse of cavity cells can cause high pressure and temperature change and hence biochemical reactions. Generally, the
nonthermal effect can be separated into the mechanical effect
and empty-hole effect.
(a) Mechanical Effect. The mechanical oscillation effect
describes ultrasound generating extendable change in tissues via a process similar to massage and is also called
micromassage. During transmission in media, oscillation of
spatial particles in the ultrasonic path is induced so that
particles present faster movement, displacement of acoustic
pressure, tensile stress, compressive stress, and expansion or
contraction.
(b) Empty-Hole Effect. When applying strong ultrasound
in liquid, excessive pressure and negative pressure occur
because ultrasound is a compressional wave. Negative pressure breaks the liquid, causing empty holes and cavitation.
Such bubbles comprise liquid steam or gas in the liquid.
Bubbles are unlikely to break when the radius reaches a
certain size. Some bubbles might break during oscillation,
resulting in shock waves and high temperature through which
cavitation causes various physical or chemical actions in the
liquid.
2.1.3. Effects of Ultrasound on Cells. Ultrasound can increase
cell membrane permeability (permeability is the ability of
water to pass through a material; water passes more easily
through materials with good permeability and cannot pass
easily through those with poor permeability). The experimental findings showed that constant and pulse ultrasound
change tissue internal and external osmotic pressure (osmosis
refers to the ability of a matter to pass through the membrane
or not) and that cell stimulation needs to be changed to
enhance the metabolism and reaction process and change the
pH of the human body.
Ultrasound enhances tissue regeneration and the effects
of peripheral nerves and significantly influences the conduction velocity of peripheral nerves. The major factor is
the diathermanous effect of ultrasound. Higher intensity
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ultrasound generates a transmission area that proves the
sensibility of nervous tissues toward ultrasound.
2.2. Biohydrogen Production Method and Classification. Generally, based on nutrient category and the distinct formula,
hydrogen production methods can be classified as thermochemical, electrochemical, and biological. The thermochemical and electrochemical methods have some weaknesses, such
as large energy consumption and instability. Biohydrogen
production can transform organic waste into energy via
biodegradation and biotransformation. This method not only
can solve environmental pollution and generate hydrogen
energy but is also considered the best method of energy
production for achieving sustainable environmental protection and commercial value. Biohydrogen production can
use numerous microorganisms, for example, green algae,
cyanobacteria, photosynthetic bacteria, and fermentation
bacteria. The biological method includes photosynthesis,
light fermentation, and dark fermentation. The dark fermentation applied in this study utilizes anaerobic bacteria
to decompose organic matters, which is considered the
traditional anaerobic fermentation method.
Regarding the organic matter in wastewater, the anaerobic bacteria contain hydrolytic bacteria, hydrogen production
acetic acid bacteria, acetic acid synthetic hydrogen production bacteria, and methane bacteria. In the traditional
anaerobic digestion process, the organic matter converts into
methane and carbon dioxide, and hydrogen is generated
using acid production metabolism, but acetic acid bacteria
and methane bacteria consume hydrogen so that hydrogen
becomes the intermediary in the metabolic pathway. In this
case, the concentration of hydrogen accumulated was lower
than in the traditional anaerobic digestion process. In terms
of anaerobic hydrogen production bacteria, clostridium bacteria is common and merely needs preprocessing sludge to
inhibit or destroy methane bacteria activity, which can be
achieved through heat or acid-alkali treatment. Having glucose as the substrate, the equation for hydrogen production
of anaerobic bacteria is as follows:
C6 H12 O6 + 2H2 O → 2CH3 COOH + 2CO2 + 4H2
C6 H12 O6 → C3 H7 COOH + 2CO2 + 2H2

(2)
(3)

where C6 H12 O6 is glucose, CH3 COOH is acetic acid, and
C3 H7 COOH is butyrate.
The traditional anaerobic digestion process hydrolyzed
complex organisms (cellulose polysaccharide or protein)
into small molecules (carbohydrate amino acid) which were
converted into hydrogen, carbon dioxide, acetate, propionate,
butyrate, and alcohols through fermentation. The propionate,
butyrate, and alcohols were converted into hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, and acetate through fermentation, while the hydrogen and carbon dioxide were converted into acetate by acetic
bacteria and the acetate was further converted into gas by
methane bacteria. The process using anaerobic bacteria yields
a better hydrogen rate if the main metabolite is organic acid
than if it is alcohols or ketones. Electrons are transferred to
higher reduced form outcomes such as alcohols or ketones,
thus resulting in a low hydrogen rate.

2.3. Hydrogen Production Strains and Metabolism Path
2.3.1. Introduction to Bacillaceae. Short stemmed bacillaceae
is one of the bacteria that are best able to produce hydrogen.
Under anaerobe, the best production occurs at 25∼60∘ C and
neutral pH, and it forms endospore and becomes dormant
in an unsuitable environment. Bacillaceae is spore-producing
with a particular structure and grows in thalli. Each thallium
can grow a spore at its end that is wider at the end and also
differs from other thalli.
Spore formation is a severe physiological and biochemical
change for thalli. Both thalli and spores exhibit two nuclei
and form two cell membranes, as the precursor spores. When
the cells take the first step, they merely form endospores only
when the thick wall of precursor forms is complete. The entire
process lasts about 8∼10 hours.
2.3.2. Anaerobic Fermentation Metabolic Pathway. According
to Wang [10], increasing the contents of formate, pyruvate, and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide reduced form
(NADH) enhances hydrogen production. Tanisho and Das
reported increased NADH and hydrogen. Consider
CH3 COCOOH + HCoA → CH3 COCoA + HCOOH (4)
HCOOH → H2 + CO2

(5)

NADH + H+ → H2 + NAD+

(6)

2.4. Taguchi’s Optimization Experiment
2.4.1. Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array. Taguchi’s Orthogonal
Array describes the creation of a pair of parameters from
all levels at two column intervals in the experimental
table, where each composition exhibits the same frequency.
The Classical Orthogonal Array is named after 𝐿 𝑎 (𝑏𝑐 ) and
presents that the experiment contains 𝑐 factors, each of which
has 𝑏 levels for an experiment. Orthogonal Array compromises on experimental cost and precision, and fewer experiments are needed to achieve useable statistical information.
Nevertheless, Orthogonal Array experiments are not Full
Factorial experiments. The “bias” cannot be fully eliminated
but is acceptable since not all levels of compositions appear
on the Orthogonal Array. The optimal composition therefore
might not occur in the experimental group.
2.4.2. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (𝑆/𝑁 Ratio). 𝑆/𝑁 ratio is frequently used as the quality index in the Taguchi Method,
demonstrating the effects of errors at the process or product
level. According to different quality characteristics, various
𝑆/𝑁 ratio formulas are formed, including Nominal-the-best,
Smaller-the-better, and Larger-the-better. Both Smaller-thebetter and Larger-the-better were applied in this study, and
the Smaller-the-better 𝑆/𝑁 ratio is shown as follows:
2

∑𝑛 (𝑦 )
𝑆
= −10 log [ 𝑖=1 𝑖 ] = −10 log (𝑦2 + 𝑆𝑛2 ) .
𝑁SB
𝑛

(7)
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The larger-the-better S/N ratio is shown as
𝑆
= −10 log
𝑁LB

∑𝑛
[ 𝑖=1
[

5
6

2

(1/(𝑦𝑖 ) )
𝑛

],

(8)

1
8

]

where 𝑦𝑖 shows the experimental values, 𝑦 the mean experimental value, 𝑆𝑛 the standard deviation, and 𝑛 the number of
experimental times.
This study combined the mechanical effect generated
by ultrasound and biohydrogen production technology and
applied the Taguchi Method to design the experiment and
analyze the parameter relations to optimize the effect. In
the process, dark fermentation was utilized for hydrogen
production based on several advantages as follows.
(1) Fermented strains have rapid hydrogen metabolism.
(2) It could rapidly and continuously produce hydrogen
from organic matter.
(3) It shows a favorable growth rate on general microbial
systems.
For these reasons, dark fermentation hydrogen production appears to obtain better benefits in terms of microorganism quality and quantity than does photosynthesis bacteria
hydrogen production. Regarding the mechanical effect of
ultrasound on dark fermentation, frequency, energy, number
of exposures, and duration are the changeable parameters.
Additionally, pH, temperature, nutrient content, starch, and
stir speed can be adjusted to match specific organisms.
The experiment designed three parameters for ultrasonic
mechanical effect using the Taguchi Method, namely, frequency, intensity, and exposure time, to observe and analyze
the effects on biohydrogen production.

3. Experimental Method and Procedures
3.1. Experimental Method. The ultrasonic system and biohydrogen production equipment utilized for this experiment are
described as follows.
3.1.1. Ultrasonic System. The experimental structure in which
ultrasound was used for hydrogen production is shown in
Figure 3. In the research, the physical parameters of microorganisms covered surface tension 𝜎 = 72.75 dyn/cm, heat
capacity ratio 𝛾 = 1.4, water density 𝜌 = 1 g/cm3 , viscosity
coefficient 𝜂 = 9.197 × 10−3 g/cm ⋅ sec, pressure 𝑃0 = 760 torr,
and the size 𝐼0 = 5–8 𝜇m [17]. Such parameters are substituted
for (1) to acquire the natural frequencies 0.5 MHz and
0.96 MHz of the hydrogen producing bacteria. Hence, this
study selected the single-crystal straight-beam longitudinalwave immersion transducer with natural frequencies of 0.5
and 1.0 MHz, while 5 MHz is selected as the nonnatural
frequency transducer for the comparison. After completing
the required nutrient and strains, the proportion of 10 : 1
was placed in the reactor, as shown in Figure 3. Meanwhile,
the thermostatic water bath was filled with water whose
temperature was controlled at 33∘ C∼40∘ C by a temperature
controlling machine. To ensure even distribution of the
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Figure 3: Experimental structure: 1: ultrasonic pulser, 2: reactor, 3:
thermostatic bath, 4: thermostat, 5: flowmeter, 6: video camera, 7:
computer, 8: sampling tube, 9: gas tube, 10: stirrer, 11: stirring stone,
and 12: ultrasonic transducer.

measured liquid, a stirring rock was placed in the reactor,
which was covered to create a closed space. The reactor was
then placed in the thermostatic water bath with a stirrer
beneath it to power the stirring stone for mixing nutrient and
strains. Following the preparation, an ultrasonic transducer
was connected to the pulse transmitter with the reactor lid
and was soaked in the fermentation liquid. The other two
empty holes on the reactor lid were placed in soft tubes for
sampling and delivery of gas to the flowmeter. The ultrasonic
pulser was further connected to an oscilloscope, leading
to the incident and reflected waves being shown on the
oscilloscope display for storage in a computer.
3.1.2. Biohydrogen Production System
(1) Strains and Nutrients. The experimental strains were taken
from the wastewater in the end sedimentation tank of sewage
treatment plants. This wastewater was mixed with bacterial
strains, primarily bacillaceae. Numerous methods could be
used for strain treatment, and this experiment adopted high
temperature treatment. First, the bacteria liquid was placed in
a beaker with a cover to prevent airborne competitors from
entering the bacteria liquid. Second, the beaker, separated
using an iron net, was heated to boiling on the heating plate.
The boiled bacteria liquid was then stored for cooling. This
process aimed to eliminate competitors to prevent them from
generating other gases during the reaction.
Regarding the nutrient content, potato starch was used
as the carbon source, ammonium hydrogen phosphate
(NH4 H2 PO4 ) as the nitrogen source, and dibasic sodium
phosphate as the buffer salt for acid change, and all these
materials included some microelements, as shown in Table 1.
Proper carbon source, nitrogen source, buffer salt, and
microelements were stirred in a pot with 1 L RO water and
then heated to boiling point. In the process, the solution
was evenly stirred to prevent precipitation causing uneven
nutrient concentration. The buffer salt served to stabilize the
system pH. During the metabolism in dark fermentation
hydrogen production, the generation of acid and alcohols
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Table 1: Nutritional composition and formula.

Composition
Carbon source
NH4 H2 PO4
Na2 HPO4
K2 HPO4
MgCl2 ∙ 6H2 O
MnSO4 ∙ 6H2 O
FeSO4 ∙ 7H2 O
CuSO4 ∙ 5H2 O
CoCl2 ∙ 5H2 O

Concentration mg/L
10 g/L–20 g/L–30 g/L
4500
11867
125
100
15
25
5
0.125

could reduce system pH and further change the metabolism
path of hydrogen production or even limit the fermentation
for hydrogen production. The most commonly utilized buffer
salts are NH4 H2 PO4 and Na2 HPO, which could increase
hydrogen production and reduce the CO2 /H2 ratio.
(2) Analysis. H2 and CO2 are the main gases produced in dark
fermentation. This study thus selected Gas Chromatography
analysis using a thermal conductivity detector. The separation
column is a high-molecule ball with fixed length of 1.5 m;
the temperature at the injection port and detector was
100∘ C, and the separation column temperature was 50∘ C.
Volatile acid and alcohols performed Gas Chromatography
analysis with a flame ionization detector. The mobile gas
was argon, which could separate methane, hydrogen, oxygen,
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. A spectrophotometer
was utilized to measure the fermentation solution following
ultrasonic exposure to understand the starch concentration
of the fermented liquid. Iodine reagent caused the starch
solution to appear blue violet. The main function was that
amylase in starch formed a hollow helix to hold iodine
molecules, causing the color change. Under certain starch
concentrations, the concentration change was linearly related
to the optical absorbance and could test starch decomposition
in fermentation. The spectrophotometer, Shimadzu UV-1201,
with the radiation wavelength 550 nm was used in this
experiment.
(3) Fermentation Hydrogen Production Simulation. The modified Gompertz equation (9) was used to stimulate hydrogen
production. Hydrogen production was simulated over time
using the modified Gompertz equation, where the dynamic
parameters (Hmax , 𝑅max , and 𝜆) were established using the
nonlinear regression function Sigma Plot [1]. Consider
H = Hmax exp {− exp [

𝑅max,H2 × 𝑒
Hmax

(𝜆 − 𝑡) + 1]} ,

(9)

where H represents accumulated produced hydrogen (mL),
𝑇 represents fermentation duration (ℎ), Hmax represents
maximum hydrogen production potential (mL), 𝑅max represents maximum hydrogen production rate (mL/h), and 𝜆
represents lag time (h).
(4) Calculation of Hydrogen Production Efficiency. Under the
traditional process of transforming organic anaerobe into

methane, carbon dioxide, and acids (including acetic acid,
propanoic acid, and butyric acid), 1 mole sugar could produce
2 moles acetic acid, 4 moles hydrogen, and 2 moles carbon
dioxide, as shown in (2). The actual hydrogen produced
differed from the theoretical calculation, and the hydrogen
production efficiency was represented as follows:
Efficiency (%) = (

Actual H2 volume
) × 100%.
Theoretical H2 volume

(10)

Theoretical hydrogen production could be shown as
Theoretical H2 volume
=

(starch × 0.9 × 0.7 × 4 × 0.08205 × 298)
.
162

(11)

Substituting (10) for (11), the experimental efficiency was
Efficiency (%)
={

Actual H2 volume
}
[(starch × 0.9 × 0.7 × 4 × 0.08205 × 298) /162]

× 100%,
(12)
where Actual H2 volume represents hydrogen actually
received in the experiment (liter), Theoretical H2 volume
represents hydrogen volume received according to chemical
theory (liter), Starch represents starch concentration (g/L)
used in the experiment, 0.9 represents 1 g starch containing
0.1 g water and so the actual starch was 0.9 g, 0.7 represents
that the work volume of the reaction tank was just 0.7 L, 4
represents that 1 mole sugar could produce 4 moles hydrogen, 0.08205 represents idea gas (constant), 298 represents
absolute temperature, and 162 represents calculated number
of units of starch.
3.2. Experimental Procedure. The experimental framework
is shown in Figure 3. Ultrasound was applied to dark fermentation biohydrogen production to understand the mutual
effects in the hydrogen production process, and the Taguchi
Method was utilized to plan the experiment groups and times.
The experimental procedure was as follows.
3.2.1. Parameter Selection. Orthogonal Array 𝐿 9 (34 ) in the
Taguchi Method was applied to plan the experiment groups.
Before determining the controlling factors and levels, experiments were performed using various controlling factors
and levels to determine their effects on dark fermentation
hydrogen production. Since the effects of ultrasound in
exposing bacillaceae have not been studied and discussed, the
number of controlling factors and levels for this study was as
listed in Table 2.
(a) Ultrasonic exposure energy was first used as the
controlling factor to clarify its effects on biohydrogen
production. As the ultrasonic pulser could be adjusted
to 2, 4, and 8 joules, the three values were the
adjustable level numbers.
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Table 2: Experiment planning table.
Factors
A
B
C
D

Specifics

Level 1 Level 2

Power energy (joules)
2
Exposure time
15/30
(exposure/stop, min/min)
Frequency (MHz)
0.5
Starch concentration (g/L) 10

4

Level 3
8

15/15 All the time
1
20

5
30

(b) Distinct ultrasonic exposure time periods were
selected as the second controlling factor. The exposure time periods were 15 min exposure followed by
30 min rest, 15 min exposure followed by 15 min rest,
and continuous exposure for full time.
(c) The third controlling factor was frequency of transducer exposure. The exposure frequency was changed
to discuss the effects of ultrasound on biohydrogen
production, and the adopted frequencies included
0.5 MHz, 1 MHz, and 5 MHz.
(d) The effect of various starch concentrations on biohydrogen production was further discussed. Wang
[10] found that hydrogen production peaked at starch
concentration 20 g/L, and the volume production rate
reached 106 mL/h. Complying with the level selection
in the Taguchi Method, the present experimental
parameters were considered the standard and varied
by one unit in each direction. Consequently, 10, 20,
and 30 g/L starch were selected as the changed levels
of nutrient concentration.
3.2.2. Experiment. By following Table 2 using the Taguchi
Method, dark fermentation hydrogen production was combined with ultrasound to adjust the number of controlling
factors and levels for the experiment.
(a) Strains were first boiled to delete the competitor and
then cooled.
(b) Nutrient was prepared by mixing suitable starch,
buffer salt, microelements, and 1 L boiled water that
was being cooled.
(c) Strains and nutrient were placed in the reaction tank
in a ratio of 1 : 10, and argon was infused for about 10
minutes to expel the air in the reaction tank.
(d) The external temperature of the reaction tank was
controlled at 36∘ C. A stirrer was placed under the
reaction tank to drive the stirring rock to evenly mix
the reaction tank liquid.
(e) Proper control conditions, as listed in Table 2, were
added to the cultivation process.
3.2.3. Data Analysis. To increase the experiment reliability,
nine sets of Taguchi’s Orthogonal Arrays 𝐿 9 (34 ) were applied
to acquire the maximum hydrogen production, hydrogen
production rate, and lag time. The analyses are described
below.

(a) 𝑆/𝑁 ratio, Response Table, or Response Diagram
could be utilized to optimize the experimental conditions. Four quality characteristics, namely, experimental efficiency, hydrogen production rate, starch
surplus ratio, and lag time, were analyzed in this
study. The former two were Larger-the-better as the
larger experimental efficiency and faster hydrogen
production rate were better, while the latter two were
Smaller-the-better as the lower starch surplus ratio
indicated more starch use, and the shorter lag time
helped reduce the fermentation time.
(b) The 𝑆/𝑁 ratio result was used to determine the
mean of the corresponding quality characteristics.
Response Diagram could be applied to determine
the required optimization conditions. In the process,
the importance of different controlling factors in
hydrogen production was also discussed.
3.2.4. Experiment Confirmation. The factor from 𝑆/𝑁 ratio
could reduce experiment variability. The factor in quality
characteristics could then control the hydrogen production
experiment being preceded under the optimal condition.
𝑆/𝑁 ratio showed distinct optimization results from quality
characteristics. Having compared the differences and selected
the most suitable result for confirming the experiment, the
verification demonstrated the best experimental combination
of hydrogen production technology and mechanical effect.

4. Results and Discussions
To select the number of controlling factors and levels using
the Taguchi Method, one of the curve diagrams of the experimental results after three repetitions is shown in Figure 4.
The horizontal axis (𝑥-axis) represented the reaction time
(h) while the vertical axis (𝑦-axis) represented the hydrogen production (mL). According to Taguchi’s Orthogonal
Array 𝐿 9 (34 ), nine experiments and nine different symbols
represented each experimental result. Table 3 represented
the curve in Figure 4 showing the results of maximum
hydrogen production, hydrogen production rate, and lag
time. The maximum hydrogen production efficiency could
be calculated from (10)–(12), and the rest (hydrogen production rate and lag time) could be directly analyzed without
calculation. The fermented liquid could be measured for
the starch surplus ratio. This experiment thus examined
four quality characteristics, namely, hydrogen production
efficiency, hydrogen production rate, starch surplus ratio,
and lag time. Hydrogen production efficiency and hydrogen
production rate were Larger-the-better, while lag time and
starch surplus ratio were Smaller-the-better. The optimization process was divided into two steps. The first step reduced
the variability, namely, to maximize 𝑆/𝑁 ratio, while the other
maximized the hydrogen production efficiency. Aiming at
distinct optimization processes, the experimental results were
further discussed.
The experimental results in Table 3 were repeated three
times to obtain the mean hydrogen production efficiency,
hydrogen production rate, starch surplus ratio, lag time, and
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Figure 4: The curve diagram showing the first experimental results
using the Taguchi Method.
Table 3: The effects of biological H2 production using the Taguchi
Method.
Experimental sets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Hmax (mL)
889.79
2126.58
2785.89
3141.07
811.02
2087.64
1370.16
3199.82
1079.55

𝑅max (mL/h)
118.93
147.42
115.27
119.35
185.28
164.75
86.55
198.66
79.31

𝜆 (h)
24.08
17.72
22.12
12.50
185.28
20.09
27.54
24.16
18.81

𝑆/𝑁 ratio. All the values were listed in Table 4. The second to
the fifth columns represented the variability of the controlling
factors and levels corresponding to the nine experiments in
Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array. To reduce the variability, Table 5
shows the factor Response Table of hydrogen production
efficiency 𝑆/𝑁 ratio calculated using the experimental results
in Table 4. The level values under column A presented the
effects of variability, and the variability among different levels
could be regarded as the effect of controlling factors on
𝑆/𝑁. The range in the table showed the maximum range
of variability, where the larger variability in Rank is more
important. As the 𝑆/𝑁 ratio was expected to be Largerthe-better, the optimal experimental settings for hydrogen
production efficiency showed the conditions of A2B2C1D3.
This implied ultrasonic exposure energy 4 joules, exposure
time 15 min/stop for 15 min, transducer frequency 0.5 MHz,
and starch concentration 30 g/L. The Response Table of 𝑆/𝑁
ratio showed that starch concentration (factor D) was the
most significant factor in the experimental results, followed
by exposure intensity, frequency, and time. In this case, the
ultrasonic exposure intensity was 72.46% significance when
compared with the starch concentration that was always used

by the traditional biohydrogen production method. Table 6
showed the 𝑆/𝑁 ratio of hydrogen production rate. Similar
to the optimization results of hydrogen production efficiency,
the optimal results occurred with ultrasonic energy at level 2,
exposure time at level 2, transducer frequency at level 1, and
starch concentration at level 3. Starch concentration was also
the main controlling factor.
By analyzing the starch surplus ratio, Table 7 listed the
optimal settings for 𝑆/𝑁 ratio as ultrasonic exposure energy
at level 2, exposure time at level 1, transducer frequency
at level 2, and starch concentration at level 2. Comparing
hydrogen production efficiency and hydrogen production
rate revealed that the exposure energy had the same level,
while the other three controlling factors were different. With
the four controlling factors, starch concentration showed the
largest effect on starch surplus ratio, followed by exposure
frequency. By analyzing the lag time, the optimal settings for
𝑆/𝑁 ratio, as listed in Table 8, included ultrasonic energy at
level 2, full-time exposure at level 3, transducer frequency at
level 2, and starch concentration at level 2. From the table, the
transducer frequency showed the strongest effect on lag time,
followed by starch concentration.
According to Tables 5–8, besides hydrogen production
efficiency and hydrogen production rate sharing a common
optimal level with various controlling factors and starch
surplus ratio and lag time exhibiting different exposure times,
the other factors exhibited the same optimal level. In the
reaction of controlling factors, all experiments obtained the
largest 𝑆/𝑁 ratio from the controlling factors when the
ultrasonic energy totaled 4 joules, and the level number
selected by the other three controlling factors was distinct
for different quality characteristics. Starch concentration was
considered crucial in three quality characteristics, while the
key factor was the transducer frequency under the lag time.
Since the four quality characteristics were not consistent in
the variability analysis of reducing 𝑆/𝑁 ratio, hydrogen production efficiency and rate were first considered during the
second optimization phase. The quality characteristics were
shown in Figures 5 and 6, where the 𝑥-axis A1 represented the
reaction given controlling factor A and level number 1. The
𝑦-axis represented the hydrogen production efficiency and
rate. From Figure 5, starch concentration showed the largest
change, followed by exposure energy, exposure frequency,
and exposure time. In Figure 6, the extent of the influences
of exposure energy and exposure time switched so that
the largest influence remained starch concentration, but the
smallest effect was exposure energy. Figures 3 and 4 also
identify the experimental parameters for hydrogen production efficiency and hydrogen production rate optimization as
being
A2, B2, C1, D3.

(13)

The determined parameters corresponded to Tables 5 and
6, and thus the optimal hydrogen production efficiency and
hydrogen production rate confirmed the experiment results
when reduced variability was first considered. Table 9 showed
the comparison between the confirmation experiment based
on (13) as the optimization and the maximum value of the
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Table 4: Experiments examining the effect of ultrasonic influences on hydrogen production.
Exp.

A

B

C

D

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1

Production efficiency
Average
𝑆/𝑁
(%)
(dB)
18.94
18.94
22.66
26.50
23.02
27.10
27.11
28.46
21.82
26.67
26.76
28.17
21.12
25.23
26.68
28.34
20.23
25.82

Production rate
Average
𝑆/𝑁
(mL/h)
(dB)
85.40
37.81
131.47
42.10
164.77
43.60
142.18
42.87
127.01
40.10
149.62
43.40
129.84
40.20
218.88
46.70
66.23
36.04

Table 5: Hydrogen production efficiency for different 𝑆/𝑁 ratios.
A
26.26
27.77
26.46
1.50
2

B
26.29
27.17
27.03
0.88
4

C
27.23
26.93
26.33
0.90
3

D
25.89
26.63
27.97
2.07
1

Table 6: Hydrogen production rate for different 𝑆/𝑁 ratios.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Range
Rank

A
41.17
42.12
40.98
1.14
4

B
40.29
42.97
41.01
2.67
2

C
42.64
40.34
41.30
2.30
3

D
37.98
41.90
44.39
6.41
1

Table 7: Starch surplus ratio for different 𝑆/𝑁 ratios.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Range
Rank

A
−18.89
−18.56
−19.03
0.47
3

B
−18.68
−18.92
−18.89
0.25
4

C
−19.38
−18.34
−18.76
1.05
2

D
−19.84
−18.19
−18.45
1.65
1

Table 8: Lag time for different 𝑆/𝑁 ratios.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Range
Rank

A
−26.27
−26.26
−27.29
1.03
3

B
−26.53
−27.00
−26.29
0.71
4

C
−26.49
−25.11
−28.22
3.11
1

D
−27.99
−25.88
−25.95
2.11
2

nine experiments in Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array (Table 4).
In terms of hydrogen production efficiency, the optimal
combination of quality characteristics and 𝑆/𝑁 ratio was
19.11% better than the maximum value obtained from the
nine experiments in Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array. Regarding

𝜆 (h)
Average
𝑆/𝑁
(h)
(dB)
22.54
−27.45
16.35
−24.44
22.03
−26.91
15.68
−24.03
30.18
−29.65
17.32
−25.10
24.47
−28.10
22.10
−26.91
20.69
−26.87

28
Hydrogen production efficiency (%)

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Range
Rank

Starch surplus ratio
Average
𝑆/𝑁
(%)
(dB)
10.27
−20.31
7.77
−17.86
8.32
−18.51
7.43
−17.54
9.40
−19.60
8.38
−18.54
7.73
−18.18
9.04
−19.30
9.50
−19.61

26
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Figure 5: The Response Diagram of hydrogen production efficiency
for different levels.

the hydrogen production rate, the optimal settings from the
nine experiments in Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array was 23.82%
better. To summarize the above optimization and confirmation experiments, the optimal settings were A2, B2, C1, and
D3 when considering the maximum hydrogen production
efficiency and rate. That is, the best hydrogen production
occurred with ultrasonic energy 4 joules, exposure for 15 min
followed by no exposure for 15 min, transducer 0.5 MHz, and
starch concentration 30 g/L.

5. Conclusion
Introducing the Taguchi Method, the number of experiments
could be significantly reduced by the Orthogonal Array,
which is determined from controlling factors and parameters.
Two steps in optimization process are accomplished. The
variability of experiment is reduced and then the hydrogen
production efficiency and rate are maximized. For verifying
the analyzed results, the experiment is performed as follows.
(1) The optimal hydrogen production efficiency is
32.29%, which is 19.11% higher than the maximum in
Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array.
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Table 9: The results of the confirmation experiment.

Quality indicators
Production efficiency (%)

Hydrogen production rate (mL/h)

Production rate (mL/h)

Orthogonal Array
27.11

Optimal condition
32.29

Improvement (%)
19.11

218.88

271.01

23.82
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(2) The optimal hydrogen production rate is 271.01 mL/h,
which is 23.82% higher than in Taguchi’s Orthogonal
Array.
(3) Hydrogen production efficiency and hydrogen production rate are optimized given ultrasonic energy
4 joules, 15 min exposure followed by 15 min rest,
transducer 0.5 MHz, and starch concentration 30 g/L.
(4) Within the four controlling factors, starch concentration most strongly affects the experimental results.
For hydrogen production efficiency, exposure intensity ranks second, while for exposure time hydrogen
production rate ranks second.
(5) The ultrasonic mechanical effects always own different significances on biohydrogen production. For
example, the ultrasonic exposure intensity possesses
72.46% significance when compared with the starch
application on the consideration of hydrogen production efficiency. At the same time, the ultrasonic
frequency shows the strongest effect on the concentration of the lag time.
Besides developing a suitable medium composition, this
study also combines ultrasonic mechanical effects with
biological reactors to perform dark fermentation hydrogen
production. The Taguchi Method is also utilized to discuss the
relationship among parameters in the hydrogen production
process and is expected to optimize the hydrogen production
conditions and further understand the effects of ultrasound
on microorganisms.
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